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Preface 

This collection of essays first began as papers presented at the 34th Annual 
Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures held at the University of Texas at 
Arlington in March, 1999. The idea for organizing a symposium and sub
sequent volume about "Sacrifice and National B'elonging in Twentieth
Century Germany" emerged from a recognition that Germans from vir
tually all walks of life appear to have been unusually preoccupied with 
two interrelated problems over the course of the last century: forging a 
sense of national community and coming to terms with widespread suf
fering. It was within this context that the concept and ideal of "sacrifice" 
(in German, Opfer) played a pivotal role in modern German political cul
ture. What was seen as literally a noble act that carried overtly feudal and 
religious connotations into the nineteenth century was quickly democ
ratized and secularized in the twentieth. As these essays show, once the 
value of heroic national sacrifice was invoked during the First World War 
in order to mobilize German soldiers and civilians, it proved to be a re
markably persistent and resilient "mental tool" for understanding and re
sponding to a variety of social dislocations. 

It is not the intent of this volume to be comprehensive; one could well 
include essays on National Socialist ritual, the East German ethos of anti
fascism, or West German ideals of postwar reconstruction, among others. 
Rather, it is our interest to offer up possible histories of sacrifice. In other 
words, we hope to open new avenues for discussion of the history of Ger
man political life by suggesting ways of assessing the place of sacrifice in 
German discourse over national belonging. 

I wish to take the opportunity to thank the Department of History and 
the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Texas at Arlington, the Wal
ter Prescott Webb Memorial Lecture Series, and Texas A&M University 
Press for their generous support and assistance. Thanks should also go to 

ix 
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David Crew, Deborah Reed-Danahay, Ruth Gross, and Beth Wright for their 
participation and commentaries. Last but not least, I wish to single out 
Steven Reinhardt for the hard work and dedication that he showed in mak
ing both the symposium and this volume possible. 

Greg Eghigian 



Sacrifice and National Belonging in Twentieth-Century Germany 





Introduction 

John Borneman 

German Sacrifice Today 

• Let us define sacrifice not in a purely religious sense, as an offering to a 
deity, but more abstractly and theoretically, as the constitution of a loss 
necessary for the creation of the sacred. Characterized in this way, it is 
both universal (as humans are always constituting losses in the pursuit of 
some purpose or goal) and culturally and historically specific (as this pur
pose or goal, the sacred, is contingent on place and time). The value of sac
rifice is also relative in the sense that it varies by perspective-of the sac
rificer, the sacrificed, and the analyst. The history of modern Germany 
presents this contingency and variability in its extremes, both in its most 
horrendous form as Holocaust- genocide in the name of the Volk (histor
ical effects)- and in more benign versions- such as self-sacrifice for the 
construction of an inclusive national sozialer Wohlfahrtsstaat (social wel
fare state) or willingness to sacrifice for the ecological health of the planet. 

3 
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The sheer weight and intensity of the effects of this term Opfer (sacrifice), 
what we might call the Wirkungsgeschichte of sacrifice in this century, 
has made Germany into a model of and for sacrifice. Today, of the many 
anthropological examples of communal sacrifice, Germany serves as a 
limit case: a model of the ways, for both good and evil, in which sacrifice 
has been practiced, and a model for other social groups by which they 
often measure, for both good and evil, their own constitution of losses and 
their own sacreds. 

The essays in this volume trace aspects of the history of sacrifice in 
Germany from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. They serve as a 
kind of palimpsest, not only presenting the front-page stories of contem
porary German sacrifice, which reached its zenith in World War II and the 
Holocaust, but also attempting to go beyond the exposed side to talk about 
the relation of the present to past engravings and alternative stories. From 
this perspective, sacrifice is practiced in a series of historical repetitions 
and displacements. At the end of this introduction, I would like to suggest 
one major form of displacement today- election rituals. For now, how
ever, I might best orient the reader by reviewing three seminal works of 
early anthropological theorizing: E. B. Tylor, Sir James Frazer, and Henri 
Hubert and Marcel Mauss. 

Nineteenth-century British and Scottish theorists of sacrifice were 
concerned with understanding its cross-cultural aspects and hence fo
cused on its morphological dimensions, which they then placed in an evo
lutionary sequence. Tylor and Frazer are generally credited with uncov
ering the two fundamental principles of sacrifice: substitution and the 
creation of sacred objects through the constitution of a loss. The principle 
of substitution, first explicated by Tylor, explained how either a part was 
substituted for a whole, such as a finger or a lock of hair for the whole per
son, or an object of lesser value was substituted for one of greater value, 
such as effigies for real victims. 1 The principle itself, Tylor thought, was 
indexical of a developmental sequence from primitive to advanced social 
types. 

In 1890, Sir James Frazer elaborated Tylor's thesis and explained how 
groups arrived at this principle of substitution. He observed that sacrifice 
was a means of absorbing the qualities of a god or gods, in other words, the 
primary mode of creation of human sacrality, and he posited three tradi
tions, or stages, i.n the evolution of sacrificial rites. The first tradition con
cerns the sacrifice of kings themselves, a practice designed, he says, to 
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spare society the spectacle and effects of the king's own physical decline. 
One of his major sources here were Icelandic myths, which contained the 
idea that the king himself was the sacred sacrifice, killed when his sym
bolic potency declined, usually after a nine-year reign. The second tradi
tion concerns the custom of child sacrifice, frequently of the firstborn son, 
who is substituted for the king and then sacrificed in the name of the so
cial whole, the function being to propitiate the vengeful gods and to pro
long the reign of the father. 2 The third tradition concerns the substitute 
sacrifice of the socially expendable, people from the "poorer classes," "an 
ugly or deformed person," or "a condemned criminal."3 

In sum, Frazer traces a movement: from the ancient sacrifice of de
clining kings, to the substitutions of their firstborn sons, to the sacrifice 
of marginal or alienable others. To paraphrase: from gods, to kings, to sons, 
to scapegoats. A key contribution in Frazer's theory is that he transforms 
William Robertson-Smith's image,4 developed in work on Semitic religion, 
of sacrifice as a gathering of harmonious and communal diners, to an im
age of sacrificial meals that are violent rites of self-dismemberment. At 
such meals "divinities have to take themselves apart to put a world to
gether."5 

French theorists were more concerned with the logical, as opposed to 
historical, priority of sacrifice and therefore shifted attention away from 
the religious (as in Robertson-Smith and Frazer) to the sociological char
acter of sacrifice. Accordingly, Hubert and Mauss subsume the study of 
sacrifice under a functional analysis of ritual.6 Following Emile Durk
heim's lead, they claim that sacrifice consecrates a profane character by 
establishing communication between sacred and profane worlds. Sacri
fices are theatrical and festive, serving the functions of expiation in the 
sense of fulfilling an obligation to a god, a plaintive request for rewards or 
advantages, or a consecration in service of the momentary unification of 
worshipers with powers beyond their own control and comprehension. 
This last function, of consecration, heightens the spirituality of the com
munity (or, by the nineteenth century, "society") through the sacrifice of 
divine blood. Periodic ritual sacrifice becomes a foundational social act, a 
means of spiritual sustenance, required by collective life to bring individ
uals into a relationship with something greater than themselves. Sacri
fice, then, is a no longer a stage in human history but a universal human 
ritual whose social and institutional form can be displaced but which can 
be eliminated only at the risk of dissolving the social. 
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I. Histories of German Sacrifice 

Histories of German sacrifice, as illustrated in the essays that follow, 
provide ample evidence for each of these theoretical insights into the 
structure and function of sacrifice. But while German history supports the 
theses that sacrifice operates through the principle of substitution, and 
that it constitutes the sacred through losses, it has not followed any pro
gressive scheme. Sequence is indeed important in understanding the types 
of sacrifice, but in German history the sequence has not followed evolu
tionary principles. Particularly important to observe are shifts over the 
course of the last two centuries in the nature of the sacred and its relation 
to the secular state. Increasingly invasive modes of governmentality, and 
growing belief in and hence power attributed to the social, paralleled the 
centralization of political power at the level of the state. Following the fail
ure of the Weimar Republic, a religiously imbued and phantasmatic Volk 
became increasingly sacralized. And sacrifices entailing losses of ever
greater magnitude were needed in order to recreate this sacred. 

Marcus Funck's essay, "The Meaning of Dying," traces the history of 
sacrifice through its meaning in East Elbian noble families from the end 
of the eighteenth century through World War IL He demonstrates how, in 
the course of the nineteenth century, Prussian noble families became pro

_gressively militarized: reduced to "pure military clans" that acted within 
Germany as "war tribes." Although most military families could trace 
their ancestors back several centuries, some to the thirteenth century, the 
Prussian "warrior caste" solidified only after 18901 much later than the 
Austrian or French. Essential to achieving this castelike solidarity were 
marital strategies that restricted spousal choice to members of other mil
itary families. 

The two world wars of the twentieth century fundamentally changed 
this warrior caste, in both its internal composition and its function within 
German society. Prior to the twentieth century, a disproportionate num
ber of their sons had entered the officer corps. Hence in World War I, when 
officers still led the charges in battles, the male ranks of these noble fam
ilies were particularly decimated. In fact, the fatality rate of noble military 
families in World War I exceeded those from all other wars extending back 
to the time of the wars of Frederick the Great. 

Military families cultivated the legend of a heroic self-foundation 
manifested in a readiness to use violence. Funck argues that the increas
ing euphoria for World War I was accompanied by the glorification of a vi-
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olent death. Each individual male death in the "Great Sacrifice," as this 
war is called, was associated with the collective life of the family into 
which he was born. Surviving members of military families, who thought 
of themselves as having engaged in self-sacrifice by giving their men to 
the violent deaths of war, recuperated the loss of these individuals for 
themselves. They justified their social and political privileges through a 
willingness to exchange the lives of individual males. Their economic de
pendence on this military service reinforced their commitment to it. 

Especially in the first phase of World War I, the military clans used the 
tremendous losses among the ranks of the officer corps to secure their sur
vival through integration into a "national-folkish martyr complex." Pruss
ian nobility had anchored sacrificial thinking in the individual family 
through specific types of memory and forgetting. The Spartanic education 
of individuals in the family stressed "overcoming of mental and physical 
weaknesses," learning "to obey in order to rule," "iron discipline, hardness 
against oneself, selflessness, iron fulfillment of duties, martyrdom." This 
line of thought led to a new kind of treatment of fallen soldiers during 
World War I. Those who lay in hospitals were expected to suffer silently as 
they died. After battle, the idea of mass death was avoided and individuals 
were always named for use in heroic histories and war legends. Yet, in 
commemoration of the losses incurred in the war, there was "undifferen
tiated remembrances for groups of victims who had died under the most 
varied conditions." Mothers and wives were also cast as heroes for their 
preparedness to sacrifice sons and husbands. Slogans such as "Sacrifice for 
the clan, Volk, Fatherland" reinforced the view that sacrifice was a solu
tion for the nation. 

The battles of World War I extended this logic of sacrifice as a national 
solution, and therefore the pain of war, to civilians in a new way, with the 
use of new machinery of mass extermination. In this setting, German no
bility as a class was seen as responsible for "collective memory" of the 
folk, a memory structured around hero and death cults. Heroic deaths as 
Kriegsopfer (victims of war) were then recuperated by entire families and 
integrated into their own histories. Funck demonstrates that the apogee of 
the nobility's death cult was reached in the forty years of peace after 1871, 

a period in which the nobility used their memory work to keep their sta
tus and in which bourgeois writers took them up as heroic characters in 
their stories. The subsequent decimation of its numbers in World War I did 
not change the nobility's dependence on the military because its social 
prestige and cultural privileges were tied to this institution. 
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World War II therefore provided another opportunity for what re
mained of the nobility to assert its prominence. But, in contrast to World 
War I, in World War II German nobility were not united in the forms of ser
vice and sacrifice to the Volk. Some were simply victims of allied bombs, 
others were killed in action or killed in service in the Waffen SS, and still 
others died in resistance to the Nazi cause. Following the war, the nobil
ity appropriated all these causes without differentiating as to the kind of 
sacrifice for the nation. Subsequently; all aristocrats and highborn who 
died during the war have been memorialized as fallen national heroes who 
fulfilled the noble "ethos and duty regarding sacrifice." That is, regardless 
of cause or circumstance of death, all highborn deaths were recuperated as 
sacrifices and their deeds honored within genealogical archives. Funck 
concludes that because of its intimate links to military privilege and sac
rifice, German nobility was unable to transform itself from a warrior caste 
into a" civil aristocracy." This family strategy resulted in decimating their 
ranks and has ultimately led to their demise. 

Essays by Brian Crim and Greg Eghigian carry us deeper into the mean
ing of sacrifice in the interwar period, following the crushing defeat in 
World War I. Crim considers sacrifices of German Jewish veterans in light 
of the discourse on sacrifice during the interwar period. He is interested 
in how the memory of wartime experience is employed for arguments of 
inclusion or exclusion in the nation. German Jewish veterans appealed 
to their own sacrifices in the Great War to justify their claims to member
ship in the Volksgemeinschaft (folk community). Crim demonstrates that 
these veterans shared with other Germans "common values, a reverence 
for the war experience, and a desire to translate that experience into a po
litical reality." In particular, the experience on the front became a sym
bolic focus around which memories of the war, and of the inclusiveness 
that could be claimed from the sacrifices, were structured. Central to this 
memory was the idea of "spilling blood [as] the ultimate sacrifice for the 
nation." 

National Socialists also glorified the experiences of soldiers on the 
front, but they refused to acknowledge the sacrifice of German Jewish vet
erans. Instead they constructed Jews as scapegoats for the social and eco
nomic dislocations that characterized Germany in the interwar years. 
Common sacrifice of German Jews and Germans in the Great War as an 
argument for inclusion was turned into an argument for the necessity of 
sacrificing Jews and excluding them. In short, Crim demonstrates how the 
function of remembering this front experience was not to reconstruct the 
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past accurately, which would have recognized German Jewish contribu
tions, but to shape the future community as one that required their ex
clusion. 

Eghigian takes up the "ritual of national sacrifice" in the same inter
war period, but his focus is on analyzing the significance of "resentment" 
in structuring German political and moral culture. Specifically, he seeks 
to understand the use of "affective registers" in creating a "community 
of shared feelings." Resentment, he argues, is a response to questions 
of theodicy: "Who suffers? Why? To what, if any, end? Who or what is to 
blame? What is to be done about it?" He demonstrates how Germans ap
propriated the many meanings of and exploited the ambiguity within the 
concept of sacrifice (Opfer}-"victim," "casualty," and the constitution of 
"a sacred contract between the one offering the sacrifice and the divin
ity"-to reimagine themselves after the Great War "not as the sacrificers 
but as the innocent victims of an impotent ritual of an equally impotent 
state!' The sacred object that is sacrificed shifts over time, from external
ities (the French enemy, the Jew) to the German community itself as the 
sacrificial victim. The ensuing resentment, writes Eghigian, was a result 
of the "perceived failure of national sacrifice as theodician ritual in the 
wake of World War I." 

In tracing the wider social implications of the link between resent
ment and failed communal sacrifice, Eghigian draws a novel connection 
between the growth of an attitude of social entitlement and "the institu
tionalization of injury compensation." A key to the successful organiza
tion of the social welfare state in Germany has been to turn a community 
of perceived sufferers, who identify only with themselves, into an identi
fication with other sorts of victims. That is, individual risk of loss from in
jury is lessened by the assumption of collective liability by corporate in
stances, such as the state. At issue here is what others have called the 
"socialized management of risk," an assumption of collective liability that 
makes it no longer necessary to assess individual fault or liability. Social 
entitlement programs, such as the institutionalization of injury compen
sation, work precisely in this way, managing risk at the social level which 
in turn makes it frequently unnecessary to assess individual liability. 

Eghigian points to a further effect of the expansion of social entitle
ments through protection against injury: it creates identification with 
other victims. The assumption of collective liability for injury creates sol
idarity among those insured. This logic is remarkably inclusive, and it has 
been crucial for the efficacy of the appeals to self-sacrifice that have played 

-1 
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a critical role in all German political regimes of this century. Eghigian 
traces the variations in arguments by different political groups (Commu
nists, conservative, liberal, and eugenic critics, as well as the National So
cialists) regarding entitlements to compensation by the social welfare 
state. All these political groups expressed their values through appeals to 
a common mythic narrative of sacrifice and victimization, which in turn 
bred resentment because of the absence of actual solutions during the 
great economic depression of the time. The success of Nazi appeals to 
moral resentment, he argues, rested on their embrace of a promise of so
cial redemption "through moral renewal via sacrifice and self-sacrifice." 
They exhorted Germans to occupy positions of both sacrificer and victim, 
to feel themselves to be both victims and victimizers. 

Finally, Eghigian asks, why the radical exclusion of some (Jews, Gyp
sies, homosexuals, the handicapped) in a community that constitutes it
self with such an inclusive narrative? In a community organized around 
suffering (Leid), what happened to empathy (Mitleid)? Why did this com
munity based on social suffering end up inflicting such suffering on oth
ers? Eghigian argues that Nazis used resentment about the failure of sac
rifices in the Great War to turn Germans away from their affective register 
of victimization of the interwar period to one of active sacrificers: "the 
national community was represented as a sacrificing community of com
mon fate." Compassion for strangers was rejected in favor of "redemption 
through politically justified acts of sacrifice. Common struggle replaced 
shared suffering, and an ethic of total sacrifice became synonymous with 
active membership in the national community." 

The significance of the Volksgemeinschaft in motivating sacrifice in 
World War II is again taken up in Michael Geyer's essay. What, he asks, 
"compels men and, indeed, entire societies to go to war and fight to 
death?" After carefully tracking the rate of death among the numerically 
largest victim groups in the war-German soldiers and civilians, Jews, 
Russians-Geyer finds that the most killing and death occurred in the last 
several years of war, from 1942 to 1945· In fact, "more German soldiers 
were killed in action between July 20, l 944, the failed coup against Hitler, 
and May 8, 1945, unconditional surrender, than in the entire previous five 
years of war between 1939 and 1944!' 

This is remarkable because it presents us with the paradox that the 
German leadership mounted a total war with the full knowledge that a 
German defeat was inevitable and that their casualties would parallel or 
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surpass those they inflicted on others. "The Wehrmacht fought for three 
long years," he writes, "the nation was mobilized in a total war effort 
notwithstanding the leadership's knowledge that this effort would not 
make a palpable difference in the eventual outcome of the war." In other 
words, only after the war had been strategically lost did the German mo
bilization reach its "peak numerical fighting power" and did killing fields 
proliferate, also reaching the home front. While the first part of the war 
"was motivated by haughty racial concepts of superiority and inferiority, 
the second phase entailed a systematic war against civilians in which 
racial ideology and military tactics fused in a lethal combination." More
over, Geyer cites evidence that civilians also fought on, in the midst of 
their own deaths and the killing of others, despite knowledge that this 
mass sacrifice was futile. The enormity of this slaughter continues to bog
gle the mind: ''Altogether, approximately 19 million men, women, and 
children were either killed or died as effect of the war." 

Geyer explains this motivation to fight to death in terms of the mean
ing of sacrifice and defense of the Volksgemeinschaft. Germans "thought 
that sacrifice in order to maintain community was a self-evident virtue in 
catastrophe, because they felt that survival depended on community and 
disaster came with dissolution." Three themes appear to justify the course 
of events in which German civilians, acting as sacrificers, ended up em
bracing their role as victims: "defense of community, the pursuit of unity, 
and self-sacrifice as a survival strategy." The fact that both sacrifice and 
victim are expressed in the same German word, Opfer, is no coincidence. 
For the leadership, moreover, even if the war and Nazi goals could not be 
won on the battlefield, a redeeming sacrifice might become an eternal 
source of memory. For them, "if only the sacrifice was great enough, mem
ory would return to it time and again." 

The final two essays, by Uli Linke and Silke Wenk, carry the analysis 
of sacrifice and community into the postwar and contemporary world. Uli 
Linke explores the violence of exclusionary practices in contemporary 
Germany through a close reading of metaphors of the body and the sym
bolics of blood, what she calls a "corporal topography." This topography is 
used to map refugees, immigrants, and those defined as Other. She finds 
that in Germany "the body is perceived as perpetually threatened by 
contagion ... visions [of which] are rendered tangible through metaphors 
of blood." As blood imagery is frequently related through metaphors of 
liquidity to women's menstruation, misogyny becomes pronounced in the 
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German imaginary. As Others are transformed into women in order to ex
clude them, a particular metaphysics of place and geographical placement 
is reinforced. 

Like Eghigian, Linke examines ideas of the German social welfare 
state. But her focus on the postwar period leads her to consider not com
pensation for injury but prosperity, which, instead of producing an inclu
sive narrative of collective liability, generates modes of self-enclosure. 
Foreigners are perceived as a threat to the "closed community" and hence 
as transgressive. The language of sacrifice is employed for this use, even 
when the word itself no longer appears. Linke demonstrates this use even 
when this language is at odds with the individual's own intent, as is often 
the case with postwar youths and the contemporary left. As a particular 
specification, she takes up the postwar history of nudity as a political prac
tice, and then links this insightfully to "the commodification of the un
clothed body" in German tourism. Linke concludes about postwar Ger
many: "national identity, the sense of national belonging, continues to be 
infused by a corporal aesthetic that demands the erasure of difference." Ul
timately, then, her essay is a powerful argument for a continuity thesis in 
the "German national imaginary." Corporal aesthetics permits Germans 
"to exhibit race innocently, without having to publicly (or consciously) ac
knowledge participation in a racial mythography." 

Linke's argument operates at the level of linguistic metaphors and 
demonstrates that there tends to be an unconscious continuity in the 
language of sacrifice. It remains to be seen whether this language has the 
same meaning in different social settings- whether, for example, sacrifice 
has the same referents in discourses about war and the military, taxation, 
public services, immigration, and art over time. We might refine this ques
tion by asking about the possibilities of historical displacement of sacri
fice, whether and under what conditions in fact its mode changes. 

Silke Wenk considers commemorative practices of Nazi genocide after 
German unification, with a focus on arguments and proposals over the last 
decade for a memorial for the victims of the Holocaust in Berlin. What are 
the strategies employed to remember publicly a regime of sacrifice, and 
how is this regime to be represented in art and pedagogy after the fact? 
Our attention is circled back to that of Funck's essay, away from private 
memory and the organization of victim groups to the creation of public 
remembrance: the place of memorials, museums, instruction, and the 
political organization of memory. This process of public remembrance is 
"deeply intertwined," she writes, "with the attempt to reconstruct a na-
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tion that is both questioned and called on within the framework of Euro
pean politics." How does one create a Germany without creating a Nazi 
Germany? "The reconstruction of a feeling of 'belonging'-a national be
longing-collides with the insurmountable difficulties of constructing a 
single, unproblematic vision of a history that does not exist." 

Some proposals for the Berlin Holocaust memorial think that the me
morial should make "the hardly comprehensible paradoxes in the history 
of the city bearable." This wording, she suggests, indicates the difficulties 
and limitations of this task of public remembrance, for what is bearable 
or unbearable can never be answered forever and for all. She convincingly 
critiques memorials that attempt to create "a universe of victims (sacri
fices)," where no group is prioritized over another in its suffering, or where 
all groups are subsumed under a specific representation, or where the fo
cus is on the suffering of the Jews alone. Contemporary German memori
als pose the question of how to re-emplot this history of the organization 
of death, of loss, and of sacrifice. Are they to offer the possibility for re
demption, or are they merely warnings? Or punishments? Or demands for 
repentance? 

At bas·e is the choice between a desire to mourn and overcome the loss 
or to remember the loss melancholically forever. Of course, this choice 
elides the issue of agency: whose loss is to be commemorated? Sacrifice is 
purposeful and loss is inflicted by specific groups of people. Wenk cites 
a distinction made by the sociologist Michal Bodemann between the 
"mourning of a loss" and the "remembrance of a crime." Bodemann in
sists that because the two purposes are at odds, they cannot be brought to
gether in the same site. The historical model for such conflated remem
brance, Wenk argues, is the "Altar des Vaterlandes," a memorial which 
dates back to the time of the French Revolution. It is a model that evis
cerates both the "loss" and the "crime" in that the state constructs an al
tar to commemorate sacrifices without distinction. Death in the name 
of the country is glorified, military triumphs are celebrated, but, Wenk 
writes, no place is available for the memory of loss and crime. 

Yet, the Germany of the last decade of the twentieth century, post
unification Germany, seems precisely not to be caught in a choice be
tween identifications with either rites of mourning or rites of commemo
ration. If anything, the two practices, of mourning and commemoration, 
are frequently part of the same daily itinerary of German tourists who 
come to Berlin to visit their new capital. Indeed in the new Berliner Re
publik both kinds of sites proliferate and constitute part of the symbolic 
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landscape of not only German but European history. Moreover, these rites 
appear to have had an especially marked effect on the significance Ger
mans attribute to the memory of loss and crime. As was especially appar
ent during the ethnic cleansings of the 1990s in the Bosnian war and in 
Kosovo, the German State was extremely reluctant to send German sol
diers to die in battle on foreign soil. Only after fulfilling a set of precon
ditions- extended public debate, intra-governmental unity of purpose, 
unity with European allies, definition of military missions solely in terms 
of prevention of massacre and peace-keeping-could the state again direct 
sacrifice in the name of the people. 

Indeed, what has emerged from the Balkans conflict is not renewed 
national sacrifice or victory for Germans, neither the mourning of a loss 
nor the commemoration of a hero, but agreement on sacrifice for "human 
rights" for others. Protection of human rights has become the most read
ily accepted public reason to sacrifice in Germany. In debates about sites 
of commemoration, however, what is politicized, as Wenk demonstrates, 
are German sacrifices of the past and memories of this past; the ideal of 
human rights is never invoked. Perhaps this suggests something about the 
different modes in which memory is being deployed, sometimes to atone 
for the past, sometimes to assuage guilt in the present, other times to di
rect future behavior. Each of these modes performs differently while not 
necessarily being in contradiction to each other. 

Rites of commemoration tend to heroize the past, or, as Levi-Strauss 
has argued, bring the past into the present, while rites of mourning may in 
Jact lament loss by transporting the present back to the past. 

Seen anthropologically, the remembrance of a crime and the mourning 
of a loss are not mutually exclusive but mutually communicative. Both 
bring the present and past into a dialectical relation with each other. But 
perhaps there is a third kind of rite, what we might call "rites of collective 
accountability," of which we should be aware- public apologies, restitu
tion, reparations, retributive acts and trials, investigatory commissions, 
the cultivation of critical historiography, public forums for discussion and 
debate, public elections. Such rites may also set up a dialectic between 
past into the present, but in addition they seek to liberate the present from 
history by signifying a caesura, a break from the past. This type of closure 
should not be confused with forgetting; rather, it is a particular reorienta
tion of the past toward the future that affirms a caesura, a reinterpretation 
of one's position in light of a changed historical trajectory. 7 

In any case, as Wenk writes, "The promise of redemption through sub-
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ordination to the idea of nation seems tenable no longer in a united Ger
many." Here she is pointing to a singular achievement of postwar Ger
mans, a displacement in the signification of sacrifice in commemorative 
and mourning rites. Germans today are dis-identifying with the most 
obvious national agents in their pasts: their grandparents and great
grandparents who fought and sacrificed for the nation. They are dis
identifying with the sacrifice narratives of the past depicted by Funck, 
Crim, Eghigian, and Geyer that had worked so effectively in both world 
wars, and particularly for the Nazis. Indeed, at a time of increasing "Euro
peanization" of much of national life, why should younger Germans be 
asked to identify themselves solely with the murderers of the national 
past? 

The fear that such a dis-identification would mean a repression of past 
memories and lead to either a repeat of criminality or a shirking of re
sponsibility has thus far not proven to be well founded. This singular break 
in identification, and the development of new rites of collective account
ability, might in fact be a German contribution to the culture of remem
brance that other groups with similar histories of victimization might 
learn from. It points to a present narrative whose intent is not reproduc
tion of the group, and as such, it is an innovation in the means of collec
tive remembrance and the working through of collective liability. Wenk 
concludes that the process of debating the Holocaust memorial has called 
into question "the fundamental possibility of a representation of the 
Holocaust" in Germany. At the level of representation, no single icon will 
do and, therefore, "no possibility of positive, unambivalent identification 
is to be found in history." 

II. Elections as Contemporary Sacrifice 

In this section, I suggest one domain in which it would be fruitful to 
explore a displacement of sacrificial rites: democratic elections. The his
torical legacy of the Nazi regime of sacrifice has largely delegitimated cer
tain ways of constituting loss, but the social functions of sacrifice con
tinue, though now in displaced forms. Some of this is evident in practices 
in domains that do not replicate conventional racial, sexual, or gendered 
exclusions. Democratic elections constitute one such ritual domain, and 
they correspond to the third type of rite previously mentioned, a rite of col
lective accountability. 

Much has changed in governance since the two great wars, the first of 
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which is still called "the Great Sacrifice." Recall Frazer's typology of types 
of sacrifice: the ancient sacrifice of declining kings, the substitute sacri
fice of the king's firstborn son, the substitute sacrifice of marginal or alien
able others. The trauma of these wars has exhausted the second and third 
forms of sacrifice, or, to be more cautious, seriously limited the utility of 
the substitute sacrifice of sons or scapegoats. It is highly contentious, if 
not impossible, to constitute the Volk through such means. In fact such 
sacrifices, when they occur-as in the periodic persecution and murder of 
immigrants-appear to provoke a questioning of the sense and purpose 
of the Germans as a people, a discussion on the legitimacy of a Volksge
meinschaft and about possible alternatives to this form of community. In 
other words, such substitute sacrifice disintegrates the social instead of re
substantializing it. 

Since 1945 1 conventional forms of sacrifice appear to have lost their 
ability to unite a people, not only within Germany but also within all of 
Europe. The link between sacrifices of sons and scapegoats and any sense 
of sacred, while not severed, is no longer convincing to most of the people 
living in European states. Evidence for this is manifold. For one, within 
thirty years of the end of World War II, Western European politicians, un
der pressure from "the people," severely curtailed the use of military force 
against external" enemies," and they eliminated the death penalty. For an
other, by the end of the war, the traditional warrior caste in all of Europe 
had lost most of its prestige and status. And then there is the fact of a 
marked development and extension of the principles of equality within 
the social body itself, defined above all as equal participation in the polit
ical system and equal access to public goods. Also observable has been a 
movement within Europe, true of both sides of the former cold war divide, 
toward equality within the highly authoritarian and patriarchal familial 
and social systems, a movement that in Western Europe alone cross-cut 
private life, civil society, and the state. Nowhere have these changes been 
more dramatic than in Germany. 

This is not to deny the coexistence of exclusionary principles but 
simply to point to a postwar tendency toward elimination of conventional 
sacrificial modes within Germany specifically and Europe as a whole. My 
hypothesis is that these transformations were in part made possible 
through the reintroduction of the first form of sacrifice identified by 
Frazer: self-sacrifice of the ruler. In democratic political forms, this older 
form of sacrifice, such as when the Icelandic king sacrificed himself after 
nine years of rule, is now performed in ritual elections. 
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By democracy, I am following the minimalist conception put forth by 
Joseph Schumpeter that designates democracies as systems in which 
rulers are selected by competitive elections. 8 Robert Dahl has rightly criti
cized this conception as an idealization that does not correspond to em
pirical reality. 9 Other conditions-such as the equal access of candidates 
to voters, time-off to vote, minimal living standards, multi-party systems, 
impartial judiciaries, the rule of law-might also be necessary in order to 
guarantee that elections are fair and competitive. 10 My argument is that 
the ideal, even if met only in a minimalist empirical form, institutional
izes a form of sacrifice that tends to replace the second and third form of 
sacrifice previously mentioned. In fact, there is a logical opposition, a per
manent tension, between the self-sacrifice of the ruler and the substitute 
sacrifice (of sons or scapegoats) in the creation of the sacred. 

To highlight the historical significance of elections in democratic poli
ties in relation to other forms of sacrifice, we might recover from the 
Greek word holokauston its original meaning, which is a translation of 
the Hebrew term for "burnt offering." A burnt offering was made to pro
tect the sacrificer from the hostility of the deity. All deities, for the Greeks 
as well as the Hebrews, were vengeful gods that required periodic offer
ings. Since the latter part of the nineteenth century, in Germany das Volk 
(in much of the rest of Europe the "nation") became a new deity, a god of 
a "loving" and pleasure-seeking sort; in Durkheimian terms, a Volk that 
worshipped itself. Great sacrifices-of sons and scapegoats-were made 
to this deity in the two world wars. But the sacrifices were always of a sub
stitute sort, of sons in wars and racialized Others through demonization 
and persecution. Elections, when democratic, institute another kind of 
sacrifice where the people sacrifices itself as a body instead of an Other, 
and where the ruler/ruling party must eventually sacrifice himself/itself 
to the opposition by "losing" an election. 

III. Four Elements of Sacrifice in Democratic Elections 

In a democratic election, four elements of sacrifice are performed: 
( r) the periodic sacrifice of the ruler or ruling party, ( 2) the periodic disso
lution of the people, (3) the electorate's periodic sacrifice of time, and 
(4) sacrifice through ritual excess. Let me briefly go into each of these four 
elements. First, the ruler or ruling part must regularly risk being replaced; 
the longer the incumbent person or party remains in power, the less "demo
cratic" a regime appears. The systems theorist Niklas Luhmann has ex-
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plicated the regime particularity of the relation between ruler and ruled, 
arguing that democracy distinguishes itself by a particular code, ruling 
party/opposition. He writes, "perhaps the most important invention [in 
avoiding the arbitrariness of rule and control and in delimiting the domain 
of politics] resides in the institution of parliamentary representation with 
allowable opposition as the basis of the choice of government." 11 The rul
ing party remains legitimate only to the extent it maintains itself as dis
tinct from a viable opposition. If societal interests and issues become po
litical, they are taken up through this code, of government and opposition, 
which cannot be questioned if the political form is to be nominated as 
11 democratic." 

From Luhmann's perspective, the governed, or "the people," are neces
sarily separated from the state during everyday life, but they must re-enter 
the life of the state through the process of delegation in ritual elections. 
They enter not as "the people" but as disaggregated monads, individuals 
who can rethink-independent of enduring ties of alliance or affinity
their choice between ruling party and opposition. We can develop this in
sight by noting that democratic states must hold in tension the notion 
that the "people" both precede the state (the state lives for them) and are 
empty (a void needing to be continually re-constituted as an intersubjec
tive group). Elections perform the work of constitution ritually, much like 
an initiation rite, by dissolving the people in order to reconstitute them as 
the symbolic focus of democratic government (of, by, and for the people). 

This leads us to the second element: that in elections the "people" dis
aggregates itself, dissolves its unity into a display of signs of difference and 
social division. For a single day, all individuals are reduced to their "atom
istic selves" and freed, if only for a utopian moment, from the totalizing 
pressures of all social groups and identifications. As Claude Lefort put it 
in his masterly analysis of democratic revolution: "the body politic was 
decapitated" and "the corporeality of the social was dissolved!112 On elec
tion day, the head is put in limbo, if not removed and replaced, and the so
cial body dissolved. 

Following the election, the symbolic focus has been transformed from 
"the people as rulers" to the" delegates of the people" who now rule them. 
In a masterful essay, Pierre Bourdieu has addressed the function of politi
cal "delegation," which he identifies as a universal process of disposses
sion. He writes, "Individuals cannot constitute themselves (or be consti
tuted) as a group, that is, a force capable of making itself heard, of speaking 
and being heard, unless they dispossess themselves in favor of a spokesper-
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son."13 His point, undeniably true for any political form other than direct 
democracy, is that political groups, such as parties, obtain their power to 
represent the individual through an act of willed dispossession. 

If we situate delegation within the specific electoral ritual process of 
democratic regimes, however, then the meaning of the operation of "dis
possession" varies. In a democratic regime, the dispossession of voters 
through delegation of their power to the representative occurs through 
periodic elections. But these elections initially dissolve the social and 
thereby re-possess the individual, deliver back to the individual his or her 
authority, which means an opportunity to hold the delegate accountable. 
This is certainly a different and superior form of constructing representa
tion to that where the delegate is never required to check-in. Bourdieu's 
universalism here obscures differences between democratic and totalitar
ian regimes. The major and perhaps most significant difference between 
the two regime types is that delegation in democracies articulates with 
principles of accountability that apply to the delegates. 14 These principles 
have developed as the "rule of law," and they are embodied in codes that 
democratic political forms cannot do without. 15 

One of the most significant effects of constituting the people through 
this process of dispossession and repossession by delegation is to reaffirm 
the binary code government/opposition. This code represents not a united 
Volksgemeinschaft but a dissensual unity. Largely through this technique 
of ritual election, "democracy" is produced instead of competing forms 
of political organization such as despotism or monarchy. But also, de
mocracy is produced instead of alternative forms of "systems," such as 
the economy (whose code might be profit/non-profit), or science (the code 
truth/falsity), or art (the code aesthetic/non-aesthetic), or sport (the code 
winner/loser), or entertainment (the code pleasure/non-pleasure). 

Third, all individuals sacrifice "time," that most precious of modern 
commodities, to vote. Since "time" is regularly equated with "money," and 
democratic form exists in a tense relation with capitalist economic form, 
this sacrifice of time to vote is a direct valorization of participatory poli
tics over economy, or democratic political form over capitalism. Hence, 
people commonly talk about having to vote as a sacrifice. 

Fourth, and last, election rituals are burnt offerings, analogous to pot
laches. They are rituals of excess that involve not only great expenditures 
of wealth but also large armies of volunteers, hired spin doctors, consult
ants, and pollsters to run a "campaign." Each campaign season appears 
with more social elaboration, requiring ever-greater public and private ex-
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penditures of time and resources. That the content of elections appears to 
be less significant than the form, with electoral rhetoric often becoming 
merely a series of repeated platitudes, corresponds to a tendency observed 
in much ritual: the emptying of meaning through the institutionalization 
of repetition. Hence the actual outcome, who wins or loses, is frequently 
insignificant in that democratic elections are not legitimated by specific 
winners and losers or even necessarily by the subsequent outcomes of the 
policies of the victor. Rather, electoral legitimation rests on being loyal to 
the form of the performance, a form that requires the production of both 
a leader or ruling party (winner) and an opposition (loser) who acknowl
edge that this ritual of excess has reconstituted the social. The loser is not 
humiliated but turned into a worthy opposition. In these four senses, dem
ocratic elections constitute a loss in order to create the sacred, that sacred 
being the contemporary self-determining boundaries of a democratic 
polity. 

Elections can also be seen as accountability mechanisms. In this 
sense, many political scientists understand elections in terms of respon
siveness or representativeness of the new rulers to the preferences of the 
voters. There is an assumed connection between "voter preferences" and 
the policy outcomes of the electoral victor. For example, authors in a re
cent book edited by Bernard Manin, Adam Przeworski, and Susan Stokes 
examine the connections between democratic institutions, such as elec
tions, and the way in which governments act. 16 They ask whether govern
ments are "responsive," "representative," or "accountable" to the prefer
ences of an electorate after having won an election. Their conclusions vary 
widely, ranging from skeptical to clearly negative or positive assessments 
of the accountability or responsiveness of government. Yet, their findings 
tend to support my argument that the meaning of the election (its value 
or worth) is not directly tied to its outcome, however that is measured. 
In their words, the acceptance and legitimating potential of elections is 
not directly tied either to responsiveness, representativeness, or account
ability as measured by the relation between voter preferences and actual 
policy. 

Wherein then does democracy obtain its value? John Dunn, in an 
overview essay to the previously mentioned volume, reiterates that 'de
mocracies, like other political systems, are about being ruled as much 
as about ruling (or indicating preferences); they are a rich "existential 
drama of trust and betrayal, pride and humiliation." He concludes, "To 
suggest that we can ever hope to have the power to make [rulers] act just 
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as we would wish them to suggests that it is really we, not they, who are 
ruling. This is an illusion, and probably a somewhat malign illusion, ei
ther a self-deception or an instance of being deceived by others." 17 

An anthropological account of this "existential drama," I am suggest
ing, might focus instead on the temporally specific meaning of electoral 
form as a ritual sacrifice. Such a focus might help us to understand why, 
despite the obvious limitations of elections-especially their susceptibil
ity to the corruption of money and the manipulation of images in mass 
media-they have such a universal appeal. Why, specifically, are they con
sidered a necessary mechanism in constituting democratic polities? Per
haps the answer rests in the promise of replacing more conventional forms 
of direct or substitute sacrifice. 

IV. Electoral Sacrifice in Germany 

In postwar Germany, as in much of Western Europe, elections indeed 
appear to have increasingly replaced large-scale substitute sacrifices. The 
Nazi regime, 1933-45, was characterized by a dictatorship whose explicit 
goal was anti-democratic: the elimination of any opposition. Both succes
sor regimes, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the German De
mocratic Republic (GDR), represented themselves as democratic and in
stitutionalized multi-party systems with ritual elections. Throughout the 
1950s, however, the opposition in the GDR was slowly eliminated, and op
position parties were asked to serve alibi-roles of opposition under the 
leadership of the ruling Socialist Unity Party (SED). The increasingly far
cical nature of elections was paralleled by a scapegoating (leading in its 
most extreme to imprisonment or sending into exile) of internal enemies. 

During this same period in the FRG, for thirty-three of the forty-nine 
years of the Bonner Republik, the Christian Democratic-led (CDU) ruling 
coalition received its democratic legitimation in part from having an 
opposition, both in the form of a succession of social movements (anti
militarization, peace, youth, extra-parliamentary) and in the form of op
position political parties-e.g., the Social Democrats (SPD) and Free Demo
crats (FDP). After a short period of a "Grand Coalition" from 1966 to 1969 
in which the Social Democrats ruled together with the Christian Democ
rats, the SPD formed their own ruling coalition, with the CDU moving 
into opposition. The SPD-led governments, starting in 1969, were re
placed again by CDU-led governments in 1982. In the long period from 
1982 to 1998, when the CDU again ruled in a coalition with the small 
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party of the Free Democrats, Helmut Kohl led as chancellor. The length of 
this period without the reversal of roles between ruling and opposition 
stretched the limits of the democratic system. And as subsequently re
vealed in the "Kohl finance affair," Kohl and the CDU had resorted toil
legal means of raising money in order to stay in power. The "opposition" 
was regarded as an enemy rather than a necessary part of one's own legiti
mation. The 1998 election marked the first postwar German election 
where a new ruling coalition (the SPD and the Greens), and a new chan
cellor (Gerhard Schroder), was actually voted in, instead of just replacing 
the extant ruling coalition following scandal or resignation. 

My point is that it is precisely only when elections function as a ritual 
of sacrifice that they become the key event in creating the symbolic form 
we call "democracy." As with all ritual, elections are demarcated from the 
everyday; they are set aside and appear timeless. But this break in the flow 
of time has a peculiar place in a democracy; it is not to reaffirm an order as 
much as to present the possibility to change it: hence the forced disaggre
gration and reconstitution of the people. Democracies, as a symbolic form 
of organizing a polity, require this rite of sacrifice, this reflex, whereby the 
powerful, the divine-meaning the people- take themselves apart in order 
to put their world together again. Rulers and ruled stage a ritual where the 
ruler risks his death, and the people are dissolved and forced to confront a 
possible departure from themselves. Therein lies a utopian possibility, a 
possibility of non-repetition, which other political forms do not offer. Elec
tions are, of course, no guarantee. Other conditions are also obviously nec
essary, such as that democracies respect the rule of law in order to engage 
in a ritual cleansing of their own center, or that they require certain forms 
of networks of trust or equal access to certain activities.18 

Earlier I referred to the modular stature for German sacrifice as a his
torical and historiographic entity. This modularity creates an unusual par
adox for contemporary German people. They are largely captives of it, for 
to claim a break with its history brings with it a likely accusation of deny
ing the Last der Vergangenheit (burden of the past). As the model of sacri
fice, the history of German sacrifice is continually reexamined, not only 
to talk about the Germans of other times but also as a measure to talk 
about the Germans of today. As the model for it, Germans are constantly 
called on to perform for the present, to legitimate or delegitimate attempts 
by others to constitute losses in order to create other sacreds. To the ex
tent that German people may want to break with this history and consti
tute themselves in a new way, or create new sacreds, they are admonished 
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with this burden of history that is always palpable because it is always be
ing made present. Therefore Germans' views of themselves are part of a vi
cious circle, shaped by how they view how others view them. This politics 
of recognition is, of course, part of any self-definition, which is only pos
sible through the mirror-imaging with a Third or an Other. It becomes 
problematic only when others view Germans and the German commu
nity as fixed, always already constructed, with no possibility of reinven
tion. To have arrived at this paradox is the meaning of sacrifice in Ger
many today. 

Recall Walter Benjamin's inspiring interpretation of the image of the 
angel of history, taken from a Paul Klee painting, ''Angelus Novus." She is 
blown into the future by a storm from Paradise, while looking backwards 
at the wreckage and ruins of the past. This storm Benjamin calls "prog
ress." My more limited goal here has been to open up a theoretical consid
eration of contemporary sacrifice that does not contain it within the vi
sion of the wreckage of this storm. In this, I am following Benjamin's spirit 
in brushing history-or contemporary interpretations of history's direc
tionality- against the grain. Not all experience is to be understood in nar
ratives of the return of the repressed, inescapable repetition, the return of 
ghosts, or the shock or the barbarism of history. Instead of seeing the Ger
man present as a necessary repetition, as an absence (waiting for another 
storm), or as caught between a dark past and looming future, we might see 
it as a series of ends and beginnings, a set of possibilities for departure. In 
Germany, if not in most of Western and Central Europe, the angel of his
tory is no longer in awe of the ruins and sacrifices left behind; she no 
longer looks back in shock because she is conscious of something about 
this past, specifically about the barbarism and futility of certain forms of 
sacrifice. In the seventy years since Benjamin's death, that angel still can
not fly, but she sees and hears certain things she could not before see or 
hear. To be sure, the storm has not died, and there are blind spots that 
block vision, of which we are not aware, but all is not a blur. 
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I Marcus Funck 
Translated by Cary Shockey 

The Meaning of Dying 
East Elbian Noble Families as "Warrior-Tribes" 

in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 

• During Frederick the Great's search for his officer and childhood friend 
von Wedel on one of the battlefields of the Seven Years' War, the king is re
ported to have called out: "Wedel, where is Wedel?" This famous reply 
came from the rows of victims lying about: "Your Majesty, there are only 
Wedels lying here!" The anecdote continues: "Later, after the Seven Years' 
War, the king traveled through the territory of the Wedel family and asked 
where they all were, as the Wedels had earlier been found behind every 
bush in this region. The Landrat accompanying the king replied softly: 
'Your Majesty, they are all deceased.' Seventy-two members of the Wedel 
family died in Frederick's wars.111 The broadly extended von Wedel family, 
located primarily in Pomerania, was by no means dead at the end of the 
eighteenth century. Rather, with 217 officers serving from 1817 to 19141 

including twelve generals, the family provided the greatest number of 
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military leaders of all Prussian noble families for the Prussian army. In the 
critical year 1913, 61 out of I28 male members of the Wedel family served 
as active officers in the Prussian army; counting the reserve officer corps 
members, the percentage of male members participating in military ser
vice stood at So percent. Between l8I? and 1914, eighteen deaths in the 
Wedel family resulted from wars involving Prussia, while in the First 
World War twenty-four family members were killed in action.2 Such num
bers, which could well be expanded to include many other noble families, 
might well lose a portion of their significance if one were to measure them 
in relation to the total number of war deaths. However, they underscore 
one of the central features of East Elbian nobility in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries-i.e., the increasing limitation of professional ac
tivity to service as officers in the Prussian and German armies, the reduc
tion of entire families to purely military clans, and the adjustment of their 
lifestyles and value systems according to military standards. 

Although the effects of this long-term process of reduction of profes
sional possibilities on military politics and the social structure of the offi
cer corps have been treated in numerous studies, we lack investigations 
that take careful treatment of the intensity of the militarization of these 
families into account. This task seems to be of particular importance, as 
social historians have held the funkers, the East Elbian Prussian landed 
nobility, were responsible for the militarization of modern German soci
ety and for the "particularly German" failings in the process of modern
ization, without systematically investigating the history of these fami
lies.3 There are two facets to this deficit. While one can no longer speak of 
a terra incognita in the case of modern histories of German nobility, for 
various reasons one could, until recently, observe a qualitative histori
cization of German aristocracy in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
done in a piecemeal fashion. 4 Historians are only now beginning to inves
tigate the different noble subgroups in modern German history by em
ploying more diverse historical approaches that simultaneously accept 
the peculiarities of noble existence and the necessity of bourgeois/noble 
elite-building in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 5 Likewise, mil
itary history now finds itself in an ongoing process of rejuvenation since 
its return to the academy. Encouraged by outside methodological im
pulses, military historians have entered into a process of self-reflection 
and have developed a series of new paradigms that reach far beyond the tra
ditionally narrow confines of the discipline.6 With a balanced devotion to 
both approaches, this contribution seeks to connect a "military history, 
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that speaks about death" 7 to a social history attached conceptually and 
methodologically to an historical anthropology of Prussian military no
bility.8 

At the forefront of this essay stands the basic premise of military ser
vice that spans the generations. The focus of my essay is the principle of 
killing and being killed.9 I will limit my efforts primarily to a discussion 
of the meaning of violent death. Insofar as an individual's act of dying is 
associated with the historical continuity and the future of the various 
clans, I will dwell on the specific connection between the living, the dead, 
and the survivors within the greater framework of the East Elbian noble 
family. 

One can describe this threefold connection by means of the trope of 
Opfer, a term that means "victim" and "sacrifice" simultaneously. First, 
this can be seen as the essence of noble existence which, in an evaluative 
sense, increased in importance as a feature of distinction as noble families 
increasingly lost social prestige and economic privilege. This notion as
sumed greater importance after the political and social upheaval associ
ated with the Napoleonic invasions. The demand for aristocratic service 
and obligation involved not only a willingness to serve as a paragon in life, 
but also in death.10 The living demand the self-sacrificing man. Second, 
the victimization theory is wedded to an often-ignored bloody reality, with 
all of its myriad influences on the structure and order of noble lineage. 
From the wars of Frederick the Great until the First World War, aristocratic 
military families sustained above average casualty rates, which in some 
cases actually led to loss of economic independence- or even to th e de
mise of the clans themselves. The men make the sacrifice. Third, the no
tion involves a certain reproduction of memory; this act elucidates the 
sacrifice as a religiously sanctioned act, whereby the victims would be 
stylized as heroes, and the site of death on the battlefield would be de
marcated as a newly designated holy place. Even in the twentieth century, 
the nobility maintained a remarkable capacity for achieving mastery of 
the process of public memory. 11 The memory of the dead reproduces the 
idea of self-sacrifice. 

I. 

Military service was by all accounts the oldest and, besides service to 
the crown and the church, the most honorable area of endeavor for the Eu
ropean nobility.12 Thousand-year-old noble families as well as bourgeois 
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families of the nineteenth century raised to peerage traced their ancestry 
back to military service and, based on this record, established a large part 
of their social reputations. With the return to these myths of military 
heroics on the part of noble families, later members, in turn, underscored 
the inherited birthright of suffering and a measured, substantive claim 
to rule. 

Virtually each individual ancient family cultivated the legend of a 
heroic foundation in the mists of historical time, a creation myth that 
could assume absurd forms, such as tracing their roots as Christian war
riors back to the time of Roman Emperor Constantine the Great. How
ever, a select group of ancient East Elbian aristocratic families possessed 
perhaps the most substantive and effective creation myth: the proof of 
their service as the "Shield of God," and the spearhead of Christian civi
lization as part of the forced Christianization and cultivation of the north
ern and eastern regions of the German-speaking world. The cardinal 
virtues of the old feudal militia of the Middle Ages such as chivalry, brav
ery, and loyalty were declared inheritable values of aristocratic being; the 
legacy of the family was maintained through administering violence as 
well as suffering violence. 13 

At the same time, the one-sided presentation of the m ilitary past 
in families of lower (old)-Prussian lineage was a phenomenon of the 
nineteenth century and in certain cases simply did not reflect reality. 14 A 
military aristocracy in a singular sense-i.e., a life peerage created inten
tionally via dubbing ceremony-appeared in Prussia, in contrast to Napo
leonic France and Austria, in credible numbers only after 1890.15 By con
trast, since the late seventeenth century a kind of military nobility had 
developed from the lower landed Prussian nobility. This Schwertadel (no
bility of the sword) was, of course, still intertwined with a land-owning no
bility that possessed considerable property throughout the nineteenth cen
tury by means of narrow social contacts and carefully selected marital 
relationships. Because of the increasing imbalance between the number of 
male family members who (by virtue of their birth) were to be socially 
maintained, the available financial resources, non-military positions, and 
the 'persistent disinterest of East Elbian nobility in taking so-called "me
nial jobs" in the expanding bourgeois economy, a growing number of fam
ilies from virtually all clans became economically dependent on the 
monarchic central state.16 In particular, one might refer to those relations 
who, having been affected by the relative "impoverishment" of the Ger
man aristocracy underway since the nineteenth century, had been espe-
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cially hard hit and formed, after 1918, the basis of the large group of the so
called "noble proletariat." 17 Ferdinand Tonnies noted in 1912 that, "Honor 
and advantage attract nobility," 18 and both of these qualities could be rather 
inexpensively obtained by these families in the officer corps, especially by 
means of the sacrifice of a few of their number. Of course, for these do
mesticated and partially declasse noble families, dependence on service to 
the crown was sweetened by a rigorous royal policy of protection of the no
bility, especially in the officer corps. Under Frederick the Great, lower 
peerage was redefined by the state's ruling class, thereby permitting closure 
within the realm of military leadership. Owing to the continuing influence 
of the old Prussian nobility, this tendency could not be easily reversed. In 
both the rhetoric and policies of the Prussian military reformers after 1 806, 

there was a clear alteration of the term Offi_ziertum (officerdom) that was 
clearly different from the older views of this Stand (caste) and opened the 
way for the modern Prussian military. 19 However, the process of military 
modernization was neither linear nor one-dimensional. During the entire 
nineteenth century, indeed, up until 1916, the idea of a modern officer 
corps remained the subject of considerable debate- to such an extent, in 
fact, that several competing concepts of the officer caste and military lead
ership, in which the notion of "aristocracy" remained a point of orienta
tion, could co-exist and compete with one other. 

According to the Allgemeine Landrecht of 1794, "Nobility, as the first 
caste in the State, assumes, according to its status, the definitive duty of 
protecting the Nation, as well as the support of the external honor and in
ternal substance of the aforementioned." Ten years later, the Reglement 
iiber die Besetzung der Stellen der Portepeefahnriche und iiber die Wahl 
zum Offizier bei der Infanterie, Kavallerie und Artillerie, fundamentally 
refashioned this law, stating, ''Any claim to an officer's post in peacetime 
should henceforth be based on knowledge and education, and should, in 
wartime, be based on bravery .... All previous preferences regarding mili
tary service made according to class will thus end .... "20 Although the 
military reforms shook the already eroded basis of the remnants of the 
Fredrickian army constitution and contained a potential for the "democ
ratization of soldiering,"21 noble military families could make good the 
loss of their former privileges by means of cogent application of their lead
ership positions and profile within the army. The requisite proof of pre
ferred ability for military service through competency evaluation rather 
than "natural abilities" let loose a veritable flood of newly created defini-
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tions of military leadership and civil-military relations.22 During the Wars 
of Liberation, however, the old Prussian aristocracy proved itself astonish
ingly capable and passed the test of ability with ease, although not with
out considerable casualties. This was only accomplished with the aid of 
bourgeois soldiers who, in turn, made counter-demands on their officers. 
The noble military families thus garnered a measure of worth-often via 
clever transformation and a most likely painful reorientation, coupled 
with a parallel maintenance of tradition. This permutation, which altered 
the dreadful balance of defeat incurred at Jena in 1806, created a repository 
of support that lasted well into the nineteenth century, despite occasional 
crises of legitimacy. From this position of strength, high-born families 
could meet any and all military challenges, even if this involved loss of 
their elite social status. If in the crisis-ridden 18 50s even the dumbest sons 
of Prussian nobility could receive a modest income in the officer corps, as 
Karl Demeter notes, 23 then one could assume that noble military families 
possessed suitable resources to remain situated in the officer corps. They 
were not, however, capable of obtaining other professional positions. 

One particular reason for this astounding maintenance of the status 
quo may lie in the successful molding of character- i.e., the qualifica
tions and values sought by reformers.24 The emphasis on character re
mained wedded to the position that the value of the army officer could not 
be established with respect to a catalogue of either abstract or concrete 
qualities. Instead, only in the hour of truth, at the moment of sacrifice, 
could a decision on an individual's relative merit be rendered. This ex
plains why reports concerning qualifications often remained flawed dur
ing peacetime.25 Of course, the emphasis on character brought with it the 
risk of social heterogeneity, but the "democratizing" effect of this new 
edict was countered by two further developments. On the one hand, social 
background could easily be integrated into this program as a preserving in
equality, which is why a process of social segregation in the officer corps 
began to appear after the l 87os. Thus, individual military values and abil
ities were not easily achieved or recognized, but instead remained at
tached to familial tradition and socialization. Reflecting on this policy, a 
conservative member of the Reichstag, Elard von Oldenburg-Januschau, 
argued on behalf of the "principle of nobility" in the Prussian Guards regi
ments in 1910: "Should someone come to the Prussian Guard regiments 
and state: Here you have my son, my great-grandfather died while serving 
in the regiment, my grandfather also died for the regiment, my father par-
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ticipated in military campaigns, so take my boy, then it is perfectly clear 
that they will take the boy. . .. "26 On the other hand, the officer corps in
creasingly defined itself as an ideologically based community in which the 
ethos of nation enjoyed paramount emphasis. This implied participation 
of the masses, who articulated their demands quite vocally in various 
national associations; however, their claim to leadership was channeled 
through and structured by the medium of national belonging.27 It seems a 
far more significant development that character gained in stature among 
large sections of the educated population, and thus was projected into the 
national consciousness. New possibilities for the aristocracy, which had 
always maintained that it possessed character, became available in posi
tions of charismatic leadership at the national level. Only later did the 
horrendous loss of officers during the opening phase of the First World 
War-i.e., the massive, anonymous dying at the front- alter the military 
nobility's previously maintained leadership position.28 Such killing on a 
massive scale prompted social unrest and an irreversible trend toward 
total, industrial war.29 After the national collapse and the experience of 
collective loss in the First World War, a continuation of these families as 
military clans was only possible by means of social inclusion in a nation
alist community of sacrifice. 

But what made noble military clans different from other manifesta
tions of aristocracy and bourgeois military families that also clearly ex
isted at this time? A lengthy commentary of the aging General Magnus 
von Eberhardt, written after the First World War, would seem to provide an 
initial answer: 

I was born in Berlin on 6 December l 8 5 51 during the time of Prus
sia's struggle to establish a position of leadership in Germany. My 
father was a first lieutenant in the Guard Reserve Infantry Regi
ment, which, in 1860, was renamed the Guard Fusilier Regiment. 
My mother, formerly v. ReuB, was, like my father, born of German 
aristocratic families whose members had fought and bled on vari
ous battlefields throughout Europe while serving in the army. Sim
ilarly, my great-grandfathers, Friedrich Wilhelm Magnus v. Eber
hardt, who died while commanding the Infantry Regiment von 
Gravert at Jena on 14 October 1806, and Heinrich v. ReuB, who, as 
a colonel, commander of Elbian Territorial Infantry Regiment, and 
Knight of the Pour le Merite, was killed on 17 June 1815 while 
storming N amur, served in the army. My grandfather, Wilhelm 
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v. Eberhardt, at that time already a sergeant at age fifteen in the In
fantry Regiment von Sanitz, received, as the only officer so deco
rated, the Pour le Merite on 14 October 1806 at Jena. He subse
quently lost his left leg at Leipzig, was active in the Cadet Corps, 
and rose to the rank of lieutenant general. My other grandfather, 
Heinrich v. ReuB, received the Iron Cross First Class while serving 
in the regiment led by his father. He, too, was later badly wounded 
on 16 June 1815 at Ligny. My great-uncles also fought and bled in 
the Wars of Liberation. This recollection had the deepest impres
sion on me.30 

Inherent in von Eberhardt's recollection are notions of temporal depth, 
continuity, and quality of military engagement. In some noble families the 
panoply of military ancestors extended without interruption well back 
into the thirteenth century. Yet the family trees of such families could be 
documented back over several centuries in most instances.31 The Reich
swehr general Joachim von Stulpnagel noted that his "family" (the von 
Stulpnagels, Bronsart von Schellendorfs, and the von Lossaus) continu
ously produced high-ranking generals over five generations, including two 
ministers of war.32 The so-called "Pour-Le-Merite families" also repeat
edly furnished highly decorated combat veterans. For example, the von 
Kleist family received the highest military honors of the Prussian state 
some thirty times in various wars between 1866 and 1918; additionally, 
the von der Goltz clan and the von Belows received commendations eight
een and sixteen times, respectively.33 One noble commentator confused 
the cause and effect of these tendencies at the end of the nineteenth cen
tury when he argued that, "[N]obility, in the essence of its historical re
production in the army, has always sought and found its second homeland. 
It let its sons become officers, because martial spirit had been passed on to 
it in flesh and blood.1134 However, he also noted that military clans had 
developed their own separate social practices and value systems and, al
though still linked to nobility through family ties, could well be described 
as a special class of nobility. 

In contrast to the "propertied families," the military clans rarely pos
sessed lands, and this created conditions of economic dependency. The 
various diaries of these officers are full of lamentations about the loss of 
their own property and lands, or about the alienation from their "home
land," although neither the somewhat extensive endowment nor the 
rather intimate spiritual connection to country life or the propertied exis-
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tence of near relations changed much. As a result of their fathers' frequent 
service-related transfers, for the most part these men were not even born 
in the vicinity of their "native lands." Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck, a self
styled aristocratic rough-rider of the Mark Brandenburg and hero of South
west Africa, spent his childhood in the industrial city of Saarbriicken, and 
only returned to the vicinity of his ancestral home when he entered the 
cadet academy in Lichterfelde. He did so without ever having visited the 
family estate itself .35 The Prussian War Minister Karl von Einem, who 
came from Hanover, linked these "families with a heroic tradition"36 to 
martial tribes in a speech before the Reichstag in 1909: "Whoever knows 
the history of the Prussian army knows the story of Prussian nobility as 
well. Prussian aristocracy has sacrificed life and limb while in military 
service, and the tradition of the army is not solely connected to rulers or 
battles, but also to the clans of these noble houses, who have sacrificed 
everything and have accomplished great things as leaders on behalf of 
Prussian kings and the Prussian State."37 A relatively independent mili
tary nobility reflecting these conditions developed in the course of the 
nineteenth century in East Elbian Prussia, in contrast to other regional no
bility in Germany- e.g., those found in the southern German principali
ties and Catholic Westphalia. But also very wealthy family members with 
extensive holdings entered military service. Owing to the massive expan
sion of the army in the 1890s, the relative number of land-owning sons in 
the officer corps sank to a minimal level. However, in absolute numbers, 
the propertied families provided a growing number of officers. Even for 
wealthy nobility and those sons who stood to inherit land, the military 
retained a certain attractiveness and guaranteed an enhanced social repu
tation. 

A few years in the army, followed by a rather longer stint in the re
serves, remained a viable form of service. The case of the von Arnim fam
ily, one of the most esteemed aristocratic families in the Mark Bran
denburg, demonstrated that even the wealthiest branches maintained a 
continuous relationship with the armed forces. In one chronicle of the 
clan, 150 members of the von Arnim family served as active officers be
tween 1626 and l 8 5 5. Under the regency of Wilhelm I, as many as ninety
seven members were officers. During the Franco-Prussian War of l 8 70- 7 l, 
forty-seven men served as officers, thirty-two received the Iron Cross (first 
or second class), and eight died in combat.38 
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II. 

In traditional aristocratic family units there existed a deeply anchored 
sense of sacrifice and self-abnegation that emphasized familial survival 

·above all else. Individual members of a family had to submit to a particu
lar order and subsume their own separate interests to long-term familial 
demands, all for the expressed purpose of "maintenance of the noble 
legacy and name."39 This affected first-born sons, who had to be prepared 
to assume control of the familial lands and were raised accordingly. This 
belief system also extended to younger sons, who were obliged to pursue 
careers commensurate to their status. Finally, it influenced the lives of 
daughters, who, if unable to secure an acceptable husband, had to dedicate 
themselves "to the service of God" or lead a pathetic existence in the 
"spinsters' corner" of the family estate.40 

During the course of the nineteenth century, sublimation of indi
vidual professional ambitions suffered increasing criticism within noble 
circles. Many aristocratic sons and daughters first doubted, then ignored 
or avoided familial wishes-to such an extent, in fact, that the Deutsches 
Adelsblatt felt compelled to adopt the admonitory tones of a bourgeois 
newspaper and insist that the nobility "could only retain its aristocratic 
position by means of voluntary sacrifice of the individual on behalf of the 
family .... "41 In addition to such calls for sacrifice, the institutionalization 
of measures such as an endowment for the advancement of noble sons in 
preferred professions led to extensive limitations on the available occupa
tions for young men. This trend, in part a reaction to the danger of famil
ial and societal disgrace because of the possible choice of an "ignoble" ca
reer, continued after 1918, which marked the beginning of the decline of 
lower nobility in northern and eastern Germany. 

For the families of military clans, the significance of socialization 
through the family unit, education, and" acceptable" professional activity 
cannot be underestimated. Indeed, attempts were made to pass on core 
values of nobility and corresponding forms of conduct. This was done by 
cultivating a firm mental disposition that was to be manifested in practice 
"with an aristocratic image in mind."42 The central features of this dispo
sition concerned killing and were transmitted primarily through the ini
tiatory rites of the hunt, 43 as well as the practice of renunciation and self
sacrifice. The latter case was illustrated by Paul von Hindenburg's memory 
of his first day at cadet school. The then ten-year-old boy held back tears, 
because no tears were to fall on "the king's raiment." "The idea of becom-
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ing a soldier was not a decision of mine," he recalled, "but a matter that 
was understood."44 In contrast to the bourgeois connotations of the term 
Bildung (education), the formalized dissemination of facts and knowledge 
according to dictated standards, this model of Erziehung (cultivation) fo
cused on the formation of character and the development of a refined 
sense for situations and people.45 

The stated educational goals of aristocratic military families included 
the development of a consciousness of individual willpower and the over
coming of psychological and physical weaknesses.46 In childhood remi
niscences of both aristocratic officers and civilians, even to a certain ex
tent independent of gender, one encounters praise of "Spartan education" 
and physical punishment by the father, the authority figure. Only "ma
mas' boys" and the "physically weak" suffered. Thus, one reads of a ten
year-old boy being threatened by his father with a knife, in order to teach 
him "bravery up to and including the flaunting of death." We also hear of 
children being taught horseback riding with blows of a whip, or even of 
youths being admonished for minor behavioral transgressions with slaps 
in the face or physical blows. Socialization of the nobility in the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries was one of violence in a dual sense, 
i.e., in its suffering and application of violent force.47 This corresponded to 
the twin meanings of rule as dominance over people on the one hand, and 
service to entrusted individuals or the prince as the highest representation 
of the aristocratic hierarchy on the other. 

Under the conditions of tradition in aristocratic family structures 
and the accompanying concentration on one's profession, lifestyles and 
forms of behavior were created that remind us of military demands, rather 
than necessarily of the wishes of the nobility. A "cultivation of service" 
emerged as a core element of this mentality, one that Thomas Carlyle (an 
author read widely and admired within East Elbian noble circles) cele
brated in his lectures on heroes, hero-worship, and the heroic in history.48 

"Learn to obey in order to rule," a political adage that was stressed in edu
cation if not always in practice, became the leitmotif of the aristocratic 
military clans, even in the midst of the profound political changes occur
ring in the twentieth century. This fostered the creation of a series of im
ages based on a special quality of service.49 Nobility as the shield of the 
monarchy, protector of the state or nation, and leader of the people became 
a socio-political constant. Even in the 1950s, the landed noble and retired 
officer Magnus Freiherr von Braun described this culture of service as the 
essence of East Elbian aristocracy and the Prussian state. The ability to 
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withstand difficulties, iron discipline, a physical and mental toughness, 
selflessness, a resolute sense of duty, and the spirit of sacrifice: "That is 
where the strength of old Prussia lay, not in gold or minerals."50 

The omnipresent, living past unfolded itself in such conceptual fields. 
Conditions such as the lack of mineral resources and traits such as the 
simplicity of a modest lifestyle were thus connected to qualities such as a 
sense of duty, toughness, and a spirit of sacrifice.51 Remarkably, these im
ages remained separate from the social and economic transformation then 
underway. In addition, both the self-descriptive passages and the ancillary 
attributes offered a specific image of men: the picture of nobility presented 
here is aristocratic, soldierly, and manly. An example from the reminis
cences of the sex researcher Magnus Hirschfeld serves to illustrate the re
lationship between "officerdom" and a certain image of men: after a squad 
leader was suspended from service for "improper treatment of an enlisted 
man"-the euphemism for a sexual relationship with a soldier-the offi
cer asked Hirsch£ eld to inform his mother. The officer's mother is said to 
have responded: "I thank you, but I must say as a mother of a Prussian of
ficer .. . that I would have preferred that you would have brought me news 
of the death of my son, rather than news of his suspension."52 The myths 
of sacrifice and heroism were by no means purely domains of masculin
ity; indeed, both wives and daughters embraced these core values. For ex
ample, in matters concerning deceased officers from the various military 
clans, women demonstrated distance and strength as heroic mother or 
bride. They comported themselves in accordance with the necessities of 
familial circumstances. Even though the bourgeoisie had produced male 
heroes since the time of the Wars of Liberation, the obligations regarding 
sacrifice and heroism persisted among the military aristocracy. Moreover, 
the military clans could enhance the level of their acceptance in society, 
in that their intended spirit of sacrifice would no longer be understood as 
pure caste egoism, but rather be viewed as service to the nation. 

Carlyle's construction of the hero also points to the direct connection 
between canons of personal morality and values espoused by East Elbian 
nobility and the warrior ethos of the military clans. Carlyle attached the 
preferred reference to honor, one of the central points of distinction in 
any aristocracy, to the willingness to encounter difficulties, danger, even 
death: "'Il faut payer de sa vie.' This point is the true law of aristocratic ex
istence. A man must continually 'pay with his life'; like a soldier, he must 
fulfill his duties at the cost of his life."53 Whoever claimed preference and 
honor had also to be prepared to elevate himself above others. The diffi-
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culty and danger of this task always remained under the threat of demys
tification and transmogrification, and were always in danger of giving up 
their natural claim to status in the lives of these men. This sense of self
sacrifice and denial of death in the military clans subsequently revealed it
self in these terms: Whoever feared death and shied away from extreme 
danger lost legitimacy as a military leader. The various metaphors evoked 
by images of advancing on the front, attack, arising in battle, and ecstasy 
in the moment of danger sent a clear message;54 they suggested that the in
dividual had to actualize the idea of self-sacrifice at the moment of deci
sion. He had to be willing to die, so that his family might live on. Such 
missives, like most, really never revealed anything about the fear of the in
dividual soldier and the pain of the family, however. In a celebratory tone, 
Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck recalled the strength of memory concerning the 
continual sacrifice of his family, even though he himself owed his career 
in cadet school to his relations still activein the military: "The casualty 
list of our relatively small family is an example of the type of sacrifice the 
lower Prussian nobility made on behalf of the fatherland. At Negroponte 
two died, at Neerwinden one, Turin one, Torgau two, Soor two, Prague 
three, Maxen one, Zorndorf one, Leuthen six, Jagerndorf one, Warth one, 
in the First World War six, and in 1940 two .... If cadets were asked about 
the status of their father, then they most often would respond with the re
mark: 'fell at Beaumont, Vionville, or St. Privat, and so forth,' and the en
tire row of great deeds of our army and the blood-sacrifices of its officers 
would appear in my mind."55 

After 1918 the demand for sacrifice became stock-in-trade in the anti
republican struggle of East Elbian nobility for re-acquisition of political 
and military leadership. In a speech held at his son's wedding in April of 
19201 Dietloff Graf Arnim-Boitzenburg discussed an expansive program 
for recapturing leadership in the new state, one in which pointed refer
ences to historical sacrifice and uninterrupted willingness to offer one's 
life were very much in evidence: 

A difficult time leads one afield from predictable and desired paths, 
and, moreover, in a manner that occurs more often than we would 
like. But these demands compel one to depend on one's own 
strength and ability. It may well be that such is the final goal of a 
difficult test, one involving character and the very future itself, and 
at such a monumental occasion, the youth of nobility can scarcely 
afford to be absent. It is good that the young men fight the good 
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battle during this time of our people's decline in mores and gover
nance; it is also good that this youthful nobility, which has done its 
very best for hundreds of years and has sacrificed many of its finest 
men on behalf of our Fatherland's glory, should know the sting of 
the deeply painful status as a veritable pariah among its very own 
people. And yet this aristocracy shall not give up its existence and 
its belief in the future of our Fatherland, and thus it must maintain 
the old traditions that enabled our noble youth to lead, especially 
[with respect to] clearly delineated notions of honor, in the ideal 
conception of fulfillment of duty and willingness to sacrifice, in a 
conception of life encompassing high moral principles, in propri
ety of one's conduct, and last but not least underscoring the firm 
conviction of a life according to Christian principles. 56 

Here the sense of obligation to sacrifice appears once again as an aristo
cratic claim to social leadership. By contrast, other less well-to-do nobles 
envisioned the creation of a separate Stand of leaders within the officer 
corps that would be largely independent of the nobility itself. They de
manded of their brethren that they join together to serve as new leaders of 
the Volksgemeinschaft (national community). 57 From this point on it was 
but a small step to the next demand: the creation of a new aristocracy 
based on "blood and military calling," which essentially meant the elim
ination of the traditional nobility itself. Major General Rudiger Graf von 
der Goltz (retired), who as deputy of the Vereinigte Vaterliindischen Ver
biinde had assumed a central role in organizing anti-republican move
ments and splinter groups and had promoted a harmonization with Natio
nal Socialism, pursued this concept of nobility in an essay published in 
1935 under the aegis of the central committee of organized German no
bility. In this treatise, he demanded equality for the terms ''Adel" and "Of
fizier." Because all officers in the First World War had fulfilled their duties 
and had "bled," the new aristocracy needed to be defined as a "racially 
dubbed nobility" and be especially cognizant of the families of officers 
who proved themselves at the front in the Great War.58 In recognition of 
Friedrich August von der Marwitz's words from the Wars of Liberation 
that, from that point onward, the entire aristocracy had to be born sol
diers, a self-styled "itinerant Pommeranian preacher," the author Claus 
von Eickstiidt, presented the aristocratic officer corps as a "community of 
common ideals and blood," one that included all those willing to sacrifice 
themselves: ''And if we, after all the experience of terror and all of the suf-
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fering as a consequence of the Great War, have to demand the deepest se
riousness of purpose and the highest feeling of responsibility from those 
whom we have chosen as leaders, and if the last historically decisive ques
tion must again be posed as a necessity and the ultima ratio of the Ger
man people, then we ourselves, together with our children and grandchil
dren, again and again ready ourselves for sacrifice, a matter for which 
nobility has always been called. 'Only by means of expiation can the na
tion be saved."'59 Even the Deutsche Adelsgenossenschaft (DAG), an as
sociation with seventeen thousand members-one-third of the German 
nobility over eighteen years of age-in 1925 and also the most important 
organization of German aristocracy after 1918, pursued this very policy 
of involuntary self-marginalization in its aggressive, albeit unsuccessful 
attempt to regenerate the German nobility. Prince Adolf zu Bentheim
Tecklenburg-Rheda, a Westfalian noble, the "Marshall of Nobility" since 
1932, did not view the National Socialist concept of ''Adel der Arbeit" (no
bility of work) as standing in contradiction to the ancient nobility founded 
in feudal concepts, as its work had always consisted of "sacrifice for clan, 
people, and the Fatherland."60 

III. 

The historian enjoys no direct access to the battlefield, the struggle of 
men and machines, and to the moment of death. He remains dependent 
on images that people have created based on experience or assumptions 
about death in military conflict, or even images based on metaphors that 
describe death in combat. The dead remain silent; this state applies to 
dead noblemen as well, although their deaths follow a different pattern, 
one that this treatment will outline in due course. While it is true that the 
military clans had left "their finest sons" (as people were inclined to call 
them) in impressive numbers on the battlefields over the preceding cen
turies, these men had never died an anonymous, mass death. They never 
remained nameless, but instead were listed in compendiums of fallen he
roes, and their countenances were carefully prepared for presentation in 
the family gallery of intrepid heroes. Nobility simply did not know of the 
"unknown soldier" before the First World War. 

We seem to know a great deal about dead aristocratic figures on the ba
sis of detailed listings of the fallen. However, their stories were always told 
effusively by the survivors as a part of a hero's tale, as accounts of war in
tended to legitimize their subject matter. Even if the deceased were the 
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subject of constant conversation, reminiscences offer little in the way of 
information about either the dead or what took place on the battlefield. 
Such accounts remain the object of a constant permutation, based on 
the ruling class's self conception. Nevertheless, from these retrospective 
views of battle it is, indeed, possible to discern how the self-sacrificing 
victim was to be presented in war, and with what expectations and be
liefs those who would die went into battle. These convictions were by no 
means static; on the contrary, they became part of an historical transfor
mation. The representations of death in the Great War contain especially 
poignant moments of pain, fear, and doubt hitherto unknown, and remind 
us of the discrepancy between the picture presented to these men and the 
reality of war, especially the collapse of aristocratic "knowledge of death" 
in the age of modern warfare. 

Two tangible elements of a descriptive heroic death of a soldier can be 
derived from this picture. Within the confines of established convention 
the high-born officer (1) died with a specific physical and spiritual deport
ment and (2) he died as a leader. Even in the final, most extreme moments 
of life, aristocratic modes of behavior determined the physical and psy
chological attitudes with which one went to his death. Young lieutenants 
and aging commanders pressed forward toward the front lines in "joyful 
expectation," where they awaited the opportunity to prove themselves 
with "great joy." Even a member of a Standesherren family, one who was 
thus a part of the small and exclusive class of German high nobility, sought 
to live up to this expectation while serving in the capacity of commander 
of the Guard Artillery. He did so in order to prove his own honor and that 
of his oft-criticized branch of the service, the Guard Artillery Corps: "On 
17 January 1871, I was drawn by a true longing back to the batteries, as I 
had not been under enemy fire in two days. There is a particularly special 
attraction involved in this. At the end of the day, one is grateful to the 
Almighty for having survived the conflict, but one longs for a new day of 
combat-especially if the order comes down to head to the front-and one 
fears that one would miss something if, per chance, circumstances caused 
an absence from the battlefield."61 

Besides the quest for honor, a belief in the necessity of seeing one's 
commander during the battle as both leader and protector is reflected in 
this statement. The idea of Fiihrung (leadership) appears to have been 
omnipresent. " ... I should not unnecessarily over-exaggerate the matter, 
but it simply gave me no peace; I always had to advance in front of my men, 
so that they could see me while I waved, called out, and gave orders."62 The 
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image of the officer fulfilling exemplary leadership roles that somehow 
transcended a strictly military nature came, as it were, from the tradition 
of the warrior-prince, who often served as an example for his soldiers. This 
particular attitude and its military rationale are well illustrated in an an
ecdote from a certain Major von der Goltz during the Wars of Liberation, 
who is reputed to have galloped off to the front uttering the words "Every
thing depends upon example." We come to learn that "a moment later, a 
shell fragment struck him and knocked him off his horse, killing him in
stantly. The regiment remained at the front, because at the moment of his 
death, his men pulled together in an indescribable manner."63 Even in the 
first few weeks of the First World War, it was reported that commanding 
generals, much to the dismay of their general staff, put themselves in 
harm's way "in order to be there when it matters most." 64 

The emphasis placed on presence at the front during the height of 
battle demonstrated the aristocratic officer's leadership qualities. Further, 
presence on the battlefield manifested selfless fulfillment of duty-and 
thus, a special claim to military leadership-and it exemplified in partic
ular the honor of one's person and one's family. In propaganda efforts on be
half of aristocratic war victims, analogous to earlier feudal descriptions of 
the relationships between noble lords and their peasants or serfs, nobility 
placed great emphasis on the claim to leadership and, just as importantly, 
the obligations to caritas (charity). A certain Graf Arnim is reputed to 
have died in such a manner in Southwest Africa during a 1907 battle 
"because he wished to assist one of his cavalrymen who was bleeding to 
death. Notwithstanding all warnings to the contrary about useless sacri
fice, he abandoned his young, happy, wealthy, and optimistic life without 
hesitation, calling out 'No one is helping you! Thus, I shall help you!"'65 

Although the battlefield was a realm where a new form of life could be 
granted when one placed one's existence in jeopardy, it was not the only 
place of honor for military clans. There is no question that there were 
other, perhaps more peaceful, possibilities of obtaining honor, but no
where else was the "hardship post" so close to the "post of death," the 
point of greatest individual redemption. In exchange for the obligation to 
place one's life in danger and to eagerly risk life and limb, the aristocratic 
officer accrued a maximum amount of honor, which is why one heard the 
seemingly delighted cry, "Hurrah, I'm wounded! Long live the King," in 
the throes of combat. 66 This point was formulated in rather drastic fashion 
by Gottlieb Wilhelm von Platen, lieutenant in the Dragoons Regiment 
von Auer, when he shouted to a citizen of the city of Konigsberg, "[Y]ou 
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bastards, the gods only love those who aren't afraid of danger."67 The notion 
of courting danger in expectation of a divine judgment came, on the one 
hand, from the will to "conquer the world" and thus win back the ruling 
autonomy of the aristocratic individual. On the other hand, this interest 
in risk-taking stemmed from the belief in an attachment to a higher, more 
demanding, order-an order held together by an overarching monarchy as 
a guarantee of a royal world order and comprising a lengthy, continuous 
chain of symmetrically placed family members whose reputations one 
had to equal.68 To die for the king was by no means an empty formula; 
instead, it was the most extreme payment of an ancient vow of loyalty. Af
ter a royal visit following the /1 sacrifice" of the Guards Corps at St. Privat 
in 18701 Prince Kraft zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen reported, "Tears streamed 
unceasingly from [the king's] eyes, and he bemoaned the terrible losses 
that the Guard Corps had suffered. I was also very moved to see him again, 
but said to him that the losses were not in vain ... . He could barely speak 
above his own sobs, and could only say: 'But your Scherbening, your good, 
fine Scherbening!' 'He is to be envied,' I answered, 'because we all would 
gladly die for Your Majesty!' 'I know,' the king responded, 'and that is why 
it hurts me so much."'69 

The concept of Haltung (deportment) involves more than just the 
mere sense of virtually unconditional obligation; it also required a certain 
style of self-sacrifice. During the battle and at the moment of death, the 
unshaken notion of "rising" and "advancing" indicate a dominant psyche 
and intact body, even when the soldier is reduced to a cripple: "He had a 
dreadful appearance. His gaunt face was torn and deformed by terrible 
scars. He received these in the Battle of Colombey, at which the First Rifle 
Battalion garnered great fame. He had advanced with great bravery far be
yond the forward line. At that juncture, he received a bullet in the right 
arm. He switched his saber to his left hand. A second bullet smashed his 
lower jaw, so that the mandible was left hanging down from his face. He 
proceeded to bind his jaw to his shako and continued to advance. A third 
shot through the chest immobilized him.1170 In immaculate military stac
cato, Prince Friedrich Karl von PreuGen lauded such aggressive virtues 
while observing the Austrian army in 1864: "Generals such as Reischach 
[advanced] waving their hats, shouting 'follow me,' until they were shot 
down. They brandished sabers, came from the best families, were fine 
gentlemen-they admonished their troops with brave speeches about 
casting caution to the wind against the foe." 71 Obviously, the Prussian of
ficers had learned another lesson only two years later while the Austrians 
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did not. Yet the image of the aristocratic warrior remained powerful on 
both sides, for it provided both meaning and structure to military violence 
in an age of modern warfare. 

The psychological superiority of this mind-set became especially clear 
when the aristocratic officer advanced to certain death. The ability to re
main tough and patient was repeated constantly in countless anecdotes. 
Self-discipline and silent suffering in times of death become the maxim of 
the hour. Bearing in mind the putative demand of Frederick the Great that 
"one should die quietly," a captain is reputed to have admonished the 
cadet von Lowenstein with the statement, "Cadet, shut your mouth!" 
when the young man shouted "Long live the King!" as he fell to the ground 
wounded. Such comments concerning personal hardiness were often em
ployed as a means of demonstrating one's capacity for self-sacrifice during 
the First World War as well, as the following reflection on soldiers of vari
ous nationalities demonstrates: "There in the field hospital I saw German 
soldiers suffering and dying next to Frenchmen, Belgians, and Moroccans. 
Only our German men suffered in silence. The others whined and made 
thousands of requests."72 Of course, the new "culture of will" of Wilhel
mine Germany could, in many respects, be connected to the military
aristocratic metaphors for toughness. However, the bourgeois-dominated 
discourse of durability dwelled at some length on those tendencies toward 
softness or femininity that many assumed existed within an exclusively 
aristocratic officers clique, a matter that was perhaps the case in certain 
Guards regiments and in the cavalry.73 

Nonetheless, it would most certainly be inaccurate to assume a dis
cernible difference between a noble and bourgeois culture of will with re
spect to these soldierly attributes. Both offered concepts of masculinity 
and required a certain comportment of officers that were quite compat
ible. However, a rift ran through various fractions within these social 
groups as they were forced to respond to challenges to a nationally defined 
self-conception. The threefold shock of the Morocco crisis, the Daily Tele
graph affair, and the Eulenburg scandal represented one of the most deci
sive turning points in this long-term process of change. The results of 
this change included a transformation within the courtly entourage, the 
cleansing of the officer corps of the Guards, and the "de facto abdication" 
of Wilhelm II. 74 In this sense, the concept of military leadership was 
altered by pressure from the national patriotic associations. Despite the 
increased value placed on noble officers after the War of 1870-71, the 
exclusive aristocratic claim to rule- already on the defensive-collapsed 
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completely. The idea of military service as a sort of exclusive celebration 
of demonstrative consumption of the wealthy in the interest of preserva
tion and promotion of social status (one in which self-sacrifice played only 
a role in rhetoric, but not in reality) was reduced to minimal appearances 
at a threadbare level of existence. The Willensmenschen (men of will) of 
the East Elbian military clans had, on the contrary, demonstrated them
selves capable of change consistent with their stricter image of virility
and had, thereby, contributed to this very doctrine. 75 While other segments 
of nobility (especially the Catholic, old Bavarian nobility) or specific aris
tocratic subgroups (the high nobility, the Reichsritter, and the Silesian mag
nates) were seldom part of the national patriotic fronts, the great mass 
of Prussian lower nobility, led by the East Elbian military clans, had given 
these newly formed radical movements both tone and direction. 

Only one who understands violent death in combat as a willing sacri
fice, one who at the same time understands this act as a manifestation of 
fate and as a service to the survivors, can embrace this act with quietude. 
As such, the sacrifice or blessed transformation mirrors the original sacra
ment of Jesus' self-sacrifice/6 in martial society killing and being killed 
are sanctified, and a soldier's death assumes a pseudo-religious character. 77 

Consistent with this conception of soldierly death, Lt. Gen. Karl von Roe
der noted in his memoirs, written in the 18 5 os, that "a people, just like a 
single human being . .. can only lead a worthy life if they are prepared to 
sacrifice everything for their independence. They can also lead a good ex
istence if their honor is more valuable than life, or even if they fear God 
more than all other people, and if they are willing to defend their God
given position to the end." 78 

The notion "life lies in God's hands" illustrates the point that life is 
something granted, and therefore must be returned-that it belongs to a 
greater order. Any attempt to depart from this scheme represents an un
tenable exercise in personal hubris . One may note the influence of "aris
tocratic piety," an article of faith first rediscovered in Pomerania in the 
1820s that conformed itself to prevailing conditions well into the twenti
eth century. In this particular movement, which influenced various fea
tures of the pietistic movement, the faithful combined Prussian national
ism, piety, and aristocratic conservatism under the twin banners of giving 
and self-sacrifice. 79 This religious revival movement strengthened the 
foundations of the East Elbian military clans through its rejection of pub
lic displays of wealth and leisure and the carefree, wasteful consumption 
of material goods on the one hand, and with its emphasis on service to the 
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community on the other. In an admonitory speech held at a benedictory 
ceremony for officers and soldiers of the Potsdam and Berlin Guards regi
ments in 1892, the high court pastor Frommel proposed something of an 
aristocratic maxim for dying: "May the sense of plain humility and true 
fear of God never disappear from your regiment. Go with God to your 
deaths, which means, do not die .... 1180 After the experience of loss asso
ciated with secularization, the Protestant Church attached itself to the na
tion, added the notion of war to its creed of revelation, and championed the 
concept of hero-worship in its role as the patron church of Germany. 

A report from a successful battle at Montoire on December 271 18701 

illustrated the connection between individual daring, divine judgment, 
and the pronounced expression of Protestant piety. Naturally, the repre
sentations in the regimental history and in historical accounts distributed 
by the Prussian General Staff offered a different picture. Nevertheless, the 
notations are most impressive: 

I have never written you with such a moved and thankful heart, one 
directed to the Almighty. What a day it was yesterday! As a leader, 
I had full responsibility; I asked God that He grant me the power to 
render the correct decision, and He heard my prayer as never be
fore. Thank God! Many, many thanks be to God! Oh, my darling, it 
was a horrible but beautiful day; I swear it to you, and to no one 
else, that I have no personal desire for special honor. I only prayed 
to my Heavenly Father that He bestow upon me the power of deci
sion on behalf of my men. He stood at my side! ... But we never 
could have achieved [victory] without the sacrifice and great 
courage of many officers and men ... this glorious victory over an 
army ten times greater than ours, together with ten officers and 
300 men as prisoners. It is scarcely believable. I, of course, did not 
do it [alone]. God in his grace stood at our side.81 

These impressions of death and survival in the death zone had, quite 
naturally, lost much of their normative strength during the course of the 
Great War. They simply disappear from view during the Second World War. 
Nobility did not remain untouched by the very real threat of extinction in 
the face of overwhelming, anonymous mass death in the trenches. Ac
cording to Ernst Jiinger, chivalric concepts of war were forever lost at the 
Battle of the Somme in 1916, and were replaced instead by the destructive 
force of mechanized warfare. 82 In World War I, thirty-three of r r 4 Bulow 
men, twenty-six Arnims, twenty-four Wedels, and 50 percent of the 
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Loepers (fifteen of thirty) who entered combat as either officers or soldiers 
perished. According to most estimates, Prussian aristocracy lost approxi
mately 25 percent of its men "qualified to fight," while the average casu
alty rate for all other classes lay at 18 percent.83 The traumatic results of 
this wholesale death can also be seen in a few comments made by officers 
in their testimonies. Such was the case of Lt. Bernhard von der Marwitz, 
who later died of war wounds in a military hospital on September 8, l 9 l 8. 
In a diary entry written in the early summer months of 19181 von der Mar
witz noted, "The air shakes. Columns of smoke rise into sky. One hears 
screams and cries. One of our men picked up a dud and threw it away. An 
explosion followed shortly thereafter. Two men were torn to bits, three 
others were hideously crippled, and between six and eight wounded. A 
nightmarish scene. How many lives will you live, oh Fatherland, that you 
send us one after another to our deaths? There is something that is more 
sacred than this struggle, holier than our duty, which plays with our lives 
like some set prize! God, when will you deliver us?"84 Here one finds one 
of the few expressions of uncertainty, if not despair, at the very moment 
that the aristocratic warrior is facing death. The notion of the battlefield 
as a holy site is threatened with collapse and dying for king or nation has 
lost its sanctified, heroic qualities. Indeed, this might have marked the be
ginning of the end of a specific cultural concept of aristocrat-as-warrior. 

In earlier accounts of battle, moments of indecision and pain also ap
peared, especially when established traditions of warfare were violated. 
Already in 18711 Lt. Col. Constantin von Boltenstern observed that "war 
has assumed a new face, one which I never had thought possible in our civ
ilized century. The illusion of an invigorating, joyous war is dead.11 85 New 
types of weaponry with an increased degree of lethality, together with 
the expansion of warfare to include civilian populations and the concomi
tant use of weapons of mass destruction, destroyed the image of war as a 
knightly duel between two protagonists. As soldiers began to experience 
modern warfare as pure destruction, the aura of an intact warrior culture 
became even more critical. Thus, in the various memoirs of these officers, 
we find countless anecdotes in which the writers retained the calm illu
sion of war as an aggrandized duel while barely mentioning industrial war, 
mass death, executions, and penal battalions.86 However, noble warriors 
were not immune to nervous tension and war neuroses, for they too had 
begun to realize the loss of their sense of personal superiority in the set
ting of industrialized war. Even more decisive was the recognition that 
staggering death tolls severed the ties between sacrifice and heroism. For 
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centuries, the reciprocal relationship between sacrifice demanded and of
fered, followed by the commemoration of sacrifice, was tied to aristocratic 
warrior culture. However, in the face of modern, mass death this relation
ship was fundamentally challenged; as a result, the subjectively experi
enced heroism at the front and the objective defeat of 1918 contradicted 
one another. The defeat was denied and repressed;s7 it simply could not be 
understood, for the futility of a hopeless, empty act of dying as the essence 
of modern war lay beyond the imaginative powers of the warrior and the 
warring society. The front generation, as the young von der Marwitz noted, 
had suffered for ten generations, and had continually produced heroes 
under the most terrible conditions by virtue of sheer willpower. Thus, 
they could not conceive of a conflict without victory at its conclusion. 

Thus, for aristocratic warriors only a nostalgic flight back to the lost era 
of knightly combat remained- i.e., the mythical alteration of the themes 
of suffering and death.ss This also expressed itself increasingly in the ab
sorption of the former ruling sword-bearers into a racial-national warrior 
community, one in which society-as-sacrificial-victim established the pa
rameters and aristocracy in and of itself had no redeeming value. To serve 
and sacrifice was viewed by Old Prussian noble circles as "the most hon
orable of tasks" (Fabian von Schlabrendorff) and was invoked as such by the 
living. This, in turn, had considerable negative effects on both the lower 
and upper nobility during the latter part of the nineteenth century and 
especially after r918 1 even outside of Prussia. One notes the poignant im
pressions of mass death, even in the most martial memoirs of the First 
World War. These memories indicate both a radicalization and insecurity, 
and finally lead to an aggressive demand for a renewed sense of sacrifice, 
one in which war and violent death achieved an inherent value and became 
a matter for the entire nation: "We have been soldiers for three-quarters of 
a year, and we have forgotten that there was peace and quiet at one point, 
and that this was a time of roses and butterflies .... A nation of warriors 
was created from a land of workers .... And this war has taught us that we 
must be soldiers every day, that every day we will meet our foes, go into 
combat, and meet our fate, a fate which we must accept .... This war has 
indeed taught us that our lives are merely borrowed, that our future is based 
on the blood which we have received in obligation and give freely. We enjoy 
life with a burning passion, because we know that not one modest piece of 
life is worth anything if we have not given our best for the cause."s9 

After the transformation of aristocratic thought on sacrifice into a 
national ideology after the Great War and especially during National So-
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cialism, the "return of belief" reappeared at only disparate moments-to
gether with an understanding of self-sacrifice-as a holy, indisputable act 
in elements of the military-conservative resistance movement against 
National Socialism. In fact, one can find elements of aristocratic sacrifi
cial images in the surviving diary fragments of the various conspirators. In 
a letter from Fritz-Dietloff Graf van der Schulenburg to his wife written 
shortly after his conversion from National Socialism to active resistance 
fighter, he placed a Christian ethic at the center of his conception of Prus
sia-and by extension, at the center of his very existence and as a justifi
cation for his actions. "I believe that I have found the path to God," he de
clared. "I believe even more strongly that Prussianism cannot be separated 
from Christendom, and that we require both-Prussianism and Chris
tianity-now more than ever."90 Helmuth James Graf van Moltke formu
lated this premise more clearly still when he maintained that one could 
find the requisite, unconditional basis for a conscious self-sacrifice in 
faith. "Perhaps you still remember that I mentioned in various conversa
tions before the war that I believed faith in God was simply irrelevant ... !' 

he wrote. "Now I know that I was wrong, completely wrong .... The ele
ments of danger, coupled with a willingness to sacrifice oneself, matters 
which in these times-and perhaps in future days-are part of our very ex
istence, require more than good, ethical principles."91 The traditional con
cept of Haltung shines through in such sentences, and reminds us of 
Thomas Carlyle's idealized readiness to be at "the post of tribulation and 
danger." Even here, the exalted social position achieved through nobility 
places demands on the individual, a burden he could only bear by under
standing that he belonged to a higher, obligatory order. Henning van 
Tresckow described this as "the moment of decision made in front of the 
whole world and in the presence of history."92 A deep understanding of per
sonal obligation arises out of this phenomenon, one connected to both the 
past and the future and expressed through proper aristocratic conduct.93 

IV. 

A notorious critic of the "principle of nobility," especially as mani
fested in the Prussian officer corps, the one-time colonel and regimental 
commander Richard Gadke lamented in a 1908 Berliner Tageblatt edito
rial the discrepancy between the ways in which bourgeois and aristocratic 
sacrifices on behalf of the Prussian army were publicly commemorated.94 

He was reacting, of course, to one of the infamous parliamentary speeches 
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of the eccentric, self-promoting Junker von Oldenburg-Januschau who 
had emphasized the special spirit of sacrifice of the Prussian Guards (and 
thus the East Elbian Junkers) in the Battle of St. Privat on August 18, 1870. 

Moreover, von Oldenburg-Januschau connected that spirit with an unbro
ken claim to leadership on behalf of nobility within the officer corps.95 At 
the end of his journalistic tilt against the "wretched falsification of his
tory," Giidke commented with resignation: "Of course, their names [those 
of bourgeois origin] will never know historical greatness! For us, only the 
names of nobility remain, etched in stone, ensconced in the history books, 
and omnipresent in the chronicles of all of the ancient families. 'Neither 
songs nor heroic tales mention the names of burghers."' In a tally of vic
tims from the Battle of St. Privat, Giidke proved that the balance of casu
alties (dead and wounded) between bourgeois and aristocratic officers lay 
at 469 and 426, respectively. Accordingly, he demanded an integrated 
national commemoration of officers, regardless of social class. The cult 
surrounding these dead men was not in itself the object of this particular 
criticism, but rather, the mnemonic egoism of the nobility. 

The accomplishments of sacrifice rendered by East Elbian nobility 
produced a powerful sense of memory, one that bourgeois families 
sought in vain to mimic. Writing in the Deutsches Adelsblatt in 1866, 

Baron Clemens von Hausen argued that nobility viewed itself as a para
pet erected against the ephemeral nature of memory in the new, educated 
age.96 Some time later, in 1925, Maurice Halbwachs asserted that "the 
aristocracy was, for a long time, the underlying basis of national collective 
memory." Furthermore, he noted that nobility, in contrast to other social 
groups, possessed vast reserves of ancient traditions, a unique corpus of in
formation about the past of each individual family or clan, and had the 
ability to connect social prestige with these hoary customs.97 

One important part of the aristocratic process of memory was the cult 
of death and the hero embracing all its fallen sons and the concomitant 
presentation of the various sacrifices of families spanning generations. In 
unpublished family histories, memoirs, in private remembrances, and in 
speeches held at family celebrations and on family days, members of the 
nobility recalled the deceased in the presence of the clan.98 Thus, for a pre
dominantly aristocratic public, publishers produced lists of victims in the 
genealogical handbooks of German nobility. Moreover, these same lists, 
highlighted by portraits and photographs, were published in magazines 
and in the so-called Helden-Gedenkmappen (commemorative heroic 
portfolios) aimed primarily at an aristocratic audience.99 Finally, the aris-
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tocracy recalled its capacity for and readiness to sacrifice in the countless 
autobiographies and memoirs written after 1918, as well as in special pub
lic reminiscences. For example, in 1921 the Verein der Standesherren had 
a plaque placed in a public square in Nuremberg in order to commemorate 
the thiry-seven sons of high noble families who fell in the Great War. 100 

Even today, we can find weathered memorials in villages dedicated solely 
to the sons of individual aristocratic families. Besides the historical depth 
of memory and the diversity of means of recollection, the memory culture 
of nobility can be defined in terms of its focused selectivity. Astonished by 
this predilection, Georg Simmel recalled that, "each individual personal
ity in every aristocratic clan had, in his or her own values, a pride of place 
in the aura that the finest members of the family had achieved .... " 101 The 
fame of sacrifices contributed by individuals was propagated on behalf of 
the entire family and integrated into its history, while those events that 
did not correspond to this preordained image were selectively deleted from 
collective consciousness.102 

Nobility also seems to have mastered the ars oblivionalis (art of for
getting) in brilliant fashion and employed the "uses of forgetting" 103 in 
special forms and under the most fascinating of circumstances. Specific 
types of memory and forgetting also permitted undifferentiated remem
brances for groups of victims who had died under the most varied condi
tions. From among the fallen aristocratic commanding generals of the 
First World War who were subsequently enrolled in the heraldic lists, we 
find only two who died as a result of combat wounds. For example, two of 
the most prominent "war victims" who were included in this inflated 
compilation of heroes were Field Marshall General Hermann von Eich
horn, who was murdered by Russian social revolutionaries, and Field Mar
shall General Colmar Graf von der Goltz, who died of spotted fever. 

In contrast to the former remembrances, the commemorative book of 
German nobility for the Second World War lists myriad fallen victims, in
cluding officers and men killed in action, resistance fighters put to death 
because of their activities, deceased members of the Waffen-SS, and-em
bellished with the special notation "died for Germany"- aristocratic vic
tims of Allied bombing raids. One notes the significant number of nobles 
involved in the active conservative resistance movement directed against 
the National Socialist regime. Among one list of approximately ls l indi
viduals who were killed as a result of their direct connections to the failed 
assassination attempt on Adolf Hitler on July 20, 1944, fifty-two were aris
tocrats.104 As a result, since the 1950s these high-born victims have been 
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subsequently placed in the pantheon of tradition-rich heroes and fes
tooned with honorifics that epitomized the noble "ethos and duty regard
ing sacrifice, one's antecedents, and those who passed on before." 105 Those 
who survived could place emphasis on the common denominator of class, 
regardless of cause or circumstances of death, and thus include these de
ceased members of the clan in genealogical archives. In this respect, we 
can accord Canetti a measure of credit when he describes the survivors as 
the true victors of the principle of "kill or be killed." Their fame springs 
from two conspicuous sources: first, they outlived the deceased, and thus 
they could recreate themselves as self-styled heroes (even if the dead were 
"the finest sons"), and second, these individuals could give the fallen he
roes a fitting place in family chronicles, thus enabling them to live on. 106 

The relative importance families placed on the existence of these he
roes was linked with the need to produce champions-a phenomenon 
plainly seen in the case of Gen. Hugo Freiherr von Freytag-Loringhoven, 
whose son was killed in an airplane crash in r 9 r r. The young von Freytag
Loringhoven was nevertheless declared a war victim by his parents. 107 Both 
the spirit of sacrifice among the East Elbian nobility and the familial and 
societal glorification of heroes and battles were considered as important 
as the preservation of memories of the fallen themselves. Only via identi
fication, praise, and canonization of the deceased did the bloody reality of 
an individual clan member's violent death achieve a modicum of sense for 
both survivors and the dead. This, in turn, created a standard by which 
"the labors of generations" could be measured. Paradoxically, the notions 
of sacrifice and heroic existence became more important during a time 
when there was relatively little bloodshed. The watershed years of this 
movement lay, in the final analysis, in the forty-year period after r87r. If 
these families wished to maintain that they had little to recommend in de
fense of their privileged societal position except "the notice that, if war 
broke out, they had the right to be shot down in rows," 108 then civilian so
ciety would have to be informed that this characteristic would have to be 
continually rejuvenated-and civilian society, we should recall, was one 
that originally placed relatively little value on these heroic exploits.109 

This question of evaluation leads us to yet another central, twofold as
pect of the nobility's focus on memory, one which will have to be broached 
in a subsequent study: first, the nobility's ability to make these recollec
tions credible among other segments of society, and second, its ability to 
seemingly assuage these groups' interests in self-representation. Even as 
criticism within middle-class circles became more vocal regarding aristo-
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cratic exclusivity in the domains of sacrifice and hero-worship, we can ob
serve specific tendencies among the educated bourgeoisie that suggest a 
need to witness sacrifice, which represented an integrating moment within 
society-at-large-and this in clear reference to the call to duty and spirit 
of sacrifice within nobility. Nobility could certainly not have trafficked in 
popular myths of sacrifice and heroes if it were dependent on itself alone. 
The sharp division between officer and citizen (i.e., the inability to unite 
military professionals with their civilian counterparts) had already begun 
to be questioned since the beginning of the nineteenth century. 11° Finally, 
with the advent of a distinctly bourgeois militarism, both the flesh-and
blood production and literary construction of sacrifice and glorification of 
(national) heroes became mass phenomena.111 Thus, it is hardly a coinci
dence that the most influential myth of atonement during the 1920s, the 
sacrifice at Langemarck, was put into motion by former veterans among 
the student corps and, in turn, promoted by middle-class writers.112 

Nevertheless, large segments of the civilian population required a continu
ous dosage of the rejuvenating elements of aristocratic military myths of 
heroic sacrifice. In the various tales and memoirs of "valiant families," the 
bourgeoisie found a model of living, dying, and surviving that offered an 
attractive alternative to a crumbling middle-class value system and, more
over, lent their own, violent deaths a higher, heroic meaning. 113 

The ability to sacrifice on the part of the military clans remained a 
piece of symbolic capital well into the twentieth century. This significant 
source of strength provided a basis for self-preservation, especially at a 
time when society was becoming increasingly militarized. That which 
had defined aristocracy for almost one thousand years and that which 
had allowed the aristocracy to claim political power and economic advan -
tage, as well as social prestige and cultural hegemony as "multi-faceted 
elites,"114 could no longer be exploited by military families. The processes 
of societal modernization begun in the nineteenth century limited access 
to these erstwhile carefully delineated prerogatives. For the corpus of Ger
man nobility, unable and unwilling to relieve itself of the burden of less
well-to-do if not impoverished families because of their awe-inspiring 
tales of their sacrifices, any possibility of creating a /1 civilian aristocracy" 
became a cul-de-sac. Finally, we might conclude our discussions by revis
iting the opening query with respect to the Wedel family: an analysis of the 
membership roles of the NSDAP reveals that seventy-seven members of 
the family had joined the party-the largest number of any noble family 
in Germany. 115 
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2 Brian E. Crim 

"Was it All Just a Dream?" 
German-Jewish Veterans and the Confrontation 
with volkisch Nationalism in the lnterwar Period 

Far behind the gigantic cities, the hosts of machines, the empires whose inner 

bonds have been rent in the storm, await the new men, the cunning, battle

tested men who are ruthless toward themselves and others. This war is not 

the end but the prelude to violence. It is the forge in which the new world will 

be hammered into new borders and communities. New forms want to be filled 

with blood and power will be wielded with a hard fist. The war is a great 

school, and the new man will bear our stamp ... The festival is about to begin, 

and we are its princes. 

-Ernst Ji.inger, Der Kampf a/s inneres Erlebnis 

• Junger's passionate embrace of war and its transformative effects on 
those who survived the "storm of steel" represents the militant national
ist interpretation of the First World War. He portrayed the front generation, 
the "new men," as a triumphant and hardened race poised to lead Ger
many into a glorious future where technology and man were unified. 1 

Front experience, the distinguishing feature of the new man, created an 
imagined community of veterans who firmly believed that the commu
nity formed at the front (Frontgemeinschaft) was the model for Germany's 
postwar revival. 2 Veterans from various backgrounds mythologized the 
front and articulated programs for Germany's moral and material rejuve
nation based on the interpretation of front experience. Veterans' concep
tualizations of the nation, regardless of their political perspective, corre
sponded to Benedict Anderson's argument that the modern nation was 
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conceived as "a deep, horizontal comradeship" irrespective of the pres
ence of social inequality.3 

Three brands of nationalism existed during the Weimar Republic. One 
was a liberal and tolerant nationalism present during the Wars of Libera
tion (1807-15) 1 the Revolutions of 18481 and most clearly represented by 
the Weimar Constitution of 1919.4 The second was the militant national
ism represented by Junger. The last was an increasingly more racially de
fined and unequivocal nationalism that emerged after the establishment 
of a unified industrial Germany in the late nineteenth century and flour
ished after the First World War. Contrary to the Sonderweg theory that 
states that German elites manipulated nationalism to maintain their 
power, the defining characteristic of German nationalism after unifi
cation was the extensive participation from the so-called "petty bour
geoisie" and lower classes in mass politics.5 It was nationalism as it de
veloped by the late nineteenth century that threatened the civil status of 
the Jewish minority. The "Jewish Question," or the problem of defining the 
status of Jews within Germany, evolved into a conflict between tolerant 
nationalism and racial nationalism. The racial nationalism integrated the 
rhetoric of violence and rebirth associated with militant nationalism into 
its own discourse. Because Jews were generally hesitant to participate in a 
brand of nationalism that appeared intolerant and intrusive, the Right eas
ily identified Jews as a natural enemy. 6 The conflict over types of nation
alism was most intense during the Weimar period (1919-33) because in
ternal dissent manifested itself in official and unofficial political strife, 
often spilling into the streets. 7 The First World War altered anti-Semitism, 
like most prewar issues, by changing the language and imagery associ
ated with the debate and framing anti-Semitism and the Jewish response 
within the context of competing interpretations of the war's legacy. 8 Lead
ing the assault against Jews were veterans intent on refusing Jews mem
bership into the national community (Volksgemeinschaft) for which so 
many Germans died. Equally intense were Jewish veterans' efforts to gain 
permanent and unquestioned entry into the national community based 
on their own sacrifice. 

Jewish veterans struggled unsuccessfully to integrate into both the 
veteran community and national community because they placed their 
interpretation of the war experience under the rubric of liberalism, plu
ralism, and republicanism at a time when those values were being under
mined by so-called volkisch nationalism.9 Jewish veterans agreed with 
their comrades that the war was the point of departure for Germany's re-
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vival, but Jewish veterans' interpretation of the war experience vastly dif
fered from the volkisch representation of the front community and the 
national community. This essay analyzes how Jewish veterans' reaction to 
anti-Semitism was a reflection of their memory of the war experience. 10 

Jewish veterans pursued what may be called a defense through education. 
By communicating a memory of the war experience that incorporated En
lightenment values, the leading Jewish veterans' association assumed that 
anti-Semitism would be disarmed if the truth was revealed. The first sec
tion places German Jewry in historical context and introduces the Natio
nal Association of Jewish Front Soldiers (Reichsbund jiidischer Frontsol
daten). The second section addresses the style and content of the attacks 
leveled against the Jews by right-wing veterans' and National Socialist 
organs. The third section concerns Jewish veterans' political and social 
activity during the Weimar period, and the final section evaluates Jewish 
veterans' strategy after the establishment of the Third Reich. This es
say examines a community where future victims and perpetrators shared 
common values, a reverence for the war experience, and a desire to trans
late that experience into a political reality. 11 Every organized veteran 
struggled for a society that incorporated values associated with the front 
experience, but the memory of the front was a construction of veterans 
more interested in shaping the future than accurately remembering the 
past. 

Before discussing the German-Jewish community, it is necessary to 
understand volkisch nationalism and the significance of the category of 
experience for the veteran community. The most characteristic principle 
behind volkisch ideology was the belief that the human soul was con
nected to its natural surroundings, making the nation an historical entity 
whose members could claim a deep relationship to the soil. Hans Kohn 
noted that nationalism in Germany did not develop along rational, con
tractual, and certainly not popular lines, but "by traditional ties of king
ship and status." German nationalism, writes Kohn, "substituted for the 
legal and rational concept of 'citizenship' the vaguer concept of 'folk'." 12 

The racial nature of German citizenship made it difficult for minority 
groups, such as Poles or Jews for example, to ever assimilate fully. 13 Just as 
it was common for Germans to believe that they had roots in German soil, 
so too was it common to oppose the presence of Jews within the nation. 
Jews were the symbols of modernity because they were viewed as promot
ing liberalism and benefiting from the new industrial economy, which was 
considered destructive to the volkisch way of life. A people without roots, 
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according to volkisch ideology, were determined to infiltrate healthy na
tions and feed off of them. The Jews were viewed as mastering modernity 
and using it to contaminate the purity of the German nation. 14 From the 
beginning anti-Semitism was integral to volkisch ideology. What distin
guished modern political anti-Semitism before the First World War and af
ter was not so much its content, which was always volkisch in tone, but 
rather, its success. 15 

Front experience elevated the front community above any other cate
gory of war experience, specifically the plight of civilians. It was important 
for veterans to establish the incommensurability of experiences as a means 
to preserve the veteran's moral authority to lead in the postwar world. The 
front community was a popular postwar myth because it glossed over the 
contradictory experiences of those who served during the war and diverted 
attention away from the intractable problems plaguing the Weimar Re
public.16 The belief that the "real" Germany served at the front, and that 
Germany's best had in fact died there, was an article of faith among or
ganized veterans. The remnants of this front community were widely 
described as Germany's last hope.17 War experience was regarded as a per
sonal rite of passage for veterans. Material goals were irrelevant to the 
veteran; what mattered most were the transforming effects of war on vet
erans poised to assume control of their flailing nation. Jiinger encapsu
lated this belief when he quipped, "Essential is not what we are fighting 
for, but how we fight." 18 Both the political Left and the Right embraced 
front experience as motivation to organize veteran adherents to their re
spective ideologies in unprecedented numbers. However, the National As
sociation of Jewish Front Soldiers did not so much align itself with politi
cal parties as celebrate front service for the greater good of the Jewish 
community. 

I. 

Most German Jews believed that a genuine republican government 
accompanied by the dutiful pursuit of "emancipation ideology" was the 
proper path to acceptance within the nation. This ideology maintained 
that Jews deserved equal rights so long as they assimilated into the Ger
man nation and corrected "Jewish characteristics." 19 Sociologist Werner 
Cahnmann noted that Jews in the modern period "became fervent patri
ots, attached more to the state than to the nation, because they knew that 
they owed their emancipation to government fiat in the face of popular re-
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luctance."20 As the nation increasingly responded to the volkisch nation
alism that appeared in the late nineteenth century, German Jewry was 
more vulnerable to a concerted anti-Semitic attack because the state be
came hostile to liberalism, the ideology with which most Jews identified. 
The problem was that most Jews were unable to distinguish between the 
historic Christian anti-Semitism of the past and the modern, more insid
ious racism present during the two decades preceding the First World 
War.21 

Most German Jews embraced the Great War as an opportunity to prove 
their devotion to the nation. On August l, 19141 the largest secular Jewish 
organization in Germany, the Central Union of German Citizens of Jew
ish Faith (Centralverein deutscher Staatsbiirger jiidischen Glaubens}, 
declared, "In this fateful hour the fatherland calls its sons to the banners. 
It is self-evident that every German Jew is prepared to sacrifice his prop
erty and blood as far as duty demands. Brethren! We ask you to devote all 
your energies to the fatherland above and beyond the call of duty. Rush vol
untarily to the banners! "22 The Central Union recognized that Jews had to 
overcompensate if they were to dispel any doubts about Jewish patriotism, 
even in light of the Kaiser's declaration of an internal peace (Burg

frieden). 23 

The fragility of that peace, however, was shattered by the infamous 
"Jew count" (Tudenziihlung) of October, 1916. Responding to conservative 
demands in the Reichstag and pressure from unrelenting anti-Semitic or
ganizations, the Prussian War Ministry initiated a census of Jews serving 
at the front to determine whether Jews served in proportion to their per
centage of the population. The most frequently quoted statistics concern
ing Jewish participation in the war indicated that of the 5 501000 Jews in 
Germany, rno,ooo served in the armed forces (army, navy and the border 
guard) and 801000 served at the front. Of the rno,0001 35 1000 were deco
rated, and 2000 were officers.24 The most controversial statistic after the 
war was an estimate of 121000 Jewish casualties. 

The initial response to the Jew count from Jewish organizations was 
outrage. In a letter to the Prussian War Ministry, the patriotic Association 
of German Jews (Verband der Deutschen fuden) declared the count an in
sult to Jewish military honor, citing the damage to morale. The Associa
tion concluded that "in every post that their superiors put them [Jews] 
they do their duty, whether at home, the front, or the rear."25 The Central 
Union of German Citizens of Jewish Faith and other Jewish groups grudg
ingly approved the census, thinking it would silence critics, and although 
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the results were kept secret, it became commonplace to suspect Jews of 
shirking front duty and preventing victory. 26 With defeat in the fall of 1918 
and leftist revolution (in some cases led by prominent Jews) sweeping 
across Germany, the Jewish front soldier was put on the defensive against 
his former comrades. 

Born from this crisis atmosphere, the National Association of Jewish 
Front Soldiers assumed the role of protector and propagandist for German 
Jewry. Founded in January, 19191 the group called on all Jewish front sol
diers to "band together for the struggle for our honor and rights as Ger
mans and Jews!" In their first public announcement, members expressed 
their bitterness at the pervasive opinion that Jews were somehow respon
sible for Germany's defeat: "We were deluded into thinking that all classes 
and faiths, all religious prejudice would be extinguished. We have been de
ceived. All the danger, and all of our efforts experienced with non-Jewish 
comrades ... all these sacrifices appear to have been in vain."27 Sensitive 
about the "shirker" accusation, the National Association restricted its 
membership to Jewish veterans with proof of front service. The group's 
constitution specifically excluded any political and religious activity as 
well.28 By 1930, despite these self-imposed limitations, the organization 
claimed 30,000 members divided into sixteen regions and 360 local 
branches.29 The association represented German Jewry's expectation that 
spilling blood, the ultimate sacrifice for the nation, would guarantee Jews 
an unassailable German identity.30 As an eclectic group of front soldiers, 
the organization aimed to rise above the divisions within the Jewish com
munity. While both Zionists and Freikorps recruits were represented in 
the National Association, its membership mirrored that of the centrist 
Central Union. As a veterans' group, the former did not see itself as com
peting with organizations seeking broader goals related to assimilation. 
This limited focus explains how Zionists could reconcile their member
ship in the group with their deep animosity toward emancipation ideology. 
This is not to say that the National Association was a useless weapon 
for the German-Jewish community's struggle to overcome renewed anti
Semitism in the postwar environment.31 It is clear, however, that it limited 
its commentary to issues related to commemorating the war and assuring 
the prominence of Jews in veterans' issues. Only in the volatile 1930s did 
the group rescind its ban on politics in an effort to undermine National 
Socialism. 

An indication of how members viewed their position within the 
German-Jewish community can be seen in their comparison of Jewish 
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front soldiers to the Maccabees, a popular reference for both Jews and 
non-Jews.32 Conjuring a mythic past was typical of volkisch parties, but the 
National Association used this tactic in an effort to demonstrate Jewish 
military prowess. It valued the Maccabee reference because it evoked con
notations of defense and protection, the stated goals of the organization's 
constitution. Jewish veterans were German patriots first and foremost, but 
appealing to a proud Jewish history revealed the interest of many in main
taining their status as Germans of Jewish faith . Non-Jewish commenta
tors, however, tended to employ biblical references like the Maccabees re
gardless of their specific meaning to Jews. 

Aside from remembering the Great War as a national sacrifice whereby 
Jews proved their patriotism, the National Association urged German 
Jewry to follow the veterans' example and disarm anti-Semitic critics. It 
invoked war experience as justification for veterans' inherent right to lead. 
What distinguished the group from other veterans' groups, however, was 
its unwillingness to condemn the home front, and more specifically, the 
November Revolution. As supporters of the Weimar Republic, the mem
bers could not afford to reveal dissatisfaction with the status quo or ques
tion the legitimacy of the Weimar Republic. Numerous publications of 
the group catalogued the heroism of front soldiers, but they also lauded 
Jewish civilian participation in the war effort. Other veterans' groups cre
ated an identity partly in opposition to the civilian world that supposedly 
betrayed the dutiful front soldier. Yet, while members viewed themselves 
as an elite, as other veterans did, they did so as advocates of the German
Jewish community, not as detractors of a supposedly corrupt civilian 
regime. 

The anti-Semitism facing the Jewish veterans had deep roots in Euro
pean culture, but the Great War intensified the assault on Jewish commu
nities across Europe, particularly in Eastern Europe and Germany. The ob
session with racial pollution, combined with the deteriorating support for 
republican government, jeopardized Jewry because it removed the um
brella of state protection. The First World War and its aftermath was un
settling for those Jews who were deceived into believing that their legal 
equality meant that their assimilation was genuine. Werner Cahnmann 
noted that "the Jew" was assigned so many stereotypes that it became im
possible for Jews to ever appease their critics. The Jew was "the merchant, 
the stranger, the wanderer, the magician from the East, the man who's 
everywhere and belongs nowhere .. . . "33 For interwar anti-Semites the 
new rallying cry was the "stab in the back" legend maintaining that the 
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November Revolution left a victorious German army stranded in the 
field.34 With the Weimar Republic despised by both the extreme Right and 
Left, and the population widely indifferent toward democracy, genuine 
tolerance informed by liberalism was unattainable. Within this environ
ment the National Association adhered to the misguided theory that ef
fective demonstrations of Jewish patriotism, as evidenced by the Jewish 
front soldier's service to the nation, would silence even the most irrational 
critics. What prevented acceptance was the group's continued association 
with liberalism and pluralism and tacit support for republicanism, all 
forces considered degenerate by volkisch movements. The National Asso
ciation thus mirrored the Central Union and other Jewish organizations in 
devoutly believing Germany to be a nation of the Enlightenment, one em
bracing the values of tolerance, reason, cosmopolitanism combined with 
nationalism, understanding, and liberal humanism.35 

II. 

The motivations of those assailing German Jews is important for un
derstanding the volkisch worldview. Recent historiography is beginning 
to acknowledge the complex ideological background of the generation re
sponsible for orchestrating the Holocaust. Ulrich Herbert portrays the 
Great War as the tie that bound together generations who either fought in 
the war or came of age between 1914 and 1918. The latter "war genera
tion," born between 1902 and 1912, was drawn to politics in part because 
of the unity fostered by sharing the war experience.36 It was this genera
tion, Herbert maintains, that revived volkisch nationalism and elevated it 
to new heights in interwar Germany. Richard Bessel notes that the war 
generation exhibited a "widespread sense of guilt at not having shared the 
horrors of the trenches in a country where, increasingly, the exploits of the 
front generation were praised as the model of selfless heroism."37 More so 
than the veterans themselves, the war generation glorified the war and 
mined the war's legacy for political capital. It is no surprise, Bessel argues, 
that those Germans too young to have experienced war firsthand were the 
ones who "could imagine war as something positive and unambiguous."38 

The war generation would find a comparable mission in the war 
against the Jews. The generation's attitude toward the Jews was marked by 
fear and revulsion, but not necessarily hate. Jews were considered biolog
ically inferior because they were a people without a homeland. Purport
edly, Jews stealthily penetrated the healthy German Volk and contami-
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nated its superior genetic pool, thereby thwarting Germany's historical 
mission.39 Finally, Jews, as a rootless and parasitic race, were believed to 
pursue international designs under the guise of capitalism and com
munism.40 The rhetoric of destiny and historical mission was central to 
volkisch thought. Alfred Rosenberg, a leading theorist of the Nazi party, 
delineated the Aryan race's mission of world conquest, noting that "the 
'sense of world history' has spread out from the North over the entire 
world; a sense that was borne by a blue-eyed, blond race which, in several 
massive waves, has determined the spiritual physiognomy of the world, 
while at the same time determining what aspects of it must perish."41 

Rosenberg, like the SS officers Herbert has studied, confirmed that for 
the war generation of 1914 the metaphorical, and eventually literal, war 
against the Jews was not personal, but the logical outcome of history.42 

Prewar anti-Semitism could be intense depending on Germany's eco
nomic situation, but the most persistent discrimination was found in Ger
many's most sacred national institution, the army.43 Exclusion from the 
armed forces was tantamount to stripping the individual of citizenship, or 
at least active participation in the civic community. For example, Jews 
were forbidden to serve as reserve officers even when the privilege was ex
tended to the middle class in the late nineteenth century. The reason for 
this blatant prejudice was the historic Prussian insistence that only Chris
tians serve a Christian state.44 Critics of the exclusionary policy ques
tioned whether religion was the motivating factor. A paper sympathetic to 
German Jews suggested that the true obstacle to Jewish inclusion was 
race when it presumed that "what actually made it impossible for Jews 
to belong to the officer corps in Germany until today is not their religion, 
but their [alleged] un-German spirit and diametrically opposed racial qual
ities."45 

The declaration of war in 1914 removed the obstacles to Jewish partic
ipation in the army, but questions surrounding Jewish loyalty and patriot
ism lingered. Jews served in every combatant's army, yet they were still 
viewed as one people.46 The predicament of the Jewish soldier is dramati
cally recounted in the memoir of an Austrian-Hungarian Jew, Avigdor 
Hameiri. A patriotic journalist enthusiastic about the war, Hameiri re
called how the moment Austria-Hungary was committed to the conflict 
his friends and colleagues turned on him. After congratulating a coworker 
for volunteering, Hameiri received this response: "He surveyed me criti
cally, his features betraying suppressed hatred, and fury mixed with scorn. 
He left me. I chuckled. He walked and then turned back toward me and 
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spewed out one word: 'Jew! How would you know what a Fatherland is?'" 
Hameiri eventually volunteered and made officer-aspirant. No matter 
what he accomplished in uniform Hameiri and his fellow Jews were 
widely suspect. On being asked by a superior whether Hameiri considered 
himself a good officer, Hameiri replied that he hoped so. The superior re
sponded, "If that is so, then why do you compete with your comrades, and 
why do you glory so in your Jewishness? You'll have to throw that entire 
burdensome Jewish heritage into Hell and not stir up the whole world 
while you're doing it!" The depth of Austrian distrust was most apparent 
when Jewish soldiers performed heroically. While most soldiers received 
medals for bravery, Hameiri noted, Jews were insulted for performing well. 
Austrian troops commenting on Jewish heroism remarked that "they 
tricked the enemy at a psychological moment, just as they tricked the goy 
back home in business."47 The prejudice Hameiri encountered revealed 
the fear that whatever skills Jews displayed on the battlefield were either 
accidental or an inherent treachery temporarily mobilized against some
thing other than the host nation. 

Although Austrian, Hameiri's memoir applies to the plight of German 
Jews under arms. The Jew count of October, 19161 sparked an immediate 
response from some field commanders who were apparently as suspicious 
as the officers in the Prussian War Ministry. The commander of a field ar
tillery regiment ordered "that all writers, ordnance personnel and people 
working in similar positions, and under-officers of the Jewish faith be 
taken out of these posts and sent into the field ."48 The Jew count, even if 
the ministries involved denied it, irreparably harmed the reputation of 
Jewish soldiers regardless of where they served. In addition to suffering the 
indignity of the Jew count, an act specific to Germany, Jewish soldiers on 
the Eastern front were placed in uncomfortable proximity to the stereo
type they worked so hard to dispel. Polish Jews under German occupation 
aroused conflicting emotions in Jewish soldiers who were both protective 
and resentful of their unassimilated brothers.49 Some Jewish soldiers por
trayed the Ostjuden (Eastern Jews) as pro-German by virtue of the Ger
manic roots of Yiddish. Once the specter of mass migration emerged, 
however, any German Jew sympathetic to the Ostjuden was accused of 
hastening Germany's postwar collapse. Alfred Rosenberg wrote that 
throughout history war endangered the Aryan race because" continuously 
new groups of the population were accepted as citizens. 'For lack of men' 
barbaric foreigners were accepted as Athenians; just as Eastern Jews later 
would be accepted as 'German' citizens."5° For German Jews the halcyon 
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days predicted by the Central Union and guaranteed by the Burgfrieden 
were over once the promise of swift victory dissolved. 

Volkisch movements, including National Socialism, directed their 
anti-Semitic attacks against the role of German Jewry during the Great 
War. The assault on Jewish veterans, however, posed a problem for right
wing veterans groups because it was impossible to completely dismiss 
Jewish participation in the war effort. The preferred method of attack con
sisted in questioning Jewish motives and discrediting statistical data. The 
vanguard of the National Socialist attack was the pornographic and crude 
journal, Der Sturmer. (Criticism from other veterans groups is discussed 
later in this essay.) The journal reveled in discounting the National Asso
ciation of Jewish Front Soldier's claim that 12,000 Jews died in the war. Der 
Sturmer quoted its own statistics garnered from anti-Semitic sources and 
determined that if the Jews died in proportion to their percentage of the 
population then the number should have been l 7, 5 7 5. 5 1 This number was 
based on a Jewish population exceeding 6001000 rather than the more ac
curate number of 5 501000. Most Jewish casualties, the periodical claimed, 
derived from sickness.52 Even after National Socialism's victory the deni
gration of Jewish veterans continued unabated. On learning that an exhi
bition about Jewish soldiers was slated for Hanover's town hall, Der 
Sturmer decried the presence of a "foreign race" in a government build
ing. 53 On the twentieth anniversary of the Jew count, it collected anecdotal 
"evidence" verifying that Jewish soldiers acted like cowards hiding, cry
ing, and begging: whatever laurels Jews received were fraudulent, obvi
ously the result of trickery.54 

Integral to the National Socialist memory of the Great War, aside from 
Jewish cowardice and incompetence, was the unshakable belief that the 
responsibility for the war, and therefore the German defeat, rested with 
the Jews. Erich Ludendorff, Germany's virtual military dictator between 
1916 and 1918 and an early enthusiast of National Socialism, slandered 
the one hundred thousand Jewish soldiers who served him to the end: 
"Gradually I recognized the pernicious forces that had caused the collapse 
of a people, and in them the real enemies of the freedom of the German 
race . .. the secret supranational forces; namely: the Jewish people and 
Rome."55 Adolf Hitler wrote the following passage nearly twenty years be
fore the Final Solution: "If at the beginning of the war and during the war, 
twelve or fifteen thousand of these Hebraic corrupters of the nation had 
been subjected to poison gas such as had been endured in the field by hun-
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dreds of thousands of our very best German workers of all classes and pro
fessions, then the sacrifices of millions at the front would not have been 
in vain."56 In the face of this onslaught of anti-Semitism, with its appeal to 
volkisch nationalism, the National Association drew on its own war ex
perience to buttress the fledgling Weimar Republic and work for a genuine 
national community where the criteria for membership was based on 
demonstrated patriotism, not the artificial category of race. 

III. 

Beginning in the early 1920s, the National Association of Jewish Front 
Soldiers launched a spirited and multifaceted counterattack against the 
forces of anti-Semitism. The principal mouthpiece of the group was the 
newspaper, Der Schild (The Shield). While Der Schild was primarily pub
lished for its members, the National Association printed numerous pam
phlets for public consumption echoing the ideas expressed in the paper. 
It is clear that the organized veteran community was small enough that 
most groups read each other's publications and responded to one another 
in editorials. The publishers of Der Schild also distributed several publi
cations highlighting Jewish military history and a volume of Jewish war 
letters from the Great War.57 The association outlined a self-improvement 
program, exposed anti-Semitism as anti-German, catalogued and extolled 
Jewish heroism during the war, and validated the statistic of twelve thou
sand Jewish war dead. All this was designed to verify Jewish participation 
during Germany's most fateful hour. Such a strategy reflects confidence in 
an inclusive definition of the nation as embodied, at least on paper, by the 
Weimar Constitution. 

The National Association was a strong proponent of overcoming 
artificial barriers to Jewish assimilation into the national community 
through the elimination of Jewish characteristics that supposedly pro
voked anti-Semitism. In this, it heeded the advice of Franz Oppenheimer, 
a sociologist who counseled that Jews turn to agriculture instead of urban 
professions in order to convince Germans that Jews have roots in German 
soil.58 Leo Lowenstein, the highly decorated founder of the National 
Association, called for Jewish self-discipline. In an address to women, 
Lowenstein exhorted, "Out of the inns of gluttony! Away with the mad 
pursuit of pleasure! Down with vain baubles! Back to simplicity and seri
ous living!"59 The organization knew Jews were worthy of respect from 
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other Germans, but the veteran activists recognized that the Jewish com
munity had to work under the assumption that "stepchildren have to be
have twice as well."60 

Physical training was crucial to the Jewish Front Soldier's program, es
pecially as it pertained to Jewish youth. A third of every issue of Der Schild 
was devoted to sport. Boxing, hiking, soccer, gymnastics, and weight lift
ing were promoted as means to create "muscle Jews" out of so-called "cof
feehouse Jews." German culture associated strength and vigor with moral 
rectitude, while the nervousness of urban living was taken as a sign of de
generacy.61 The National Association posited the image of the "new Jew," 
a Zionist creation dating from the late nineteenth century, to counter neg
ative stereotypes. Zionism was in itself a "blood and soil" nationalism di
rected toward the establishment of a Jewish nation. The group did express 
support for Zionist ideals, but its efforts were focused on greater inclusion 
within the German nation. For example, during the 1920s Jews were told 
to marry German peasant women to improve the race, revealing the ex
tent to which Jews internalized negative stereotypes.62 Indeed, the associ
ation copied the style and dress of the youth movements of other veterans 
organizations, publishing group photos of strong men and women stand
ing at attention and displaying German and organization flags .63 

Overall, the group devoted the least time to self-improvement pro
grams: the more urgent matters concerned self-defense. The National As
sociation framed its defense within its version of the front experience. 
Anti-Semitism was denounced as a new enemy worthy of destruction. Ac
cording to Der Schild, the real danger was not anti-Semitism's diffusion 
within Germany, but the veterans' indifference to the association's 
agenda.64 In an article titled "Are We Not Still Front Soldiers?" one author 
depicted the National Association as a band of eternal front soldiers 
wielding metaphorical weapons: ''Against the poison of hate, the slander 
that attacks our honor as German front soldiers, there are no gas masks. 
With open breast, and only with the pure weapon of truth and justice, do 
we attack our insidious enemies."65 The more difficult the situation ap
peared, the more the trench metaphor entered the discourse. Months be
fore the Nazi seizure of power, editors of Der Schild issued an appeal to 
comradeship, stating that "we Jewish front soldiers again stand in the 
front." The article recalled the unifying power of the trenches and the nat
uralness of the front community.66 Lowenstein asked Jewish veterans "to 
stand together again in an imaginary trench in order to rescue the Reich 
from its plight."67 The Jewish Front Soldiers, like the volkisch movements, 
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did not want the war's sacrifices to have been in vain. They believed that a 
genuine national community free from artificial distinctions existed at 
the front . The principal postwar mission of the veteran was to recreate this 
community in a Germany dangerously close to internal collapse. 

Answering critics consumed much of the National Association's en
ergy. The most painful charges came from other veterans' organizations. 
Jewish veterans had grown accustomed to anti-Semitism from those who 
were not "there," but responses to other veterans groups suggest that they 
were genuinely perplexed by attacks originating from within the veteran 
community itself. The Stahlhelm, the largest and most politically active 
veterans group, excluded Jews from membership. Although politically 
conservative, the Stahlhelm gradually adopted some volkisch attitudes 
once it entered the political fray. 68 The National Association publicly and 
directly confronted the Stahlhelm whenever it was known to have uttered 
anti-Semitic remarks. In one instance, Der Schild cited an article in which 
the Stahlhelm stated that it fought "against international Jewry and capi
talism!' The Stahlhelm assured the veterans' group that such statements 
did not apply to German-Jewish citizens. Lowenstein replied that he 
would "take note of this distinction," although "we will continue to point 
out the baselessness of these stories."69 

The National Association was equally incensed by a joke allegedly 
spread by the Stahlhelm in which the veracity of Jewish casualties was 
questioned. Der Schild dedicated its front page to demanding an apology. 
The organization called the joke shameless, asking "how must a Jewish 
mother feel when she hears such a joke?" The article concluded by testi
fying to the nobility of the sacrifice, reminding critics that "the graves of 
our 12,000 dead sing the eternal song of love of home and loyalty to the fa
therland."70 One pamphlet featuring an etching of women weeping at a war 
cemetery exclaimed: "German women! Do not tolerate blind hate, so that 
the Jewish mothers will not be mocked in their pain."71 Despite condem
nations, the jokes and insults continued. 

The energy spent verifying and debunking statistics on both sides of 
the Jewish Question is an interesting chapter of Weimar history. The Jew
ish veterans were challenged by a host of right-wing groups and parties to 
prove their claim of 12,000 dead. The Miinchener Beobachter bet the 
National Association l,ooo marks that it could not produce a Jewish 
mother who had had six sons at the front. 72 The veterans group found 
several mothers, but the public accusation was damage enough. The bet 
was common knowledge; the association's victory was not. It ultimately 
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formed a committee for war statistics to collect information regarding the 
12,000 dead and to validate the claim that 100,000 served and 80,000 spent 
time at the front. 73 The obsession with numbers even carried over into a 
zealous defense of British Jewish veterans undergoing similar credibility 
crises.74 Over the course of several weeks in 1932, Der Schild printed the 
names of over 10,000 Jewish war dead. The list was published in a book 
presented to President Paul von Hindenburg on the occasion of his eighti
eth birthday. The cover page cites Hindenburg's thanks and his personal 
expression of a "respectful memory of the fallen comrades."75 

Preserving the memory of the fallen was integral to every veterans' or
ganization agenda, and the Jewish Front Soldiers valued occasions where 
they could stand beside veterans from different faiths and political per
spectives, even if for only a day. For on these occasions, the veterans ap
peared united. Der Schild mentioned a remarkable meeting in which lead
ers from the National Association, the Stahlhelm, and even more extreme 
right-wing groups sat down with government officials to plan the unveil
ing of a monument to the fallen. 76 The article claimed that despite obvi
ous differences, the leaders were committed to properly honoring the 
dead. Such temporary truces were few and far between once the National 
Socialists participated in ceremonies. In 1929 violence marred the official 
day of mourning, orchestrated by National Socialists angered by Jewish 
participation. Der Schild condemned the disruption and the displaying 
of the swastika, calling the symbol an insult to the honor of Jewish front 
soldiers. 77 

At a Jewish veterans ceremony in 1925, the editors of Der Schild an
nounced that Germany needed unity during difficult times and that try as 
they might, anti-Semitic critics could not deny the Germanness of the 
Jewish front soldier. Ludwig Haas, an official of the National Association 
of Jewish Front Soldiers, declared, "I long for the day when the RjF [Natio
nal Association] will not be necessary. As long as that day is not here, we 
must declare to the world that we were there as well."78 Perhaps the asso
ciation's tragic flaw was its stubborn faith that service guaranteed inclu
sion and that the Weimar Republic promised tolerance. Its careful atten
tion to detail and its consistent recourse to educating its critics was a 
hopelessly inadequate strategy. The language of moderation sounded hol
low in a Germany consumed by the fractious legacy of the First World War. 
The Jewish Front Soldier's references to the war were limited to proving 
Jewish participation, establishing the moral authority of the veteran, and 
citing war experience as a source of inspiration during trying times. 
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National Socialism, however, co-opted the rhetoric and imagery of the war 
into its dynamic ideology. National Socialism believed that the war signi
fied the birth of an age where violence and politics were intimately linked 
and that the true legacy of the First World War was its serving not as a 
source of inspiration but also as a foundation for national regeneration. 
The National Socialist "New Man" took center stage. After 1933, the 
National Association was no longer combating the fringe, but rather, seek
ing reconciliation with the majority. 

IV 

Despite years of restrained but consistent condemnation of National 
Socialism as a dangerous ideology, the National Association of Jewish 
Front Soldiers, at least in print, did not characterize the March, l 9 33 1 elec
tion as a decisive moment for German Jewry. The election did, however, 
mark a change in the group's strategy for achieving inclusion in the natio
nal community. Many Jews assumed that the new government would 
moderate its views over time and were willing to accept a reduced role in 
German culture. 79 The National Association continued to chronicle Jew
ish participation in the First World War, especially since the twentieth an
niversary of the war coincided with the most egregious attacks on Jewish 
civil rights. What distinguished the post-1933 strategy was a measured co
operation with the new regime in exchange for an expected conclusion to 
officially sanctioned anti-Semitism. The Jewish veterans' group quickly 
adapted to Hitler's chancellorship, according him the respect convention
ally due the office. Reporting on the famous Potsdam church ceremony, 
where Hitler paid homage to the old imperial army (specifically to Paul 
von Hindenburg), Der Schild expressed optimism in Hitler's reverence for 
the war's legacy. It publicly reminded Hitler that as chancellor he was ob
ligated to respect and protect Jewish civil rights by virtue of Jewish service 
during the war. 80 Between early 1933 and late 1935 1 the National Associa
tion communicated extensively with the office of the Reich Chancellery 
in an attempt to arrive at an amicable solution to the so-called Jewish 
Question. In nearly every instance, the Reich Chancellery's response was 
as, "We have received your kind note and have taken notice of the con
tents." After passage of the Nuremburg Laws in September, 1935 1 the or
ganization ceased its monologue with Hitler's office staff. 

Leo Lowenstein tried to reach Hitler through a variety of appeals. The 
most common was an appeal to comradeship born from war. Lowenstein 
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sent issues of Der Schild to Hitler in order to demonstrate that the war was 
very much alive in Jewish memory, stating in a letter to Hitler's secretary 
that "we believe that the spirit and meaning of comradeship is unforget
table and unforgotten if we release in memoirs and documents the portrait 
of Jewish front soldiers in the German army." Aware of the regime's polit
ical inclinations, Lowenstein reminded Hitler that the National Associa
tion of Jewish Front Soldiers also struggled against "chaos and Bolshe
vism." The letter concluded that "a national community was created, but 
we are-supposed to have no role in it."81 

Most urgent for the veterans' group, as self-appointed defenders of 
German Jewry, was the worsening economic situation resulting from the 
boycott of Jewish businesses and the legal exclusion of Jews in certain pro
fessions. Officials in the association served as members of Jewish organi
zations that appealed to Hitler to lift the boycott not only to help the Jews 
but also to aid Germany's economic health. As productive citizens in 
an international economic depression, these interest groups could not 
understand why Jews were banned from the national community.82 The 
National Association, of its own accord, wrote Hitler a series of letters de
tailing the potential labor Jews offered Germany if Hitler were to grant the 
former the authority to organize the Jewish community. Lowenstein re
ported the group's success in training farmers and morally and physically 
training youth for technical jobs and artisan labor. The letters reveal an 
interest and empathy for Hitler's vision of a new Germany. Lowenstein 
wrote, "[W]e have the burning desire to be able to place our entire will, life, 
and work for the reconstruction of Germany." In fact, the National Asso
ciation went so far as to condemn the boycott against Germany by foreign 
Jews. Lowenstein's letter to Hitler included a copy of one letter he sent to 
the U.S . embassy in which he called the boycott a terrible idea concocted 
by anti-German "Jewish intellectuals."83 

Lowenstein followed this report with an even more remarkable letter 
in which he explained how Jews could advance not only Germany's eco
nomic progress but Hitler's political goals as well. This letter included the 
National Association's detailed solution to the Jewish Question. The let
ter's first section outlined a political relationship between the Jews and the 
new German government. Lowenstein stated that Jews historically were 
in Germany since the fall of the Roman Empire, proving that Jews satis
fied the volkisch requirement of acquiring roots. Even if this argument 
were rejected, however, he implied that the Jews could be a sympathetic 
minority in a fascist state. Lowenstein remarked that "the racial stance 
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does not contradict our demand for the equal rights of established German 
Jews." This seemingly incomprehensible sentence made sense to him be
cause he regarded National Socialism as a variant of Italian fascism. 
Lowenstein noted that Mussolini also had strong racial views about the 
supremacy of Italians, but Jews played an important role in that state. 
Lowenstein believed that a similar relationship was possible in the new 
Germany. The remainder of the letter repeated previous proposals con
cerning training youth and promoting agriculture. A separate letter to the 
Reich Chancellery pointed out that the National Association sought and 
received the approval of other leading Jewish groups for the solution 
to the Jewish Question.84 Max Naumann, the leader of the Association 
of German Jews, was even more direct in calling on Jews to "act . . . not 
for the supposed interest of the Jews, but for German Kultur and German 
future." 85 

While Lowenstein worked for reconciliation, Der Schild continued its 
effort to unify Jewish veterans and publicize Jewish patriotism. Having 
been systematically removed from the Reich's public welfare rolls, the 
members of the National Association of Jewish Front Soldiers were in
structed to aid disabled Jews.86 As the situation worsened for German 
Jews, the organization increasingly focused on its own members. On the 
eve of Rosh Hashanah r 9 3 8, Lowenstein requested that all those Jews with 
means donate their wealth and time to the veteran community, which, as 
Lowenstein eventually concluded after fruitless attempts to reach Hitler, 
was "our narrow community. It should and must remain intact."8 7 The ac
tion that mortally wounded the group was the declaration of the military 
law (Wehrgesetz) in March, 1935 . Although the National Association ap
plauded the renunciation of the Versailles treaty, the law's ''Aryan para
graph" denied Jewish entry into the newly constituted armed forces .88 The 
source of the Jewish Front Soldiers' moral authority, their veteran status, 
was permanently denied the next generation of Jewish men, threatening 
to make the association's members the last collection of German-Jewish 
veterans. Lowenstein sent an impassioned plea to the Reich Chancellery, 
repeating the now familiar statistics and a compliment about the Jewish 
soldier that former general and chancellor Kurt von Schleicher made on 
his reception of the National Association's memorial book.89 Lowenstein 
noted that military service was the citizen's most noble obligation, and the 
Jewish Front Soldiers were dutifully training youth for this obligation. 
National Socialism also maintained that military service was the most 
significant citizen duty, but Jews were no longer to be considered citizens. 
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Twenty years before the Wehrgesetz the charge against the Jews was that 
they failed to fulfill their military requirements. After 1935, Jews were not 
considered worthy of conscription into the regular armed forces. 

The anniversary of the start of the First World War was a welcome re
prieve for the National Association, and an opportunity to critique the 
present by glorifying the past. The August 3, 1934, issue of Der Schild ex
tolled the virtues of the Burgfrieden and portrayed the enthusiasm of fall, 
1914, as an example of national unity at an important juncture of German 
history. Twenty years later, at another such juncture, Germany appeared 
to lack that national unity. "Was that all only a dream twenty years ago?" 
the author asked. "Have I not participated, no, lived, as part of the Volks
gemeinschaft! "90 Nagging questions persisted as the political climate for 
German Jews turned unbearable. One article in March, l 9 3 51 recounts the 
story of a mother who saw a paper with the infamous National S.ocialist 
slogan "The Jews are our misfortune!" on the cover. She asked, what was 
the meaning of the sacrifice? "Did not my boy, did not my husband, did 
not my father also die for Germany?"9 1 The last issue of Der Schild was 
November 4, 1938, five days before Kristallnacht. The newspaper had 
become a glorified sports page by this late stage in the peacetime Third 
Reich, but one article was especially poignant. A young boy wrote the 
editors about how important it was to have Jewish heroes during difficult 
times. The boy cherished veterans' stories about the war because they 
taught youth about patriotism. He concluded the letter with the exhorta
tion: "Everyone stand by the flag! "92 Five days later Germany erupted into 
a murderous frenzy against the Jews, and the National Association of Jew
ish Front Soldiers disbanded. 

While some scholars may view Lowenstein's letters to Hitler as a be
trayal of the liberal and pluralistic values the German-Jewish Front Sol
diers apparently embraced, it is more appropriate to view the National 
Association's post-1933 strategy as a calculated reckoning with an un
comfortable reality. The struggle was over, and the group clung to the di
minishing possibility of inclusion in the national community by offering 
cooperation. This postwar strategy, as well as some elements of the asso
ciation's interwar activities, might lead one to conclude that it, along with 
the German-Jewish community in general, answered volkisch critics by 
imitating them.93 The emphasis on "blood and soil" rhetoric, the obses
sion with sport, and the call for" simple living" were in part an attempt to 
appease anti-Semitic critics, but one forgets how attractive these ideas 
were for those easily disgusted with bourgeois society. There is no reason 
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to believe that German Jews were any less influenced by national senti
ments than other Germans, given the Jewish community's constant re
frain that German Jews were indistinguishable from everyone else. Veter
ans especially, regardless of background, exhibited distaste for a bourgeois 
lifestyle because it was foreign to the mythologized front community. 

Sidney Bolkosky states that the German-Jewish response to anti
semitism failed because German Jews projected their own values on all 
Germans.94 The National Association of Jewish Front Soldier's failure was 
its strict adherence to a defense grounded in education. It argued that if 
Germany were only enlightened as to the multifarious ways in which Jews 
contributed to the nation, anti-Semitism would cease. Once the Third 
Reich was established, many Jews in fact viewed a military dictatorship as 
the last hope.95 German-Jewish veterans were not alone in thinking Hitler 
would soften his image and, more importantly, restrain his underlings 
once in power. 

Despite the change in the National Association's strategy during the 
Third Reich, continuity characterized the organization's nineteen-year 
existence. Throughout its publications and private correspondence, the 
group used war experience to frame its responses to anti-Semitism and 
National Socialism. Given the degree to which National Socialism cele
brated violence and successfully monopolized the rhetoric of the front ex
perience, the association's "enlightened" use of the Great War fell on deaf 
ears. George Mosse noted that the Jews "needed pluralism and liberalism, 
but these were seen as minimizing the war experience, so it was the war 
experience that attacked the Jews."96 The war brutalized European sensi
bilities, threatening traditional forms of government, not to mention cul
tural expression, in several national contexts. Not only did National So
cialism create its mythical national community, it did so by resorting to 
the very methods of total war first developed during the Great War. The 
leap from extolling the violence that galvanized the front generation, and 
eventually the war generation, to genocide was not substantial. ''All that 
was needed was the will to act," Omer Bartov writes, "and by the end of 
the Great War there were not a few men who believed that their only es
cape from the hell of modern war was to subject others to the industrial 
killing they had barely survived."9 7 Jewish veterans, however, subjected 
amorphous "isms" to violent metaphors and images, but they still clung 
to a democratically informed definition of nationalism whose fortunes 
rested with a precarious republic. 

While every veterans' organization mythologized the war experience, 
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the National Association of Jewish Front Soldiers in addition to this 
mythologized the German nation's capacity to welcome Jews into the 
national community. The continued devotion to liberal values manifested 
by German Jews prevented significant Jewish participation in the sort of 
mass politics perfected by the Right.98 Jewish veterans articulated a war 
myth in response to postwar challenges just as simplistic as the myth pro
moted by volkisch movements. The truth behind the existence of an in
clusive front community where every soldier discarded prejudice in the 
face of a common enemy was as fanciful as the National Socialist position 
that Germany's problems were the fault of others and that the front gen
eration was infallible. National Socialism was successful as a movement 
claiming to embody the war experience because it appealed to the belief 
that the war provided a purpose and unified a special generation. In other 
words, National Socialism understood what many people wanted to be
lieve about the war and obscured the unsettling reality that the dizzying 
array of social and economic problems Germans faced represented the 
Great War's true legacy.99 Jewish veterans were not included in the Natio
nal Socialist war narrative, but Jews certainly were. In the National So
cialist myth, Germany's plight was a Jewish creation that could only be de
molished by those who had withstood previous trials by fire, the heroic 
front generation. 
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Injury, Fate, Resentment, and Sacrifice in 
German Political Culture, 1914-1939 

•It is said that Germany is a difficult Fatherland. There is, of course, an 
unavoidable problem that lies at the heart of modern German national
ism. It is, to paraphrase the title of a recent book on the subject, the ques
tion of how Germans were transformed into Nazis. The answers histori
ans have offered might be placed into three categories. One, associated 
today with Daniel Goldhagen, implies that Germans as a whole did not 
need to be transformed, but in fact always harbored Nazism's violent anti
Semitic hatred. German racial resentments, informed by a traditional 
German predilection toward authoritarianism, militarism, and national
ist vanity, were presumably institutionalized by the early part of this cen
tury and found their eventual expression in N azism's genocidal violence. 1 

A second, more socio-economic view contends that Germans were first 
made resentful by the loss of World War I; the postwar occupation and 
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settlement; and the economic crises of inflation, stabilization, and mass 
unemployment. The implication of this perspective is that Hitler and the 
National Socialist movement provided politically engaged, yet frustrated, 
middle-class Germans with scapegoats for their misfortunes in the form 
of Jews, socialists, and degenerates, among others. Nazi paranoia therefore 
effectively channelled newly forged social resentments among Germans.2 

In recent years, a third narrative has emerged that emphasizes the broad 
appeal of Hitler and Nazism well beyond Germany's presumably resentful 
middle classes. Proponents of this view insist that National Socialism 
could not have enjoyed the success it did by appealing merely to the nega
tive images and destructive antipathies of racism and red-baiting. Rather, 
many-maybe even most-Germans of the 1920s and 1930s were not bit
ter, impoverished, and depressedly nostalgic, but were actually quite pro
gressive in outlook and buoyantly modern in their habits. The presumed 
allure of Hitler and his movement was therefore their ability to offer Ger
mans "positive," innovative sets of values around which to rally, ones that 
emphasized the unity, honor, and equality of all classes; a promise to re
form corrupt politics "as usual"; and a commitment to job security, con
sumerism, and the leisure industry.3 

In considering this distinctively twentieth-century German problem 
of national belonging and the way it has been discussed, it is worth noting 
two features that are common to all three perspectives. First, the problem 
of" Germans into Nazis" poses nationalism as a profound moral question. 
How did seemingly good people come to do evil things? Was there some
thing inherently perverse or unusual about German nationalism? What 
happened to Germans' moral compass? Were Germans at the time mis
led? misinformed? reluctant? willing? consciously immoral? deludedly 
oblivious? fearfully amoral? 4 Painful, horrible things occurred: why? 
Questions of theodicy stand at the center of being German in this century. 
Second, this moral quandry is posed as a social fate of early twentieth
century Germans. Why then them! Why them then? How did this hap
pen? Was Nazi brutality a manifestation of singularly German social, cul
tural, and political impulses? Or were the atrocities of the Third Reich 
situational responses by "normal" individuals to universal social condi
tions?5 

Morality and social fate are therefore inextricably bound up with 
twentieth-century German national belonging. I want to explore this prob
lem of "Germans into Nazis" by placing the themes of morality and social 
fate in the foreground. What did Germans think happened to them in the 
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first decades of this century, and how did it affect their moral sensibility? 
To do this, I am going to resuscitate the now-somewhat-unfashionable no
tion of "resentment." Recent literature is correct to question the conven
tional wisdom about resentful Germans, for many earlier histories never 
really explained in detail what forms these resentments assumed and in 
what ways they resonated with the changing values of German society. 
There is no need, however, as has been suggested, that we discard the no
tion altogether.6 Resentment need not be understood as a vague, undi
rected, and relatively amoral affect. Rather, if seen as assuming discrete 
forms, it appears rather specific in its targets and inflected by an often 
subtle sense of morality. Recent works by Richard Bessel and David Crew 
provide ample justification for using the term "resentment" to describe 
the widespread moral outrage, rooted in social and economic dislocation, 
expressed by many Germans during the interwar years. 7 I therefore wish 
to use the notion of "resentment" as an explanatory device, not in order 
to revive old arguments, but to understand the very modern allure and in
novation that National Socialism brought to German political culture be
tween the First and Second World Wars. 

The idea that a psychology of "resentment" exercised a powerful in
fluence over social life dates back to the late-nineteenth-century philoso
phy of Friedrich Nietzsche. Nietzsche defined what he called Ressenti
ment as an habitual, ubiquitous emotional reaction to some perceived 
attack or injury, expressed in the form of an impotent desire for revenge, 
a global envy, and chronic suffering and hopelessness. 8 While Nietzsche 
believed resentment to be endemic to the Western world and the direct 
result of Christianity's "turn-the-other-cheek" prescription, the turn-of
the-century philosopher Max Scheler held that resentment was a decid
edly modern mentality. In his view, resentment is a system of values and 
emotions all its own that is produced and reproduced in particular social 
settings whenever people feel injured, yet believe themselves powerless to 
obtain any justice. What results under these circumstances, according to 
Scheler, is a pattern of indiscriminate frustration that inexorably rein
forces itself. "Revenge tends to be transformed into resentment the more 
it is directed against lasting situations which are felt to be 'injurious' but 
beyond one's control-in other words, the more the injury is experienced 
as destiny. This will be most pronounced when a person or group feels that 
the very fact and quality of its existence is a matter which calls for re
venge."9 

Scheler's perspective is a good place to begin addressing the question 
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of what happened to German political and moral culture in the first half 
of the twentieth century. Resentment, he believed, was but one of a num
ber of possible responses to human suffering and adversity that have his
torically existed. 10 Going beyond Scheler, however, I want to suggest that 
German political culture between the wars in particular was dominated 
by a mentality of resentment, which operated as a powerful and readily 
available pattern of emotional life and values by which people could per
ceive, explain, and express the misfortunes that befell them. While I do 
not share Scheler's conviction that such resentment necessarily, or even 
primarily, revolved around fantasies of vengeance, he was correct in un
derstanding resentment as a cultural working and reworking of the mean
ings of pain, suffering, and injury. 

Resentment as such should be understood as a response to the pro
foundly moral question of theodicy. 11 Who suffers? Why? To what, if any, 
end? Who or what is to blame? What is to be done about it? These were 
among the most pressing questions in German political life between the 
two world wars. Everything from the Versailles Treaty to cuts in insurance 
benefits were debated in the terms of social suffering. 12 In this setting, re
sentment was a prominent and accessible "style of feeling and of willing 
based on feeling" by which millions of Germans could understand their 
claims on the nation-state. 13 

The idea that emotions, which are typically thought of as unruly and 
irrational, have histories that are relevant to national political life is not as 
odd as it might first seem. Anthropologists and historians have pointed 
out that communities regularly prohibit and promote certain types of 
emotion, regulate their expression in a variety of ways, and offer over
determined "emotional packages" for general use. 14 Moreover, in recent 
years, historians in France and Germany have begun collaboratively 
exploring the comparative history of the relationship between emotions 
and nations. How nation-states have mobilized people's sentiments and 
whether certain styles of emotional expression are specific to certain 
nations are among the issues these historians are raising. 15 A "nation" 
can therefore be seen as a community of shared feelings (Gefiihlskultur, 
Gefiihlsgemeinschaft) that promotes a sense of belonging by playing on 
primarily affective registers. 

It is at this juncture that the theme of sacrifice in general and national 
sacrifice in the twentieth century in particular become relevant to the his
tory of German resentment. Since the French Revolution, European na
tionalisms have invoked the ideal of sacrifice (the Latin term sacrifi.cium 
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means to make holy or sacred) as they have attempted to mobilize indi
viduals and institutions.16 It has served as an effective means to give form 
to citizens' perceptions, values, and behaviors. During World War I, the 
German state very deliberately invoked the mythic ethos of sacrifice to 
mobilize its citizens, calling on them to make ever greater sacrifices on be
half of the Fatherland.17 

But this choice was fraught with complications. In the first place, the 
German term Opfer has a number of meanings: it means "sacrifice," but 
also it means "victim" as well as "casualty." Reinforcing these connec
tions is the fact that ritual sacrifice implies both a victim and constitutes 
a sacred contract between the one offering the sacrifice and the divinity. 
Causal efficacy is imputed to symbolic expression. Sacrifice is "a drama, 
which is believed by its performers ... to work," and this means that the 
divinity (in this case, the nation-state), too, has reciprocal obligations. 18 

In the second place, however, something went terribly wrong with the 
ritual of national sacrifice in Germany during and after the Great War. The 
myth of national sacrifice, like most forms of sacrifice, promised restora
tion, redress, and regeneration through violence and bloodshed. 19 But with 
the war lost, the economy in ruins, social hierarchies turned upside-down, 
and politics in a seeming state of disorder, it was not hard for Germans to 
relocate themselves in the ritual of national sacrifice-to now see them
selves not as the sacrificers, but as the innocent victims of an impotent rit
ual of an equally impotent state. 

The perceived failure of national sacrifice as theodician ritual in the 
wake of World War I, then, was the chief source of the German political 
culture of resentment. To illustrate this point, I will examine four inter
war political organizations and their rhetorics of social citizenship: the So
cial Democratic-leaning Central Association of German Invalids and Wid
ows; the communist International League of Victims of War and Work; 
conservative, liberal, and eugenic critics of the German welfare state; and 
National Socialism (with particular emphasis on its so-called "Winter 
Relief Drive"). All four believed that having to bear sufferings and com
mitting to self-sacrifice in times of crisis entitled one to certain social ben
efits and, by implication, to national belonging. But what I wish to high
light is the peculiar emotional registers and moral outlooks that their 
views on social citizenship reveal. In doing so, I believe we can better re
flect on the question of to what extent Nazism deviated from conven
tional political and moral sensibilities of the twenties and thirties. 
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Injury, Sacrifice, and Social Pensioners 

By I 924, around four million Germans received a social insurance pen
sion because of the fact that they suffered from a work-related disability 
or that the breadwinner of their family was killed in an occupational ac
cident. Such individuals were referred to as "social pensioners." Already 
by 1920, some within their ranks had formed a political lobbying group, 
the Central Association of German Invalids and Widows (Zentralverband 
der Invaliden und Witwen Deutschlands), which by the end of that year 
claimed three hundred chapters and sixty thousand members. Its aim, ac
cording to the association itself, was to organize "fellow sufferers" (Lei
densgenossen) so that "no institution and no government will dare ignore 
the misery of those suffering and weak without their participation and 
without regard for their interests.1120 

The idea of forming a political interest group on the basis of a sense of 
common suffering and disability was relatively novel. Since the mid-188os, 
German social insurance offered pensions and/or rehabilitation to workers 
injured and to the families of workers killed in occupational accidents. 
This system, however, did not seek to compensate for emotional suffering 
nor to encourage collective solidarity among beneficiaries: on the contrary, 
social insurance awarded pensions on an individual basis and according to 
the estimated loss of an individual worker's income. Despite this, however, 
the institutionalization of injury compensation allowed late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth-century German workers wide latitude in appealing 
pension decisions. The claims process provided an arena in which workers 
could express, negotiate, and contest the personal meaning of their injuries 
and, in so doing, bred and proliferated an essential sentiment of social cit
izenship: a sense of social entitlement, a sense of deserving certain bene
fits in return for individual contributions to society.2 1 

This attitude of social entitlement eventually led to collective politi
cal action with the increasing disillusionment with the war effort in 1917 
and 1918. What marked this shift was not only the emergence of lobbying 
groups for disabled veterans, consumers, and social pensioners, but also a 
political language that stressed Germans' shared fates of pain, injury, and 
loss. The sanctifying rhetoric of national sacrifice heroicized and collec
tivized wounding, disfigurement, and death on the battlefield.22 At same 
time, women, men, and children back on the "home front" were also 
swept up in the call to self-sacrifice, asked to make due on paltry rations 
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and restricted social insurance benefits. 23 During the last years of the war 
then, the German state asked its citizens to postpone their demands for 
entitlement, with the promise of soon receiving their just rewards. Once 
the war ended, however, veterans, war widows, and war orphans found 
themselves demanding compensation for their sacrifices and losses from 
a bankrupt and defeated state.24 

Germany's postwar social pensioners were among those who began 
seeing themselves as a distinct community victimized by the political 
order of things. "We know from thousands of examples that the healthy 
individual cannot place himself in the position and frame of mind of an 
invalid, that decisions involving the interests of invalids lie fully in 
the hands of the healthy, and that this domination conceals dangers for 
us ... ," remarked the Central Association of German Invalids and Wid
ows in 1920.25 Social pensioners emerged in the twenties as a community 
of shared fate (Schicksalsgemeinschaft) forged by a political culture built 
around injury, pain, and loss. Their sense of mutual victimization devel
oped out of a common set of existential (physical and psychological in
jury), social (poverty, loss of status, economic insecurity), and bureaucratic 
(fixed income, state-dependent) plights that were then filtered through the 
wartime promise of redemption through national sacrifice. Like conven
tional "war victims" (Kriegsopfer), social pensioners after the war be
lieved that they too had sacrificed their bodies and spouses for the greater 
(economic) good of Germany, but they felt especially neglected by the 
state. 

There was something to this, in that war veterans and widows were 
granted special benefits by a 1920 law.26 "Why are we not awarded the same 
right as the war invalids?" complained one activist. "What is right for the 
one must be just for the other."27 Resentment within the Central Associa
tion of German Invalids and Widows grew as an increasingly devastating 
inflation in the early 1920s threw most pensioners into abject poverty and 
even starvation. The stabilization of the German currency in the years 
1924- 28 did go some way toward mollifying the organization. Once the 
Depression hit in 1929, however, budget cuts soon followed, with the gov
ernment slashing social insurance benefits once again.28 

Yet for all their expressed envy of veterans and war widows and frus
tration with the state, social pensioners remained wedded to a remarkably 
inclusive idea of social reform. Rather than simply seeking an increase in 
benefits for their constituency alone, pensioner groups called for the end 
of fragmented public assistance in order to provide equal and comprehen-
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sive aid to all "the suffering and weak in Germany."29 Indeed, already by 
March, 1923 1 the Central Association was calling for the reorganization of 
social insurance into "one large, uniform institution for social welfare, for 
all branches of existing insurance and welfare ranging from white-collar 
insurance to the poor relief inherited from the Middle Ages."30 

The International League of Victims of War and Work 

The International League of Victims of War and Work (Internationaler 
Bund der Opfer des Krieges und der Arbeit) was founded in 1919 by the 
radical socialist Karl Tiedt. Linked to the German Communist Party 
(KPD) since its inception, the International League was firmly brought un
der the party's direction after Tiedt was replaced by Hugo Graf in 1926. A 
l 92 l survey by the Reich Labor Ministry estimated the organization's 
membership to be around 137,000.31 

The League targeted the same group of pensioners as the Central As
sociation of German Invalids and Widows. Unlike the Central Associa
tion, however, the League stressed the common plight of war victims and 
social pensioners. "Union of all war victims and social pensioners!" was 
the motto of the organization in 1923. "The war-disabled and surviving 
dependents of veterans," League leaders emphasized to local activists, 
"feel linked in fraternal solidarity with the victims of capital-the social 
pensioners-and are ready to work mutually toward bettering their con
dition."32 This was wishful thinking on their part, but it came from the 
group's belief that the First World War had always been a "capitalist world 
war," and thus both war victim and work victim were common victims of 
capital (Kapitalsopfer). A common plight implied a common bond and, 
along with it, a common responsibility. As Karl Tiedt expressed it, "The 
victims of the war must share the lot of the victims of work, of the work 
invalids and the unemployed."33 

Leaders of the League understood the organization to have a peculiar 
role to play in the politics of social welfare: the group was to serve as a ve
hicle of class consciousness and struggle. Following policies laid out by 
the KPD and the Comintern since 1921, the League saw its mission to be 
to organize and channel the popular resentments of both social pension
ers and war victims under the banner of communism.34 Like other self
professed victims' groups, the organization primarily attacked cuts in so
cial spending. In a national strategy formulated in 1924, leaders called on 
activists to stage demonstrations and rallies against both national and lo-
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cal retrenchment measures to which would be invited all working-class 
welfare groups.35 Religious charities and "bourgeois" groups, however, 
were to be deliberately excluded. Revolution, not recompense and charity, 
were what the sacrifices of German war and work victims warranted. In 
how social suffering was to be defined then, the League saw itself in direct 
competition with religious and bourgeois charities. 

This policy was rooted in the belief that the League must establish it
self as the sole leader of a united front of all victimized comrades against 
the capitalist order. This position became even more entrenched after the 
Comintern formally abandoned any notions of cooperation with reform 
socialism in 1928. Between 1929 and 1933, the KPD adopted a thoroughly 
Stalinized agenda that, among other things, sought to overturn the exist
ing state apparatus, dismissed all other parties as" counter-revolutionary" 
and "fascist," and called on members to wage a "united front (campaign) 
from below" against Social Democracy.36 Following the party line, League 
leaders insisted that members work to outright oppose the efforts of all ad
vocacy groups that were social reformist. "Our work," as one circular sent 
to members in 1929 stated it, "is the mobilization of a broad spectrum of 
organizations in the service of the struggle for their interests with the 
methods of class struggle, the production of a united front between the 
oppositional forces of these associations along with the International 
League, the propagation and the ultimate creation of a united class organ
ization of war and work victims."37 To this end, the League asked members 
to infiltrate competing organizations, such as the Central Association of 
German Invalids and Widows, in order to steer them away from reform and 
toward radicalism. In addition, members were instructed to remember 
that they were first and foremost Communists. "The war-victim fac
tions," stated guidelines developed in 1929, "are not to be understood as 
factions simply within the war-disabled movement, but rather they are 
factions of the Communist Party."38 Members of the International League 
were forbidden to also join any other war- or work-victim organizations. 
At the same time, regional leaders were enjoined to "liquidate" any and 
all splinter groups within the movement and to undermine the so-called 
"oppositional organizations" of "social reaction" such as veterans organ
izations, disabled veterans groups, and the Central Association of German 
Invalids and Widows.39 

During the Depression years 1930-32, the League stepped up its ac
tivities as part of the KPD's general effort to mobilize the unemployed. 
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This primarily involved three areas of work: ( r) recruiting war and work 
victims through door-to-door visits, flyers, distributing newspapers, and 
holding gatherings; (2) running a winter assistance program that provided 
the indigent with wood and coal for fuel, warm housing, winter clothes, 
and cheap potatoes; and (3) demanding improvements in benefits for war 
and work victims.40 Throughout these efforts, however, the League never 
lost sight of its perceived competitors, keeping tabs on and attempting to 
discredit reformist and National Socialist victim advocacy activities.41 To 
the very end, the League remained wedded to a class-exclusive and divisive 
rhetoric of social victimization. 

Conservative, Liberal, and Eugenic Critics of the Weimar 
Welfare State 

While those on the Left debated social reform versus social revolution, 
a strong backlash against Weimar social policy developed within conser
vative, liberal, and eugenic political circles during the second half of the 
r 92os. To be sure, there had always been cynics in these camps. But to
gether inflation, stabilization measures, the rise of mass, chronic unem
ployment, and budget deficits underscored their ideas, giving them a time
liness that had always been missing. 

These conservative-, liberal-, and eugenic-minded intellectuals agreed 
on one basic fact: that the German welfare state was having a corrupting, 
perverting effect on the German people. As Gustav Hartz, a widely pub
lished author active in nationalist circles, expressed it, the entire social in
surance system had the moral effect of replacing responsibility, honesty, 
and loyalty with whining, treachery, and ingratitude.42 Such a way of life 
was, in his view, unmanly and corrupting. "The state is not the shaper of 
all individual fates and should not be a scapegoat for those who are unsat
isfied with their fate," he emphasized in 1932.43 Hartz was supported in 
this view by the conservative physician and eugenics-advocate Erwin 
Liek, who went on to blame the system for "longer and more incomplete 
recoveries, moral ruin, [and] the breeding of hypochondriacs."44 The social 
insurance system itself, Liek held, constituted an injury, "an injury 
(Schaden) to the soul," by crippling the desire to work, save, and overcome 
defect.45 

Social policy was disparaged here in a peculiar moral idiom of sacred
ness and profanity that ridiculed the complaints of social pensioners. Per-
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haps no one else demonstrated this more clearly than the philosopher 
Ernst Horneffer. Horneffer was a prominent member of the "conservative 
revolutionary" circle of intellectuals during the Weimar Republic.46 To 
Horneffer's thinking, the war had revealed some basic pathological fea
tures of the German people. The underlying cause of Germany's wartime 
and postwar breakdown, he believed, was its social order, one that atro
phied spiritual life by eliminating the incentives and spurs traditionally 
provided by competition, fate, misfortune, and poverty. 47 Public assistance 
programs were, in Horneffer's view, an "abomination (Frevel) against the 
people," for they destroyed the ethic of hard work and gave license to the 
abuse of public institutions and to anxiety, cowardice, and parasitism 
(Schmarotzertum). 48 Laying blame also on the "sentimental bourgeoisie" 
who had passed social legislation, Horneffer lamented what he referred to 
as the consequent" shameful effeminacy (Verweichlichung) of our time."49 

The newly created unemployment insurance, according to Horneffer, best 
demonstrated to what extent the concern for social security had come to 
pervert the natural order of things. Risk, danger, poverty, and hunger, hear
gued, were "the indispensable driving forces of human life," making it 
"tragic, painful, hard." By trying to avoid and overcome such sufferings, 
however, "one was simply attempting to wipe out this heroic character of 
existence, out of a mawkish softness (in siifJlicher Weichheit) to make life 
pleasant, safe, and secure for everyone.1150 

The mass of discontented pensioners, according to this line of think
ing then, were indeed victims, but victims of an altruism gone wrong. 
Critics understood the very complaints of social pensioners and war vic
tims as symptoms of a malignant approach to social suffering. The cure 
was equally clear to critics: what was needed was a dismantling of cradle
to-grave assistance and the creation of a system that emphasized self-help 
and family savings. Such sentiments rang especially true for liberals, who 
began suggesting a return to "the old bourgeois ideal" of savings or re
liance on a voluntary system of insurance.51 Advocates of eugenics and 
race hygiene too favored deinstitutionalizing the social welfare system as 
a way to shift the burden of weathering adversity away from the state and 
on to individuals. For in their minds, the custodial welfare state had un
naturally perpetuated "life unworthy of life" and, in the process, weak
ened the race and overburdened the state.52 Eugenics and race hygiene thus 
shared with conservative and liberal criticisms of public assistance an out
look that understood life itself as an heroic, moral struggle for survival. 
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National Socialism and the Winter Relief Drive of the 
German People 

Like the previous groups mentioned, the National Socialists placed 
great emphasis on the social suffering of Germans after the Great War. Ac
cording to the foundational myth of the Nazi party, members of the natio
nal community of Germans (the Volksgemeinschaft) were long-suffering, 
taken advantage of by parasitic forces, and compelled to make enormous 
sacrifices with little gratitude in return. The movement's leaders laid 
blame for the plight of Germany's impoverished war victims, in particular, 
on the doorstep of the republican "system," whose inability to provide vic
tims with sufficient benefits was believed to be the direct result of its com
pliance with reparation demands.53 

In the years before coming to power, Hitler himself emphasized three 
major themes in his discussions about the predicament of "the victims of 
war and work." First, he insisted that the sacrifices of soldiers and workers 
warranted recognition not only in the form of better material benefits but 
also in the form of greater honor and respect by society and state. 54 Sec
ond, Hitler firmly believed "that the fate of every individual was inextri
cably linked to the fate of [society as a] whole. There is no individual good 
fortune, no individual striving for happiness and welfare, the fate of the 
whole is the fate of every individual."55 This was not just a prescription 
from his point of view. As he expressed it in a 1927 speech, the social mis
ery that marked the lives of Germans in the twenties had de facto trans
formed them into a "community of common fate" (Schicksalsgemein
schaft).56 Last, Hitler argued it was National Socialism's role to promote a 
"feeling of social justice" among the German people, to cultivate a perva
sive "social conscience" that could be joined with a sense of national ob
ligation. 57 

These three notions-the honor of sacrifice, the community of social 
fate, and a social conscience of national belonging-were key elements of 
Nazi welfare policy during the Third Reich. An example can be seen in the 
regime's enormously successful annual "Winter Relief Drive of the Ger
man People" (Winterhilfswerk des Deutschen Volkes). The national col
lection of donations to help the needy with fuel, food, and clothes during 
the winter actually predated the Third Reich. The Red Cross and the Ger
man League of Charitable Welfare originally came up with the idea of a 
massive goodwill drive for the winter of 1930-31, but it only first got 
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under way for the winter of 1931- 32 and ultimately collected around 
RM roo million in donations. The National Socialists took over the cam
paign from the winter of l 9 3 3- 34 and soon far outdid the efforts of Weimar 
charities by raising RM 358 million. By 1939-40, the Nazi Winter Relief 
Drive was taking in RM 6ro million in donations.58 

The principles guiding the program were laid out by its commissioner 
Erich Hilgenfeldt in l 9 3 7. 59 The liberal social welfare of the Weimar Re
public, Hilgenfeldt claimed, had been concerned exclusively with cash 
benefits. Lacking any overarching values, it was no surprise, in his view; 
that the system promoted fraud, an obsession with money, and depend
ency. "Self-help" and 11responsibility," by contrast, were the cornerstones 
of Nazi social welfare. This meant not merely providing for one's self and 
family but also coming to the aid of the Volksgemeinschaft. Sacrifice on 
the part of the haves for the have-nots was as sacred a duty as any soldier's, 
according to Hilgenfeldt. "The powerful way to educate the Volksgemein
schaft will never lie in the simple word, but in constant deeds and sacri
fice; just as the community of the front (Frontgemeinschaft) has grown 
out of the sacrifice of Langemarck, the sacrifice of the world war, so too 
has the Volksgemeinschaft. "60 Volunteering for or donating to the Winter 
Relief Drive was nothing short of a "daily education in sacrifice" for the 
nation. The work of the program was therefore primarily, in his view; an 
"affair of the heart" (Herzensangelegenheit), one that established "the 
feeling of responsibility as the duty of every German, [one] which he has 
to his nation, his family, and the future."6 1 

Hilgenfeldt's ideas reflected National Socialist welfare assumptions 
and policies. Since the Winter Relief Drive was treated as a seasonal and 
voluntary enterprise, its administration required annual and mass mobi
lization. On average, between one and one-and-a-half million Germans, 
many of whom were housewives, volunteered to work for the program 
every year. Donations, in the form of goods, services, and cash, were raised 
in a variety of ways: farmers, hunters, and grocers gave a fixed portion of 
their meats, vegetables, and fruits; blue- and white-collar workers agreed 
to have donations taken directly from their paychecks; volunteers so
licited individuals at home and in restaurants and pubs for spare change; 
and during the winters, specific weekends, public events, and holidays 
were chosen for nationwide collection campaigns on streets and in public 
places throughout Germany. Those eligible for assistance from the drive 
were the conventional categories of "deserving poor": the disabled unem
ployed, the underemployed, social assistance recipients, disabled veter-
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ans, surviving dependents of soldiers killed in action, and social pension
ers.62 All told, Nazi Winter Relief annually distributed aid to as many as 
r6.6 million Germans in 1933-34 and to as few as 7.9 million during the 
effort of 1938-39.63 

The Nazi Winter Relief Drive was an amalgam of nationalist, military, 
and collective elements given unitary form by the trope of sacrifice. In lan
guage and ritual, the campaign's administration was dominated by the 
ethos of sacrifice and victimization. Administrators spoke of helping 11vic
tims of work11 {Opfer der Arbeit), demanding a constant 11readiness to sac
rifice11 {Opferbereitschaft), seeking evidence of 11 joy in sacrifice11 (Opfer
freudigkeit), soliciting citizens 11to give11 (zu opfern) or "to bring an 
offering" ( ein Opfer zu bring en), promoting "self-sacrificing activity" (au
fopf erungsvolle Tatigkeit), and asking for 11self-sacrificing support for 
needy comrades 11 (opferwilliges Eintreten fiir die notleidenen Kamer
aden). Collection tins were adorned with the word "Give!" {Opfert!}, and 
outside the municipal hall in Hamburg, the drive was monumentalized in 
the form of a "Sacrificial Pillar" (Opfersii.ule) ornamentalized with the 
words "Give to the Winter Relief Drive11 {Opfert fiir das Winterhilfswerk) 
along the sides and an eternal flame on top. Indeed, as Wieland Elfferding 
has observed, the very act of collecting/giving a donation itself was a 
highly ritualized public event, a staging of individual concern for the 
whole that translated the discourse of the Volksgemeinschaft into an 
everyday practice.64 In the Winter Relief Drive, the traditional Christian 
and humanist pathos of sympathy for the needy was appropriated for 
overtly nationalistic ends. To give, the Propaganda Ministry told its em
ployees in 1933, "is a sacred duty for all those who have the good fortune 
to have work and bread, while millions of their fellow citizens still suffer 
in bitter misery through no fault of their own."65 

What is especially striking about the program, however, is the fact that 
officials appear to have been more interested in the effects of giving on the 
givers than on the recipients. In keeping with Hitler's desire to foster a "so
cial conscience" of national belonging, the Nazi leadership embraced and 
expanded the Winter Relief Drive on the basis of its supposed pedagogical 
( erzieherisch) value in cultivating a sense of self-sacrifice, comraderie, and 
common purpose in the German people. 66 In this regard, it is worth noting 
that the whole operation fell under the jursidiction of Joseph Goebbels and 
his Ministry for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. The drive was in
tended to promote a feeling of collective commitment.67 Officials proved 
keen on assessing this effect of the program. The Propaganda Ministry, for 
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instance, kept records on comparative levels of giving- "more than the 
minimum," "only the minimum," "less than the minimum," and "noth
ing" -among different categories of personnel, dividing them into white
collar workers; blue-collar workers; and lower-, middle-, and higher-grade 
civil servants.68 

A sense of belonging to the national community of givers was also 
reinforced symbolically. "We want to help!" was the motto of the first 
National Socialist campaign, and all those who donated a certain mini
mum were given posters imprinted with the motto to hang on their 
doors.69 In addition, volunteers passed out Winter Relief Drive insignia 
pins to all those who donated during the monthly National Street Collec
tions. It is estimated that between 1933 and 1940 some 800 million Win
ter Relief Drive pins were produced and distributed. 70 

Giving and volunteering were believed to reflect on a person's charac
ter, and it was character that was the ultimate object of the program's edi
fication. This is particularly evident in discussions between l 9 3 7 and 
1940 over the creation of an award for meritorious service to the Winter 
Relief Drive. When mention was first made in l 9 3 7 of granting such 
awards for outstanding service, Commissioner Erich Hilgenfeldt was 
enthusiastic: "The creation of an award for those involved in the Winter 
Relief Drive would therefore be an external recognition of his [sic] readi
ness for duty and joy in sacrifice (Einsatzbereitschaft und Opferfreudig
keit). " 71 Initially, Hilgenfeldt saw need for several classes of awards based 
on years (5, IO, l 5, and 20) of uninterrupted service to the drive. In the two 
years before the war, debate revolved around just how many classes there 
should be and what criteria would be used for distinguishing them. But the 
most important reservations about creating such awards appear to have 
been voiced by Hitler himself, who was said to favor combining the service 
awards of the Red Cross, the National Socialist Public Welfare (including 
the Winter Relief Drive), and the Volunteer Health Care into one govern
ment award in order "to avoid the proliferation of medals!' 72 Hilgenfeldt, 
however, was adamant that the roughly i.3 million volunteers who 
worked for the drive deserved "a special award," on par with kinds of hon
ors already given to volunteer health workers and volunteer firemen. 73 

Once Hitler finally sanctioned the creation of a new award, it was as a 
"Medal for German National Welfare" (Ehrenzeichen fiir deutsche Volk
spfl.ege). This still did not settle disagreements over what criteria were to 
be used in determining to whom the awards would be given. Eva von 
Schroeder, an official in the party Office of Public Welfare, nominated col-
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leagues soon after the start of World War II on the basis of three criteria: 
their presence at the founding of the National Socialist Public Welfare 
(NSV) or the Winter Relief Drive, a record of uninterrupted service, or 
noteworthy accomplishment. One of her nominees was Frieda B., a fifty
one-year-old cleaning woman from Magdeburg who every year reportedly 
managed to raise around RM 12,000 for the drive by visiting public 
establishments in the evenings.74 Commissioner Hilgenfeldt criticized 
Schroeder's recommendations, however, pointing out that with more than 
l million volunteers involved in relief work, it was important to be ex
tremely conscientious about awarding people the medal.75 More or less 
informal background checks on dubious nominations were thereafter 
conducted, in which the candidates' work habits, temperament, and en
thusiasm were all evaluated. In the case of Frieda B., for instance, local 
officials reported back to Hilgenfeldt that awarding her a medal would 
prompt enormous outrage among personnel and volunteers in Magdeburg 
because she was widely recognized as a lazy individual who "has always 
declined to do even the slightest work during the summer." 76 The presence 
of such background checks demonstrates to what extent the Winter Relief 
Drive, for all its talk of volunteerism, remained wedded to the very coer
cive, regimental, and disciplinary techniques found throughout the Nazi 
party and state apparatus. 

Leid and Mitleid in Interwar German Political Culture 

As the examples of the Central Association of German Invalids and 
Widows, the International League of Victims of War and Work, critics of 
the Weimar welfare state, and the National Socialist Winter Relief Drive 
show, the themes of injury, fate, resentment, and sacrifice played a promi
nent role in interwar German political culture. All four political groups 
expressed their values in a mythic narrative of injury and unredeemed suf
fering that bred a resentment for which something must be done. In all the 
versions of this myth, Opfertum-simultaneously connoting injury, vic
timhood, and sacrifice-was the linchpin, with the national sacrifices of 
World War I providing the point of origin for all narratives. The rich, poly
valent trope of sacrifice provided a compelling heuristic by which per
ceived injuries and pains were able to be translated into a set of moral 
terms and claims. German political culture during 1914-39 challenges 
the common assumption that sacrifice in general, and German national 
sacrifice in particular, simply reflected a desire for engulfment and repre-
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sents a renunciation of subjectivity.77 Sacrifice in this context, on the con
trary, served as an important symbolic resource for perceiving and justify
ing highly individual and personal demands on the community. 

For all four political groups, their politics of resentment and sacrifice 
were couched in ways that linked the imagined social fates of their con
stituencies with a peculiar moral sensibility. The Central Association of 
German Invalids and Widows saw members as victims twice over, first dis
abled or widowed by an accident, only then to be abandoned by the gov
ernment. Its understanding of moral obligation was highly statist, articu
lating a strong sense that it was the state's duty to justify through 
monetary compensation the sacrifice of social pensioners. The Interna
tional League of Victims of War and Work, by contrast, believed the dis
abled and widowed to be first and foremost victims of capitalism. Their 
fates were a collective fate, a class fate. The League's moral sense of out
rage, in turn, was thoroughly politicized, placed in the service of promot
ing a revolutionary class consciousness and an utlimately redemptive 
class struggle. Conservative, liberal, and eugenic critics of the Weimar 
welfare state departed from both victim lobbies in seeing fate as an essen
tially private matter (though supporters of eugenics believed it had public 
implications). That some in society become the victims of fate was, to 
them at least, existentially unavoidable. Indeed, bearing suffering at the 
hands of a remorseless fate served important spiritual and social ends. 
These critics directed their indignation at the modern social welfare sys
tem and hoped to re-privatize social fate by once again exposing citizens 
to adversity, compelling self-sacrifice, and thereby physically and spiritu
ally regenerating German families . 

Nazism's social and moral outlook was not so much a synthesis as an 
historically peculiar composite of elements from these competing sets of 
values. As the example of the Nazi Winter Relief Drive demonstrates, 
down-and-out members of the Volksgemeinschaft could be represented as 
victims of an impersonal, fortuitous, potentially universal circumstance: 
winter. Winter was, in effect, an accident that could happen to anyone, 
much like those that affected disabled and widowed social pensioners. 
What made Nazi social welfare different is that it nationalized, martial
ized, and collectivized this as well as other social fates: nationalized, in 
that it made social entitlement a function of citizenship; martialized, in 
that it envisioned helping in terms of struggle and battle-readiness; col
lectivized, in that it assumed personal fates had implications for the en
tire community. Nazi moral resentment, forged by the national sacrifices 
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of World War I, thus embraced the promise that social redemption could 
only come through a moral renewal via sacrifice and self-sacrifice. 

The Nazis' world was therefore not only awash with victims to serve, 
but with victimizers to battle. This too was not original to them. As 
pointed out earlier, those debating Weimar social citizenship had their 
own list of agents of victimization: factory machines, capitalism, the 
Weimar state, socialists, social welfare. National Socialism appropriated 
all these and added some of their own. In particular, the Nazi Volksge
meinschaft was also assumed to be a racially exclusive community. By ex
tension, the movement held a litany of groups responsible for imposing so 
many economic burdens and sacrifices on the German people in the first 
place: Jews, the congenitally deformed, the chronically ill, the mentally 
ill, the decrepit, criminals, and the homeless. For these individuals the 
Third Reich reserved the tactics of a negative eugenics. A host of Nazi 
campaigns, all initiated before 19411 brought the mass arrest and impris
onment of vagabonds, beggars, welfare recipients, "work slouches/' and 
the congenitally disabled; the sterilization of hundreds of thousands of 
so-called "hereditary ill"; and the commencement of "euthanasia" pro
grams that eventually killed more than two hundred thousand mentally 
ill, disabled, chronically ill, and racially undesirable men, women, and 
children. 78 Those believed to be redeemable were "rehabilitated" by be
ing placed in highly regimented environments, typically special military 
units, work details, or work camps. 79 For the millions of others considered 
hopelessly incapable of joining the Volksgemeinschaft, extermination
another form of human sacrifice-was, of course, the regime's final solu
tion. 

In a political climate organized around so much pain and suffering 
(Leid) as Germany of the 1920s and 1930s clearly was, it is fair to ask what 
then happened to compassion, pity, sympathy, and empathy (Mitleid}! As 
Michael Geyer has insightfully observed, "it was the rejection of the pos
sibility of human solidarity with strangers-the critical as well as moral 
presupposition of civil society-that the National Socialist regime made 
into the foundation for its existence."80 Perhaps this provides us with yet 
another way to pose the "Germans into Nazis" problem with which I be
gan. How did a society seeking to explain and ameliorate social suffering 
eventually produce such gross indifference to certain forms of social suf
fering? 

The way in which German political debate of the twenties and thirties 
framed the possibility of Mitleid suggests at least one possible answer. 
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Kate Hamburger has pointed out that at the center of the phenomenon of 
Mitleid is one's relationship to the Other. How one in fact responds to an
other's suffering is a function of the epistemological, psychological, and 
ultimately ethical distances separating people. Any given moral outlook 
can be assessed, then, with reference to how it provides individuals the 
possibility to know the pain of others (how is their suffering represented?), 
feel the pain of others (how is their suffering supposed to be felt and ex
perienced?), and arrive at a judgment about what to do about the pain of 
others (what lessons are to be learned from their suffering? What is to be 
done?).8 1 

As the political discourses of the four groups examined here demon
strate, German interwar political culture offered citizens little by way of a 
language, pathos, or ethical code by which to imagine sympathy toward 
strangers. The Central Association of German Invalids and Widows came 
closest to achieving this. It represented suffering in the relatively expan
sive terms of meritorious sacrifice for society. Despite its rather inclusive 
understanding of social entitlement through sacrifice, the association's 
ianguage nonetheless reveals a pathos that was primarily directed at the 
group's own constituency. The International League of Victims of War and 
Work articulated suffering in a Marxist-Leninist and materialist idiom. 
Distance characterizes its pathos, whereby the suffering of even workers 
was held at an instrumentalized remove. All forms of pain and sacrifice 
were evidence of alienation, to be used in order to promote class con
sciousness. The Weimar critics of the welfare state represented social suf
fering in spiritual, other-worldly, even abstract terms. Their discussions 
expressed an explicit contempt-at-a-distance for those who publicly 
voiced their agonies. In tum, they sought to reanimate a neo-Stoic attitude 
toward social suffering. National Socialism, finally, framed the suffering of 
others in terms of its bifurcated image of national sacrifice and commu
nity: there were those who suffered needlessly and those who had caused 
needless suffering. A somewhat intimate pathos colored the way in which 
the Nazis spoke about the former group. But such solidarity was couched 
more in terms of traditional Gemiitlichkeit ("sociability") than anything 
else and, in any event, was overshadowed by the mythic and impersonal 
language of the military campaign, nationalism, and racial belonging. 82 

Yes, giving to those "deserving" Germans in need was supposed to make 
the giver a better person, according to National Socialism. But the recipi
ent of the aid was merely an anonymous vehicle for self-improvement and 
community-building. The distance separating those who gave from those 
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who received was great, as of course was the distance between perpetrators 
and persecuted victims in the Third Reich. 

National Socialism did succeed then in creating a language by which 
Germany's self-professed victims could translate their resentments into a 
sense of belonging and hope, but it was invariably at the expense of others. 
The national community was represented as a sacrificing community of 
common fate. In effect, Nazi ritual and practice returned Germans to their 
wartime position as authors of their own fates, as sacrificers and not vic
tims.83 In the drama of National Socialist sacrifice, however, Germans 
could only achieve this status by continuously offering sacrifices, i.e. by 
offering up to the Third Reich the victimizers of the Volksgemeinschaft 
as well as their own gestures of self-sacrifice. This had catastrophic con
sequences, as Jay Baird, Sabine Behrenbeck, Michael Geyer, and Yvonne 
Karow have all observed, ultimately translating into the apocalyptic war
time policies of mass murder and scorched earth.84 

In all of this, however, there was (officially at least) no place for 
Mitleid, for a genuine desire and ability to sympathize with the plight of 
strangers. Any such pathos was expunged from Nazi idiom as weak and 
sentimental. National Socialism, as Hitler himself characterized it, was 
not born out of a general morality of compassion {Mitleidsmoral), but 
rather out of an awareness for the necessity of a German morality of dom
ination {Herrenmoral). 85 In a speech given in July, 1932, Hitler explicitly 
drew the connection between the social suffering of Germans after 1914 

and the movement's rejection of Mitleid. Reflecting on the price Germany 
had had to pay to satisfy the victorious allies of World War I, he added: 
"Seven million unemployed, German farmers impoverished, the middle 
class exterminated, state and federal budgets decimated, everything bank
rupt, in debt, what more do you want? . .. They should admit and stick to 
the truth, that they have failed us miserably, but not only economically; 
that they have above all else politically torn apart the German people and 
monstrously humiliated them . .. . We are torn apart with inner conflicts 
and, in turn, are impotent and weak, and the world has never yet treated a 
people well out of Mitleid . ... An empire without power is unthinkable 
and power without strength is the same, and strength in human history is 
always tied to a people's roots, to its unanimity!'86 

Hitler's conviction that only through strength and an iron will could a 
people achieve greatness eventually led him to turn on the German 
people. Goebbels noted in his diary in February, 1943 1 shortly after 
the military debacle at Stalingrad, a particularly ominous comment of 
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Hitler's: "If the German people were to refuse [to continue the fight], then 
it would deserve nothing less than to be wiped out as a strong people, then 
one could have no sympathy [Mitleid] for it."s7 

In their renunciation of a morality of compassion, Hitler, the move
ment, and the regime drew from an already well-developed German dis
course of resentment that defined identities in terms of injury, equated 
misfortune with persecution, and sought redemption through politically 
justified acts of sacrifice. National Socialism, however, was far more than 
a response to the expressed resentments of Weimar's citizens. Founded in 
19191 it had no history before the interwar inflation of this political rhet
oric of Opfertum. Its history was co-terminous with that of the politics of 
sacrifice and victimization. Nazism as such was the offspring of this poli
tics, less a response to than an embodiment of interwar social resent
ments. 

National Socialism, and especially the Third Reich, went beyond 
simply eliding or marginalizing Mitleid, however. They identified it as the 
polar opposite of that which defined the ethos of the movement and the 
regime. "We're here not to sympathize, but to fight alongside!" ["Nicht 
mitzuleiden, mitzukampfen sind wir da!"] was the motto of the National 
Socialist Public Welfare organization.ss Common struggle was to replace 
shared suffering as the principle bond of social concern and social citizen
ship. National Socialism thus sought nothing short of creating an alter
native moral sensibility of caring, an ethic of total sacrifice that by 1941 

demanded total power, total war, and total annihilation. 
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4 Michael Ceyer 

"There Is a Land 
Where Everything Is Pure: 
Its Name Is Land of Death" 

Some Observations on Catastrophic Nationalism 

•"There is a land where everything is pure: Its name is land of death." The 
prosaic translation hardly conveys the elegance of the German original: 

Es gibt ein Reich, wo alles rein ist: 
Es hat auch einen Namen: 
Totenreich 

The measured rhythm and the alliteration of Reich and rein, of Es hat 
auch einen Namen; the descent from high to low vowels; and the arrest
ing reversal of the meter in the third line T6tenreich- the three lines of 
verse, written by Hugo von Hofmannsthal and given voice by Richard 
StrauB, are from one of the most beautiful and haunting and, indeed, beau
tifully haunting arias in twentieth-century operatic history. 1 These verses 
are so breathtaking that one might even want to believe the artists that 
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"there is a land where everything is pure," and surely one comes to believe 
Ariadne who is stranded on Naxos, bewailing her lost love, Theseus, and 
wanting to die. However, the entire story must be known in order to catch 
the meaning of the two lines that immediately follow: 

Hier ist nichts rein! 
Hier kam alles zu allem! 

[Here nothing is pure! 
Everything is muddled together!] 

Ariadne's situation is desperate. She was dumped on the desert island 
of Naxos by the hero, Theseus, whom she had helped to kill her father in 
return for sex. With her father murdered and with her lover abandoning 
her, her life was in shambles, quite literally messed up with no way to go, 
or so it seemed, but into death. It is not that she could not survive on the 
island because the local nymphs took pity on her. But who would want to 
and who could possibly survive such catastrophe? Expelled from commu
nity (she ends up alone) and stripped of a liveable past (she had helped to 
kill her father) for her wanton desire, how could she possibly live on? 

Messiness, writes Mary Douglas, is a condition when things get inad
vertently put into wrong places, when actions pursued with the best of in
tents end up with horrendous consequences, when the ability to judge 
what is right and wrong fails or, alternatively, when fish crawl, loves fail, 
and wars are lost. Dirt is matter out of place in Douglas's famous words. 
Impurity derives from the inability to categorize things and acts because 
they fall out of the grid of perception with which we organize the world. 
Dirt is the product of everyday human existence, which we busily try to 
sweep away so as to ascertain order and thus recreate the architecture in 
which society can flourish. However, the essence of such order, purity, is 
achieved at the risk of death. Still, purity is what human beings seek. It 
is un-human to be pure because life is inherently untidy. Still, "chasing 
dirt ... we are ... positively reordering our environment."2 And, alto
gether, that seems to be a good thing, Mary Douglas suggests, especially if 
we grant that the architecture of order may change over time. Because life 
is messy, it takes order for society to function. 

Ariadne achieves purity notwithstanding her grievous history but only 
at the cost of death. In the end she is redeemed. The world is reordered. 
The curtain falls . In a way, this is what we have come to expect from 
women in opera. The reckless pursuit of female desire is redeemed through 
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death. Patriarchal order is restored. Or as Mary Douglas put it: "Ideas about 
separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have as 
their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experi
ence.113 In actual fact, the story line of Ariadne auf Naxos is a bit more 
complicated than that. But the story line will have to wait. What I want to 
test is whether, as Mary Douglas asserts, there is "nothing fearful or un
reasoning" about this act of imposing system on a messy life or whether it 
cannot go woefully wrong and produce disaster on an extraordinary scale. 

The opera itself is a case in point. The last time I saw Ariadne auf 
Naxos (at Chicago's Lyric Opera) it was performed for the entertainment 
of a somewhat incredulous audience led to think that it was an opera 
about the amorous affairs of gods, Gotterliebschaften, which could be ap
proached with a certain gaiety because it was opera. In a way the Chicago 
audience acted not unlike a certain Viennese professor Erwin Pirchan who 
proclaimed in 1939, in an essay with the same title, that "liberation" had 
come at last and that "German artists now could return to the great car
nal themes of the Greeks without inhibition.114 Opera is permissive, and 
Ariadne auf Naxos stages a celebration of permissiveness. For the Ariadne 
story is only a tragic play within a play that is about performing an opera 
about the amorous affairs of gods and mortals for the amusement of a very 
rich man. Ariadne's purification is not really a clean affair. 

So far, so good. What the program notes forgot to mention is the fact 
that the second and final version of Ariadne auf Naxos had its debut in 
October, 1916, at the height of World War I with the battle of Verdun just 
barely over and the battle of the Somme still raging.5 The opera, in other 
words, had its second debut at the very moment when events were taking 
shape that were creating a veritable land of death. If one thinks of it, the 
1916 opera-much as Pirchan's comments- suddenly appears like matter 
out of place. Of course, one might categorically say that the two things, 
opera and war, do not belong together and should be kept apart, even if 
they occurred at the same time. It is one thing if a soprano, on the stage, 
extols the virtue of death for her persona. It is another thing for hundreds 
of thousands of people to die. And it is yet something else if Hofmannsthal 
and Straug deliberately stage the entire act as a performance. But the prob
lem with keeping these things apart is that they have a tendency of getting 
mixed up. To keep them neatly in their own respective compartments may 
assuage feelings and maintain a sense of order, but historical experience in 
this matter is inherently messy. The amorous affairs of gods have a way of 
intruding into the history of war. There are too many Ariadnes being puri-
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fied, too many Ledas being mounted, and too many Europas being ab
sconded during the great wars over the fate of western civilization to keep 
war and art apart.6 

I came away from Ariadne auf Naxos incensed about the lack of his
tory in program notes (my annoyance had its deeper roots in the Lyric's 
previous performance of StrauG's 1942 Cappricio with the explicit denial 
that history matters which seemed to me outrageous). 7 By the same token, 
I am equally perplexed, turning to my own work-the history of war-by 
the lack of persuasive thought about what compels men and, indeed, en
tire societies to go to war and fight to the death. It stands to reason that 
keeping war and art apart has much to do with this lacuna. While it may 
not be opera, the spirit that informed operas such as Ariadne auf Naxos 
may well hold the key to why entire nations fight to the point of self
destruction. But before we enter this kind of debate, a comment about 
"fighting to the death" is in order. It is so much of a metaphor that we tend 
to forget it actually happened. 

If 1916 was the year when catastrophe took shape in the human slaugh
terhouse at the western front, Europe's darkest moment came in the years 
1942-45 when German war and occupation produced a vast zone of death 
and destruction and turned all of Europe into a killing field. To be sure, a 
genocidal war had been under way since l 9 3 9 (the war against Poland) and 
the politics of extermination, the Holocaust, had taken hold in 1941 after 
a long buildup. But between 1942 and 1945 the fury of destruction reached 
its zenith. 

Nineteen forty-two was also the turning point of the war. While there 
is debate as to when exactly the war was won and lost respectively, it seems 
quite incontrovertible that the tide had irrevocably shifted against the 
German war effort in fall of 1942 at the latest- with the battle of Stalin
grad demonstrating the point. What is more, the German military and the 
Nazi leadership were perfectly aware of this situation. While the issue re
mains controversial, retrospective comments made by the chief of the 
Armed Forces General Staff, Gen. Alfred Jodl, are now taken more seri
ously. One of the last entries in the war diary of the Armed Forces High 
Command records Jodl saying: "When the catastrophe of winter 1941- 42 

broke, it became clear especially to the Fuhrer but also to the Comman
der-in-Chief that, after this culmination point of early r 9421 victory could 
no longer be achieved.11 8 The military effort of summer, 19421 to reverse 
this fate failed and hence the war was lost. Later, at Nuremberg, he would 
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sum up that "earlier than anyone in the world, Hitler anticipated and 
knew that the war was lost."9 There was a slim possibility that the enemy 
alliance might have split. The problem is that Hitler did not condone ini
tiatives to that end.10 He was unwilling to negotiate. Hitler wanted "to 
fight to the death." 

All this leads to the ineluctable conclusion that the machinery of de
struction and annihilation went into high gear at the very moment the war 
was lost. The Wehrmacht fought for three years and the nation was mobi
lized in a total war effort notwithstanding the Nazi and military leader
ship's kno~ledge that this effort would not make a difference in the even
tual outcome of the war. The consequences were enormous. For only now, 
after the balance of forces had decisively shifted against Nazi Germany, in 
Europe, the war reached its violent climax. 

German armed forces during these years are often portrayed as under
manned and under-armed. But the truth here is relative. Allied superior
ity was achieved within the context of the expansion and intensification 
of the German war effort that began to stagger only in the last few months 
of the war in l 945. That is, while losing out ever more dramatically in the 
balance of forces overall and at each individual front and while having lost 
the strategic initiative, German military capability reached its zenith in 
absolute terms in l 943- 44. While rapidly growing weaker relative to the 
allied forces and while having to disperse troops and firepower widely 
among its various embattled fronts, including the home front as the site 
for the air war and the occupied territories as site of partisan warfare, the 
German armed forces reached their peak numerical fighting power, in 
terms of personnel and materiel, only after the war was strategically lost. 11 

As an indication of this development, manpower figures will suffice. 
At the beginning of the war, in 1939, the Germany military had 3.2 mil
lion soldiers in uniform of whom 2.7 million served in the army (30,000 

in the Waffen SS), 400,000 in the air force and 50,000 in the navy. At 
its peak in 1943-44 the size had increased to 9.5 million with 6.5 million 
in the army, 2.1 million in the air force and 800,000 in the navy. At the 
end of the war there were still 7.8 million soldiers under arms of whom 
6.1 million served in the army, approximately l million in the air force, 
and 700,000 in the navy. The actual fighting forces had diminished, but at 
the end of the war the army (and the SS) alone were more than twice as big 
as the entire armed forces at the beginning. At its peak, in 1943-44, the 
armed forces were three times their original size, despite horrendous 
losses that included the entire Sixth Army at Stalingrad. 12 
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Simultaneously, casualty figures provide a dramatic account of the 
increasing intensity of fighting. War in Europe turned decisively more 
deadly in 1943 and was most lethal in 1944-45. Again, a few figures help 
to buttress this point. While the number of dead/missing soldiers in 
1940 amounted to a "mere" 62, 700/64,500, lethality increased to 291,400/ 
319,200 in the wake of the attack against the Soviet Union in 1941. 
The following years saw a rapid increase in their number from 443,300/ 

537,900 in 1942, to 449,rno/792,700 in 1943, and 458,800/1,527,600 in 
1944.13 Overmans, who has studied the entire issue in a stunning book, 
comes to the following conclusion that is worth citing in full: "If in Janu
ary 1943 monthly casualties of approximately 200,000 men were the ex
treme exception, [it] becomes the average around mid-1944. As a result of 
the collapse of Army Groups Center and Southern Ukraine casualties 
reach, for the first time, the order of approximately 350,000 dead per 
month. After casualty figures leveled off on a very high level as a result of 
the stabilization of the front in the fall of 1944 and a reduction of fighting, 
casualties increased again from December 1944 on with the battle of the 
Bulge and reach their absolute maximum in January 1945 with approxi
mately 450,000 men. Casualties only decreased below the rno,ooo men 
threshold in May 1945."14 World War II ended with more than a quarter 
million casualties per month and nearly a half-million casualties in Janu
ary, 1945, alone. As far as German troops were concerned, January, 1945, 
was the bloodiest month of the entire war. Overall, more German soldiers 
were killed in action between July 20, 1944, the date of the failed coup 
against Hitler, and May 8, 1945, unconditional surrender, than in the en
tire previous five years of war between 1939 and 1944. 

Civilian casualties, while more difficult to ascertain, followed the 
same overall trend. Casualties resulting from the air war remained rela
tively small, despite heavy bombardment, into 1944, but then rose rapidly 
to culminate in the last half-year of the war. Their overall total is probably 
around 442,000 men, women, and children, although statistics range be
tween 300,000 and 500,000.15 The flight of Germans from eastern territo
ries in 1944- 45 led to the death of at least another half-million people 
from late 1944 into early 1945. Until recently it was assumed that many 
more civilians died, approximately 2 million, but this number now ap
pears distinctly too high. 16 None of this takes into account the mass rape 
of women and girls as a further extension of the logic of destruction.17 
Whichever way we count, the delayed evacuation; the military imperative 
to hold on to territory at all cost; the order that men, women, and children 
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hold out and defend territory; and the refusal of fortified cities (like Bres
lau) to surrender resulted in the single-most devastating losses of World 
War II, exceeding those of Stalingrad by far. While German civilian casu
alties did not surpass the military ones, as they did on the Russian side, 18 

they both rose in tandem to a level of carnage in war that was unprece
dented in modern European history. 

Notwithstanding the catastrophically rising death toll among Ger
man soldiers and civilians, the lethality of German force did not diminish 
and on the western front actually increased. The Soviet casualty figures 
are most telling in this respect. Although "irrecoverable losses" (which 
included prisoners of war) declined dramatically after the first and second 
quarter of 1941 1 the actual casualties did not decrease significantly. The 
year 1943 was the bloodiest year for the Soviet forces, with 1.8 million sol
diers dead. The remaining years saw casualties of approximately 1.5 mil
lion. The first quarter of 1945 did not indicate any letup of the dying. Dur
ing each of the first quarters of the years between 1942 and 1945 1 the 
months for Soviet offensives, well more than 5001000 soldiers were killed 
in action. 19 American casualty rates pale in comparison with those of 
the Soviet side, but they further reinforce the main point. If we follow 
the monthly breakdown of American casualties in Europe, it is unsur
prising that they rise steeply in July, 1944, (D-Day) to 61 1000 . However, 
they reached a peak only in December and January, 1944- 45 1 when they 
climbed to 801994 and 701 568 1 respectively. Casualty figures still hovered 
around 501000 in March and April. While the number of soldiers killed in 
or as the result of action (15 1 333 in December, 1944, and 121 190 in Janu
ary, 1945) was considerably smaller in each of these months, they conform 
to the overall pattern.20 The bloodiest battles in Europe took place only 
toward the very end of the war, when all was lost for Nazi Germany. 

This overall observation can be extended to the more uncertain terrain 
of resistance and partisan warfare on the one hand and to civilian casual
ties on the other. The problems here are immense. Suffice it to say that we 
know with certainty that the war on the eastern front killed many more, 
probably between two or three times as many civilians than soldiers. Al
together, approximately 19 million men, women, and children were either 
killed or died as effect of the war.2 1 Unfortunately, we do not yet know 
when and where they died. The prevailing perception attributes the high 
death toll to the initial genocidal onslaught in 1941 1 but occupation and 
exploitation, the slow retreat of German forces with systematic "scorched 
earth" tactics and extensive anti-partisan sweeps, and the inhuman treat-
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ment of Russian and Ukrainian forced labor both at the front and in the 
Reich devastated the civilian population between 1941 and 1944.22 If the 
initial onslaught was motivated by haughty racial concepts of superiority 
and inferiority, the second phase of the war after 1942-43, the long retreat 
to the German border, entailed a systematic war against civilians in which 
racial ideology and military tactics fused in a lethal combination. Again, 
the situation in Western Europe was less severe, with the south (Italy) and 
especially the southeast (Yugoslavia and Greece) tending toward the So
viet experience. In all three areas, persecution, terror, and exploitation 
sharpened dramatically in 1943-44. Especially the anti-partisan warfare 
in the south and southeast took an extraordinary toll among civilians and 
declined only in the very last phases of the occupation. Yugoslavia, 
though, remained a deadly battleground to the very end. The ferocity of 
these regimes of occupation reached its peak between 1942 and 1944 
when the German occupiers (and their local allies) fought an all-out war 
to keep the civilian population in check. 

It is fitting in this context to mention the rapidly growing death toll 
among German civilians as a result of Nazi terror and persecution. The 
number of (non-Jewish) German victims of Nazi atrocities is commonly 
underestimated. The lack of open resistance against the regime leaves 
the impression of universal German loyalty. Nonetheless, approximately 
300,000 and likely more Germans were put to death for treason, deser
tion, and signs of defeatism. The death toll from Allied bombing was only 
slightly higher. No comparison is intended here. Rather the point is 
to demonstrate the deadliness of the Nazi regime, especially in its final 
years. 23 

There is a long and involved debate on whether or not the victims of 
mass murder should be put into this panorama of mass death. The pre
meditated murder of Jews after 1941 was institutionally and ideologically 
set apart as an act sui generis, expressed most clearly in the single-minded 
pursuit of killing any and all Jews in every part of the German zone of oc
cupation-an effort that did not cease even when and where military con
cerns were affected. 24 However, the deliberate murder of the Jewish popu
lation was a central, if not the pivotal, aspect of the Nazi pursuit of war 
which, in any case, was always a war against entire societies and people 
rather than against an enemy state and its armies. Hence, it seems not just 
appropriate, but entirely necessary to include the deaths from deliberate 
Nazi Judaeocide in our overview. The persecution of Jews culminated in 
the murder of a minimum of 5 .29 million and a maximum of somewhat 

I 
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more than 6 million Jews, out of a population of approximately 9. 5 million 
Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe. Approximately 500,000 Jews, mostly men, 
were killed in the initial onslaught. The Holocaust reached its omnicidal 
zenith only in the second phase of the war, between 1942 and 1944, when 
the killing facilities such as Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Maj
danek, and especially Auschwitz began to operate and were expanded. In 
Auschwitz-Birkenau alone, approximately l million Jews were killed 
between January, 1942, and November, 1944· This machinery of death 
worked ever more efficiently and was stopped only with the advance of the 
Red Army. But even when the factories of death were closed in 1944, the 
killing continued unabated and reached another peak with the death 
marches back into Germany. The killing continued to the very last day of 
the war, and, indeed, until the remaining unoccupied areas in Czechoslo
vakia and Austria were captured. The annihilation of Jewish victims did 
not come to an end until all of Germany had surrendered and was occu
pied and until the very last units of the Wehrmacht and SS surrendered. 

The book of death in World War II thus reveals the extraordinary fe
rocity with which this war was fought. It points to the fact that this was a 
war fought against civilian populations as much as against armies. In East
ern Europe, it was fought as "civil war" with the destruction of entire so
cieties as its main goal. Violence radiated out from within Germany, 
through the occupied territories, and all the way to the front lines. In this 
sense Judaeocide was the paradigmatic war the Nazis fought. The book of 
death also discloses that the war became much deadlier as it went on and 
that violence began to reverberate back onto Germany and the Germans. 
In contrast to Nazi war aims, the Allies were not out to destroy Germany 
and the Germans, but as a result of the ferocity of the war German society 
in its entirety came under attack. 

This panorama of mass death leads to a conclusive argument. Initially, 
we were impressed by the extraordinary death toll among German soldiers 
and civilians, especially during the last phases of the war, when, for all in
tents and purposes, the war was lost. We discovered that the intensity of 
fighting, the tenacious resistance of German soldiers, and the all-out 
mobilization of civilians exponentially increased their chance of getting 
killed. But we also came to realize that the threat to the survival of civil
ians in the war zones and in the occupied territories increased signifi
cantly. Most of all, the all-out defense of territory in the slow retreat to the 
German borders sheltered genocide, murder, and torture of civilian popu
lations, the Holocaust, the deliberate murder of any and all Jews, being the 
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signature of this war against civilians. In this manner, death as a result of 
combat on the one hand and of willful murder extended by a fierce defen
sive war on the other were inextricably linked to the very end of the war. 

The sad progression of mass death hinged on the unflagging German pur
suit of war. Had the German front, any of the fronts, collapsed, had Ger
man morale buckled, had there been a more sustained resistance, there 
still would have been the legacy of a genocidal war and of the Holocaust 
during the early phases of the war. But none of this happened and, hence, 
Europe turned into a vast zone of death and destruction with Germans in 
the role of vicious torturers and murderers, tenacious fighters, and hapless 
victims. German society, soldiers, and civilians, fought on long after the 
war was effectively lost and long after it had become apparent to everyone 
that the war could not but end in disastrous defeat. What compelled them 
to hold out? What sustained the fighting beyond the breaking point at 
which death became a threat for everyone? 

There are a number of explanations, none of which is entirely wrong, 
although none of them fully satisfies. The most straightforward one points 
to the fact that there was "no exit" from the war. Where after all would 
civilians go and what could they possibly do? Informers were everywhere, 
distrust was rampant, and the harsh prosecution of treasonous talk cut 
deep into society. For soldiers it was difficult to desert or go AWOL be
cause the military police, the dreaded Geheime Feldpolizei, was every
where behind the lines, picking up voluntary and involuntary stragglers. 
The role of open terror especially during the last year of the war is well 
documented both in terms of a stream of blood-curdling orders that called 
for the instant liquidation of soldiers and civilians who tried to run away 
(or just showed signs of wavering) and in terms of the terrifying increase 
of actual executions which continued to the very last day of the war
and, indeed, beyond into the self-government of POW camps.25 German sol
diers and civilians, those who wanted out, were caught between a rock and 
a hard place. 

But this said, the fact of the matter is that until the very last few 
months of the war morale did not break. By and large Germans did not 
seek a way out-otherwise the casualties would not have been so high. 
Soldiers may have loathed the Geheime Feldpolizei and civilians may 
have wished the intrepid fanatics in their midst to hell, but none of this 
lessened the fighting fury, the all-out mobilization for war, the genocidal 
use of forced labor in every factory and every town. None of this dimin-
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ished the exorbitantly rising death toll among Germans which suggested 
that they continued to fight as hard as ever. The "no exit" argument does 
not quite suffice because even on the western front and in Italy few sought 
an exit until the very last months of the war. 

What else could have compelled the German population to hold out, 
fight, and die in support of a genocidal regime? Ideological indoctrina
tion is often used as another supporting argument. 26 Again, there is a 
point to be made. The Nazi leadership stepped up propaganda and the mil
itary formalized ideological indoctrination. Generally, one can speak of 
a re-ideologization of the German war effort, a heightened emphasis on 
ideological correctness and on movement type mobilization. 27 Wartime 
Germany experienced something of a "return to the roots" of the Nazi 
movement. But ideology worked best for that portion of society that was 
already committed. Propaganda did not sway the other part. Early on, the 
Gestapo picked up a sense of widespread disillusionment that gave way to 
a mixture of desperation and loathing during the last year of the war.28 

There is a good deal of agreement among historians that Germans did not 
head willfully into self-destruction and that brainwashing did not work.29 

Nonetheless, they continued to fight. 
The problem lies with the many Germans, soldiers and civilians, who 

were desperate to get out but instead continued fighting or working in war 
industries and partook in a genocidal and slave labor regime as if it were 
second nature. These people were reported by the Gestapo as distrusting 
the new wave of ideology, looking through propaganda campaigns and dis
liking political officers, and staying away from Nazi rallies. The Gestapo 
considered them a growing threat. But there was only very scattered re
sistance against the regime, no groundswell of popular opposition and no 
recognizable voice that gave substance to the yearning for an end of the 
war. If the Gestapo reported with increasing frequency the desire of or
dinary people to extricate themselves from the war, these yearnings re
mained muffled and without consequence. None of this sentiment had an 
effect on genocide and the Holocaust. Neither did it diminish the pursuit 
of war that reached its deadly crescendo because these disaffected German 
soldiers and civilians fought on. 

Over the past few years, we have come to know this large group, per
haps the majority of ordinary Germans, quite remarkably well from their 
diaries, picture albums, letters, and other memorabilia.30 What we dis
cover is that, indeed, they were disgruntled and even desperate, but even 
in hindsight, when they were talking about the war, they could not con-
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ceive of an exit. For the vast majority, it was just not an option. The main 
reason, however, is not propaganda and terror. Nor was it really the fierce
ness, imagined and real, of the enemy, although the latter is a factor to be 
considered more seriously. But in the first instance, they felt obligated to 
hang in there and grit their teeth, even if in growing despair, for the sake 
of community or group-be it the group they were in, their families and 
kin, or their "people." In so many ways they thought that sacrifice in order 
to maintain community was a self-evident virtue in catastrophe. Survival, 
they thought, depended on sticking together, while disaster came with the 
dissolution of bonds of belonging. They reckoned-and this kind of think
ing proved to be fatal-that sacrifice was their survival strategy. 

Sacrifice for the survival of the community was a familiar and cher
ished concept. Cultural historians have wondered about the power of 
community and communal thought in German life. They interpret it as 
rejection of individualism and an indication of delayed modernization. 
Military historians have debated the effect of small group cohesion on the 
fighting power of the German army. Historians of the Third Reich have 
endlessly argued about the impact of Volksgemeinschaft propaganda. We 
need not resolve these disputes, except to say that the ethos of community, 
the spirit of the group as opposed to the individual, was paramount to the 
German war effort. It was a shared, rather than imposed imperative. It was 
also part of a bargain that expected and, indeed, demanded protection 
in exchange for sacrifice.31 Long after the war, women held against the 
Third Reich that this bargain was forfeited. The idea that there could be 
something wrong with it in the first place was much harder to swallow 
and never very popular. By the same token, men felt that the regime had 
wasted them, put them into a position in which they could not possibly 
live up to their role. Both men and women ascertained that they had been 
treated like dirt. 

But this attitude only came out after the war was over. During the war, 
the defense of community came both as small gesture, everyday consider
ations of a total war, and as grand oratory borrowing from history and 
myth. It is the small gestures that kept the war going, but these gestures 
always reflected world views that propaganda could utilize. Susanne zur 
Nieden, who has worked with diaries and letters written by German 
women in the last years of the war, has shown this phenomenon with in
sight and critical empathy.32 In the diaries and letters that she collected 
and evaluated, the virtue of community regularly appears as a powerful 
mobilizing force, but not at all as a terroristic or propagandistic imposi-
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tion. Rather, the diary writers, called on as women to partake in the war 
effort, for the most part considered it the proper or "the right thing" to do. 
Whether or not they fell for Goebbels is one thing. They basically agreed 
with Goebbels that the people were in danger and that they should do their 
part to avert catastrophe. The matter-of-factness of this commitment is 
striking, particularly if one has the frenzied crowd response to Goebbels's 
call for total war in mind. '"Total war' requires tough measures. Every
thing that is not necessary must be canceled .. . Dr Goebbels has called 
upon all women in his grand speech to volunteer for service in the war ef
fort."33 By and large, this service was rendered. To be sure, it set in motion 
a scramble over what to do and where to go: white collar work? munitions 
factory? Luftwaffe auxiliary? or some more ideologically activist task in 
"the East"? Actual blue-collar labor led to a great deal of unhappiness and 
made the cohort of young women into one of the most obstreperous and 
restless groups in the Third Reich. But the call for service, even if invol
untary, did not, in principle, elicit opposition and the restlessness of the 
auxiliary female labor force remained painfully subordinated to the call 
for community service. 

Some of the women considered their sacrifice as an act akin to libera
tion and empowerment. Thus, a high school student, Edelgard B., wrote in 
August, 1944: "Lately there is a lot going on with the war. It goes ever 
wronger . ... Now Dr. Goebbels has issued his proclamation for "total 
war" . We, in our school, will probably be used for some sort of task as well. 
This would be absolutely right, because we must absolutely positively 
win. Better to give everything now than end up in Siberia."34 Soon after, in 
September, she reiterated: "On the one hand, there is victory which has 
become ever more dubious. On the other hand, there is Bolshevism. But 
then it's better to sacrifice everything, absolutely everything for victory 
rather than Bolshevism ... Why should I even bother to go to school, if I 
end up in Siberia anyway ... Chin up! Let's trust our own will and our 
Fuhrer!" The dread of Edelgard B. was as personal as it was political. It was 
a mild case of dread compared to what Goebbels's propaganda depicted as 
the fate of defeated German women. But being swayed by lurid propaganda 
is one thing. The readiness to act out on one's own, in September, 1944, is 
the striking message. Obviously, the young writer had not the slightest 
idea what to do. But she expected from herself action and performance 
(Leistung) and identified the latter with self-will. In her own adolescent 
way, Edelgard B. articulated one of the basic gestures that kept so many 
Germans going: Although she was clueless about what to do, she and the 
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Fuhrer, in conjunction with everybody else, would set things right. In or
der to save herself, she was ready "to sacrifice everything" and found a cer
tain satisfaction in giving "it" all (although one might note that she with
holds herself from sacrifice). This is, as if in miniature, the worldview that 
makes wars continue long after they are lost. 

Obviously, one should not make too much of the effusions of a single 
adolescent diary writer. However, the sentiments that this young woman 
expressed demonstrate a point that helps us understand self-destructive be
havior. The diary notes were clearly influenced by propaganda or, in any 
case, by the oratory coming from above. But the more important message 
is that the oratory was broken down, as it were, into bite-size pieces which 
all amounted to the same thing: there was no alternative to and no future 
beyond the war. The nation, represented in an imagined Fuhrer's will, was 
the only thing between survival and the abyss. The other, unimaginable fu
ture was "Siberia." This was a far cry from the pomp and circumstance of 
Nazi oratory and, yet, it translated perfectly what the latter was all about. 

With Edelgard B. and her fellow diary writers in mind, let us switch genres 
and see how the same kind of thought was formulated by the top brass 
who ran the war, rather than being run by it. In the same exemplary fash
ion I want to highlight two themes that the diary writers also identified as 
crucial: the fear of revenge on the one hand and of internal division on the 
other. With these two elements in place, we can add a third that turned 
communal survival strategies on their head: the deliberate use of the 
readiness for sacrifice to push Germans into a war of self-destruction. 

Fear was one of the great mobilizers during the second part of the war. 
We need not repeat in detail the lurid propaganda images of the deadly 
threat that public as well as leadership opinion saw emanating from the 
enemies of the Reich. Hitler's blunt statement in 1945 puts them in a nut
shell: "Men and children are murdered, women and girls are humiliated 
as whores, the rest marches to Siberia."35 The vast majority of Germans 
shared these fears with the Nazi leadership. What made these images stick 
is, in part, long-standing prejudice that predated the Nazis. There was an 
inventory of stereotypical hatreds and prejudices that propaganda could 
easily tap. However, stereotypes as such did not mobilize. The fear of "re
venge" on the other hand did. This fear was omnipresent. It is a curious 
fear because neither propaganda nor public opinion ever cared to spell out 
what "revenge" might be for. Rather, the notion of revenge was left free
standing, as if everybody understood. Propaganda presumed or, as may be, 
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insinuated a preceding violation, even if it never spelled out what it might 
be all about. The secrecy of the guilt only heightened the fear. 

This was exactly where the head of Nazi propaganda, Joseph Goebbels, 
wanted the Germans to be. The unacknowledged source of guilt made the 
fear of revenge universal which, in turn, could only lead to a desperate con
tinuation of war. Goebbels knew what he was talking about. After a cru
cial meeting with Herman Goring about total mobilization, on March 2, 

1943, he noted with satisfaction: "Goring is perfectly aware of what would 
happen to all of us, if we were to become weak in this war. He has no illu
sions about it. Especially as far as the Jewish question is concerned, we are 
so distinctly committed that there is no escape for us. And that's good that 
way. A movement and a people who have burnt the bridges behind them
selves will fight much more relentlessly than those who still have a chance 
for a retreat."36 

A nation that had committed atrocities and genocide was not likely to 
sue for peace. It could not but fight-and would fight to the point of self
destruction for fear of revenge. The Nazi leadership bet on the widespread 
fear of revenge in order to maintain an ever more desperate fighting spirit 
in the midst of rising defeatism. In 1942- 43 we enter the mirror stage of 
the war. German soldiers and civilians fought so hard, because they had 
fought so mercilessly before. As if completing this mirror-scape, Nazi 
propaganda now accused the "enemy" of what they, the Nazis, had done. 
Nazi propaganda agitated relentlessly over "crimes against humanity," 
against "slavery," and against "extermination," even as it camouflaged its 
own crimes on all these counts.37 "There is no crime against humanity, 
culture, and civilization that the enemy has not committed in this war. 
They are so morally corrupt, that they even brag about it ... they murder 
women and children in droves because they hope by this godless bar
barism to weaken their husbands and fathers in their will to fight. They 
treat the sacred cultural endowment of two thousand years as nothing 
more than plunder and set fire to it with bombs and phosphorus canis
ters . .. Who has the right to speak of war crimes? We, or the enemy? " 

It is commonly overlooked that the notion of Menschheitsverbrechen 
(crimes against humanity) was in use by the Nazis long before it entered 
the Nuremberg trials through the backdoor. It was part and parcel of a 
relentless strategy of mirror-imaging which was meant to trap Germans 
into fighting a lost war: because they had murdered, they would be mur
dered in turn. Nazi propaganda reflected German deed back on the Ger-
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mans. They had been sacrificers and now became victims. The German 
language calls both by the same word: Opfer. 

The second theme that recurs with great frequency is the imperative 
need for unity. Its opposite was a potent fear of dissolution that could as
sume sexual as well as historical overtones.38 In case of doubt, the top 
brass professed to fear history rather than sexuality. When General Jodl, 
the chief of the Armed Forces General Staff, was called upon to deliver a 
briefing in front of the assembled Gauleiter on November 7, 1943, he de
livered lessons drawn from what he considered a national history that 
teetered at the edge of dissolution. His point of departure was not Ger
many's miserable strategic situation, but the Italian secession. The latter 
was so deep a shock for the German leadership because it triggered mem
ories of 1918 when, according to the military's own stab-in-the-back
legend, German defeat was sealed with the collapse of the home front in 
revolution. However, Jodl's horizon of history typically extended far be
yond 1918. When he revisited his Gauleiter talk in prison, in 1945, he ex
panded on his fear of internal collapse. The syndrome of l 9 l 8, he explained, 
was Germany's historical condition. It was Germany's predicament which 
reared its head in 1943 as it had done in what he considered to be a long 
history of civil war and discord: "These dangers [of internal collapse] ex
isted in Hitler's state as much as in the one of Wilhelm II. Hitler could not 
shake off the very weight of the historical past. Instead of territorial sov
ereigns we now had Gauleiter; the racial and religious war was generated 
by the [Nazi] Party itself; and the differences between parties were re
placed by similar occurrences between various Party functions."39 

This was a rather adventurous reading of Germany's problems in 1943 

to say the least. It makes sense only if we realize that the acute disaster of 
Germany's strategic situation was projected into a catastrophic history. 
Behind 1943 stood the revolution of 1918, and behind 1918 loomed the 
scepter of the Thirty Years' War-all of which was read against a biblical 
and mythical background of internecine, fratricidal enmity. The fear of 
fratricide is one of the most persistent themes in the massive propagan
distic mobilization during the second half of the war. Beyond that, it may 
well be considered Germany's myth-history. For although German history 
had its heroic traditions, it was also perceived as a long history of failure
an idea that became a veritable obsession with the defeat in World War I.40 

It is worth recalling that Siegfried, the Wilhelmine hero par excellence, 
was killed in a family feud. 41 
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The deep-seated sense of endangerment fed on popular tales about the 
struggle of Germanic tribes against the Roman Empire, their frequent de
feats because of their rivalry, and their rare and bloody victories. Heinrich 
von Kleist's play Hermannsschlacht (1809) is possibly the most famous 
text in this tradition. It was staged widely during the interwar years. No 
less a director than Max Reinhardt incorporated the play into his German 
cycle in 1916- 17 and it became a staple of the National Socialist stage.42 

There is some second thought about Kleist's intentions.43 But there is 
little doubt about the message of the wartime and interwar performances. 
They focused on Kleist's catastrophic vision of the past in which discord 
led to enslavement and, in turn, was overcome in savage, all-out destruc
tion that began with an act of self-sacrifice. 

A war I will inflame, by god, that will spread, rustling 
through Germany like through a dry forest; a war that 
will light up to the skies . .. 

Until the thief's lair [imperial Rome] is destroyed and nothing 
but a black flag hangs over a deserted wasteland. 44 

The relentless dialectic of self-destruction and extermination made 
Kleist's play a prime example for the idea of a "war of annihilation" long 
before its time. 45 Even after the cataclysm of 1944-45 Jodl invoked a 
language of self-destruction for which Kleist's drama Hermannsschlacht 
( l 809) provided the model. Irrespective of what Kleist had in mind, the 
play became the model for a catastrophic nationalism that led into real
life disaster in order to avoid mythical catastrophe. 

In Jodl's version of history, the Prussian ascent culminating in the 
"wars of liberation" against Napoleon had recovered a unity that had been 
lost in grievous religious wars and had led Germany into an age of captiv
ity. This "national liberation" was once again threatened in a world in 
which only super-nations or empires survived and in which alien ideolo
gies threatened the integrity and unity of the nation from within and with
out. Germany had entered a new round of "culture wars" in the twentieth 
century, not unlike the religious wars of early modern times, they thought. 
Historical Angst, ideology, and realpolitik were inextricably bound to
gether in averting disunity as the main source of historical catastrophes. 
"There is only one thing that is sure: we will never stop fighting, because 
world history is shaped by the iron law of progress and ascent. Europe has 
led [this march of progress] and Germany is Europe's vanguard. A Europe 
under the knout of American Jews and Bolshevik commissars is unthink-
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able .... [W]e will defend our homes to the last bullet, because it is a thou
sand times better to live in ruins than in bondage. [W]e will win, because 
we must win; for otherwise world history has lost its meaning."46 

The quest for unity and the fear of dissolution formed the core of a 
claustrophobic and, indeed, paranoid worldview. It reflected an imagina
tion in which the nation was always already threatened by catastrophe and 
teetering on the brink of disaster. This threat was conceived as simulta
neously internal and external to the nation, which is why every exertion 
to retain the unity of the nation was directed both inside and outside. In
ternal and external wars were two sides of the same coin. Indeed, if unity 
was the only hope for victory, internal war became the cornerstone on 
which the ability to wage external war depended. Mobilization and ideol
ogization on the one hand, terror and genocide on the other are thus in
trinsic aspects of a war fought under the black flag of catastrophic nation
alism. 

Did anyone, except the diehards, believe this kind of stuff? The short 
answer to this question is to say that there were enough fanatics to make a 
difference for all others, to silence doubts, and to terrorize those who dis
agreed. The more complicated and long-winded answer brings us back to 
the likes of Edelgard B. It is not simply that they got bits and pieces of a cat
astrophic imagination floating in their mind. Above all, they did not want 
to lose the war. It hurt their pride and it awakened dark fears of revenge. But 
once all this is spelled out there is the peculiar paradox that the majority of 
people considered sticking together and sticking it out a survival strategy. 
For them unity was the only guarantee to make it. If unity was lost, com
munity dissolved and disaster beckoned. And, it is true, it took cliques, 
groups, and communities in order to survive in the dog-eat-dog world of the 
last two years of the war. But the will to stick together, could not but ex
tend the war, put into practice what a Goebbels preached and a Jodl de
manded, and thus could not but exacerbate the catastrophe. It also excised 
all those who did not belong, who were ready to give up or, for that matter, 
who were too weak to continue.47 The exertion to avert a cataclysm, got 
Germans into unprecedented calamity. Struggling to survive, they brought 
home the very real catastrophe of mass murder and mass death so that in 
the end they became quite literally sacrificers and victims in a spiral of vio
lence that had no end because they kept turning it. 

There is a third element involved in Jodl's reading of events in 1943-45 
that is worth a somewhat more extensive discussion. The "will to fight," 
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he explained to the Gauleiter, depends on the "will to resistance of the 
people in their entirety." Modern wars were fought with a different ration
ale. People only fight, Jodl argued, if they think of themselves as person
ally involved, which was to say that they would only fight if their "liberty" 
was threatened. "For us there is no higher law and no more holy duty than 
to fight for the liberty of our people to the last breath."48 We may wonder 
about the liberties that Jodl promised here, but that is for another occa
sion. We should rather pay attention to the afterthought that the people 
would "fight to the last breath." The idea of fighting to the last breath 
sounds trite. It has been said too many times in too many places. However, 
there was more to this phrase than meets the eye, and it is not just that the 
Nazis typically acted out what a lot of people said. For Jodl it was clear that 
the nation would fight for the death rather than surrender. For the Nazi 
leadership the pursuit of self-destruction was the only remaining strategy 
to snatch victory from what they knew was certain defeat. 

Military thought on this matter was quite straightforward. If wars are 
fought by a people in its entirety, they come to an end only with the col
lapse of community (or as the effect of inner discord). People's wars ended 
by their very nature not with conventional military victory or defeat, but 
with the (self-)destruction of entire nations. Modern wars thus became a 
zero-sum game in which the survival of the nation was wagered. This is, 
in any case, the lesson the German military drew from World War I. Al
ready in 1938, a memorandum of the Armed Forces High Command ex
plained: "Investment, gain and loss increase in an unprecedented fashion 
[in modern war]. At the end of a lost war, not only injury, but annihilation 
of the state and of a people beckon. Hence, every contemporary war be
comes an emergency of the state [ Staatsnotstand] and a fight for survival 
[Existenzkampf] for each individual. Since every individual has every
thing to win and everything to lose, everybody must wager everything."49 

When Nazi and military leaders attempted to compel German soldiers 
and civilians to fight to death, they most commonly appealed to family 
values. The single most common theme to exhort an overwhelmed and de
spairing soldiery was to remind them of their role as protectors of (their) 
women and children. This could come in the form of a simple exhortation: 
the war was now about protection, the national cause had become per
sonal. But more commonly it was tied to a rhetoric and, for that matter, 
a violent practice of shame and shaming: soldiers could not possibly 
show weakness, if women and children withstood the terror of bombing. 
Goebbels made this theme into a stock phrase in his talks and editorials. 
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And if indeed they showed weakness and were caught escaping the war, 
they were hanged with a cardboard sign around their neck denouncing 
them as cowards. In a more sinister fashion, the threat to women and chil
dren was tied to the brutalization of war: because the enemy was killing 
women and children, soldiers were called on to respond in kind against 
anyone who would not conform and, hence, did not belong. Sacrifice be
came a license to kill and a post-facto justification for genocide. But most 
of all, death was talked up as the only way for soldiers to redeem them
selves in the eyes of their women and children. In the cruel metaphysics 
of the Third Reich, the only way to be a man was to be dead (or to be a 
killer) and, while this was wildly overwrought, the kernel of this death
talk, family values and the link of protection and manliness, was not. It 
took a long time until German men came to live down their inability to 
protect women and children and may well be considered the (male) Ger
man wartime trauma. No amount of grandstanding after the war, in the 
celebration of frontline heroism, could undo the fact that they had utterly 
and completely failed. The fallout of Nazi death-talk could be felt long af
ter the Nazis were gone. 

The same may be said for a second consideration that informed Nazi 
death-talk-the belief that in the face of defeat collective death was the 
only way to survive because it guaranteed immortality. This quest for im
mortality was so entirely tied up with Hitler's own pathology- and, per
haps, the pathologies of World War I veterans-that one easily overlooks 
the cultural building blocks that gave it resonance in the first place both 
within Germany and beyond. Collective death as a deliberate gambit to as
certain immortality was very much at the heart of the Nazi politics of self
destruction. It was the main reason why the Nazi and the military leader
ship wanted the people to fight to their death. 

General Jodl's apologia for Hitler, in 1945 1 serves as a good starting 
point. In defending the continuation of war long after it was lost, Jodl de
veloped an idea that it is worth quoting at some length. "But can you give 
up an empire and a people, before you have [actually] lost a war? A man 
like Hitler could not do that. [Of course,] he should have fallen in battle, 
instead of choosing death by his own hand. He wanted to do it and would 
have done it, if he had been strong enough physically to do it. Thus, he did 
not choose the easier death, but the more definite one. He acted like all 
heroes have acted in history and like they will always act. He had himself 
buried on top of the ruins of his empire and his hopes. May anyone who 
wishes condemn him for that- I can not." 
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Jodl insisted that Hitler knew that the war was lost but that surrender 
was no option for him. He tried to develop a military rationale for Hitler's 
choice, but although he referred to Clausewitz over and over again, his 
argument frankly did not amount to much more than saying "it ain't over 
until the fat lady sings." In his own diction: since there was always another 
chance in war, one could not stop before one was dead. This, of course, was 
not strategy, but the abandonment of military thought. Intuitively and 
metaphorically, though, he grasped the purpose of fighting to death. De
fending the suicide of Hitler as an expedient measure, he insisted that 
Hitler had to be dead because it was the only way his dreams and aspira
tions could survive defeat. The most important element of Jodl's defense 
of suicide was the image of the hero buried on top of the empire of his 
dreams. For one thing, this image was common currency. For another, the 
politics of the funeral pyre was meant to produce immortality. In his de
fense of Hitler, Jodl revealed a strategy for myth-making as the main pur
pose of waging war after it had been lost militarily. 

This strategy of myth-making can be traced back to late 1942, when, 
according to Bernd Wegner, Hitler acknowledged that the war could no 
longer be won.so It came to be articulated in the elaborate propaganda cam
paign that surrounded the battle of Stalingrad.s1 Herman Garing captured 
the spirit of this campaign in a speech on January 30, 1943, which provides 
us with a passkey to the Nazi quest for immortality. On the eve(!) of the 
surrender at Stalingrad, he used the occasion of the tenth anniversary of 
the Nazi seizure of power in 1933 in order to broadcast an obituary for the 
heroes of Stalingrad-for those who had died and for the survivors whom 
he rather wanted to see dead than alive. In an oft-quoted passage he ex
claimed: "And among all these gigantic battles, one gigantic monument, 
Stalingrad stands out-the battle of Stalingrad. Once upon a time this will 
have been the greatest of the heroic battles which will have ever happened 
in our history. ... We know a mighty heroic epos of a battle without com
parison; this is the 'Battle of the Nibelungs.' The Nibelungs as well stood 
in a hall of fire and flames and quenched their thirst with their own 
blood-but fought and fought to the last. This kind of battle is fought 
again today at Stalingrad, and every German, a thousand years hence, 
must speak the word with holy dread-and remember that this is where 
in the end Germany set the stamp for final victory."52 Victory had become 
an ambivalent thing. Was it that the military debacle at Stalingrad could 
yet be turned into a victorious outcome of the war? Or did victory consist 
in the projection that in a thousand years hence Stalingrad would still be 
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remembered? One thing was clear, only a battle to death (which is why 
Nazi propaganda wanted the soldiers in Stalingrad dead) would make 
those who fought there immortal. 

Goring used the fiery end of the Nibelungs as myth-making prop in or
der to extol the virtue of heroic death. In its version of Stalingrad, the SS 
newspaper Das Schwarze Korps elaborated a variant of the same idea: 
"They came from the high mountains as well as from the wide, fertile 
plains of our country. Some [came] with a poor background [Lebensgrund], 
others with a rich inheritance. Some of them were dreamers whose life 
was filled with the soft melodies of a flute, while others were adventurers 
[Stiirmende] who were on the look-out for the grand vistas life had to of
fer. From their visions of life they passed on to present another image that 
shows us their faces emerging from the bloody mist of Stalingrad. Their 
passage is like the path into a land from which there is no return. This is 
their call: that we all proceed into the land in which they dwell."53 The 
"sacrifice" of those who had died obligated the survivors to fight to the 
death as well. Sacrifice always entails an act of exchange: you give a gift in 
order for the gods to give in return. You give your life or that of your sub
stitute, the victim, in order to renew life. This is the order of sacrifice. 54 

But in the catastrophic version of the SS "sacrifice" obligated the living to 
die. What the SS sold as "sacrifice" was, in fact, a curse. The dead had 
come to rule the living. "We cannot even imagine today the powers which 
the dead possess over the living," extolled Goebbels in December, 1942.55 

Goebbels and Hitler deliberately prepared for death-their own and 
that of the nation-on the funeral pyre made of the ruins of their imperial 
dreams. Their strategy of mobilization and ideologization during the sec
ond half of the war served the purpose of preparing the nation to die. Cin
ema served as one of the most prominent vehicles to express their fantasy 
of death and resurrection. Goebbels released his cinematic epos of resist
ance, Kolberg, in January, 1945 · Ever since he conceived of the idea, in 
1943, he made no bones about the fact that "his" film was not meant to 
substitute for heroic death, but it was meant to make it happen. The nearly 
two-year story of the production of the film and the wrangles about edit
ing are still subject of some controversy, but they reveal Goebbels's intent. 
Basically, Goebbels complained in 1943 that the director, Veit Harlan, did 
not make enough of a Hollywood film, not enough "intimate scenes" like 
Mrs. Minniver (1942) in order to make the film enticing. When in Decem
ber, l 944, the film was still not released, he sounded off that Harlan had 
further "coarsened the scenes of chaos and destruction" and as a result the 
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viewing public would refuse to see it "in the current situation."56 Goebbels 
complained that the images were too brutal. He wanted a sweeter, less vio
lent movie in contradistinction to the starkly realist scenes that Harlan 

featured.57 However, Goebbels wanted the sweetness in order to convince 
the Germans that they must die- and since they did not do it on their 

own, they had to be seduced. Because, in Goebbels's view, collective death 
was the only chance to triumph despite defeat. The image of the funeral 
pyre, the ordered self-destruction, the incitement to fight, the shaming of 
all those who sought an exit-all this served one and only one purpose: to 
produce a memorial so that the living would renew the fight whenever 
they recalled the past. 

The politics of the funeral pyre was a strategy not only to snatch im

mortality from defeat through a heroic gesture but also to incite the mo
bilization of generations to come. Collective-death-as-memorial was a 

theme that Goebbels planted systematically since late 19421 that is, co
incidental with what Hitler perceived as the turning point of the war. His 
train of thought was as simple as it was poisonous. To die meant to be re

membered. To be remembered, entailed being avenged. "Our consolation 

in this hour of remembrance is our unalterable faith, that one day the shin
ing hour of victory will rise from the graves of our dead, our noble fallen. 
This victory will be crowned with the miraculous blessing of the sacrifice 
of these men and women, for whom we grieve today . .. . The heart of the 
dead is not silent, but continues to beat, especially in the youth of Ger
many, who cannot wait to avenge the great sacrifice of your loved ones 

with an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. The hour of revenge has be
gun! We must see inscribed over the caskets of our fallen the old call to ac

tion: Germany must live-even if we must die."58 The Nazis attempted to 
compel the nation to self-destruct so that future generations could not but 
revenge the dead. Lest we forget, the grim intent of this "sacrifice" was 
spelled out in Hitler's testament: "Centuries will pass, but out of the ruins 
of our towns and of our art the hatred will be renewed against the people 

who in the last instance are responsible and whom we can thank for all of 
this: International Jewry and its auxiliaries."59 

The Nazi leadership and their allies in the military and in the civilian 

population set out in 1944- 45 to deliberately destroy Germany. By hook 
or crook, with terror and propaganda, they pushed Germans into death in 

the name of self-defense. They knew that they had lost the war and only a 
miracle could save them. But they were confident that they would win the 
battle over memory. They reasoned if only the sacrifice was great enough, 
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memory would return to it time and again-and thus give Nazi ideology 
new life. In 1945, the Nazi leadership, defeated militarily, opened up the 
battle over memory. 

At this point it may seem outright frivolous to return to Ariadne auf 
Naxos. The entire reference appears to be miscast. How could one possi
bly frame a recounting of Germany's darkest hour with a piece of beauti
ful operatic fluff? Maybe, the Chicago Lyric Opera was right in eliding any 
references to the historical context of its performances of StrauG operas? I 
think not. But then, how could one bring together opera and mass death? 

In the first instance, there is the peculiar coincidence of the debut of 
the opera and the most deadly battles of World War I, whether or not we 
think of these battles as the prelude to World War II.60 Of course, this 
might just as well be an unfortunate coincidence, two artists getting 
caught with their prewar sexual fantasies of death and immortality in the 
midst of real war. It is, after all, the second debut of a revised score. Bliss
ful death in sexual union had been the wet dream of the Wilhelmine age. 
Blissful death in war is also what patriotic organizations extolled as manly 
virtues. Much can be made of so much rapture in an otherwise grossly ma
terial age. But obviously such fantasies ran into the reality of mass death 
in World War I, and it seems only appropriate to think that these fantasies 
shattered. The opposite was the case. G6tterliebschaften, the amorous af
fairs of gods, had never been more popular than they were in wartime. Dur
ing World War 11, and particularly after 1942, they became a veritable fad. 
The sexual union of mortals and gods, we are told, was a favorite motif for 
sculpture during the war years and particularly after 1942.61 The sculp
tures-they mostly portray Jupiter-as-swan entering a reclining Leda- are 
so striking because they leave nothing to the imagination. Hitler bought 
the by far most explicit one for his Obersalzberg domicile.62 As photo
graphic replica, it was distributed widely in an edition printed for soldiers. 
Sexual union became a widely circulating and evidently quite popular 
metaphor for death and redemption. It came into vogue at the very mo
ment when the war turned into a disaster, when Europe became a zone of 
death. 

The second reason, why this opera and war go together has to do with 
the main element of the Ariadne theme, redemption. Ariadne pleaded 
with death to take her because death would redeem her life that had gone 
bad. In death she could return to her better and more authentic self. The 
dirt of real life becomes purified in the "realm of the dead." 
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Du wirst mich befreien, 
mich selber mir geben, 
dies lastende Leben, 
Du nimmst es van mir. 
Ach Dich werd ich mich ganz verlieren, 
bei Dir wird Ariadne sein 

[Thou shall liberate me 
give me to myself; 
this burden of being, 
you take it from myself. 
In thee I will lose myself, 
with thee Ariadne will be.] 

Ariadne dies and is redeemed. However, she meets death in the shape of 
a god, the still young and beautiful Bacchus, whom we must imagine quite 
the way the Austrian artillery soldier Fritz Lang sculpted him in late 1915 

just after having been decorated for bravery (one of several decorations) and 
well on his way to being promoted to reserve officer for wartime valor. Lang 
created a youthful, wistfully smiling, and altogether contemplative young 
god not unlike the one Hofmannsthal had in mind.63 The latter's Bacchus 
approached Naxos escaping the sorceress Circe on a nearby island who had 
failed to turn him into the proverbial swine. Gods are pure after all, what
ever it is they might do. They cannot be turned into dirt and surely not into 
a pig-the quintessentially dirty animal in that it escaped classification in 
Mary Douglas's diction. Being pure, gods remain untouched by dirt and have 
the power to redeem the unclean. In the opera, Bacchus transports Ariadne 
into seventh heaven. Their union turns her into an immortal star. Both 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Richard StrauB were perfectly attuned to the 
sentiment of self-sacrifice, to the yearning for death as the un-mixing of 
messy lives, to the rapturous transcendence into purity and truth. 

The dream of purity also haunted Nazi art, which is beset with neo
mythical images of redemption. The prize of redemption is death. Its goal is 
immortality, which only the pure can achieve. Its metaphor in art is sexual 
union. The difference is that, in Nazi wartime art, it is men who die to be 
saved. At the moment of utter catastrophe, of mass death and mass murder, 
Nazi art appealed to rapturous death as a redeeming sacrifice. Thus purified, 
the dead could become the source of eternal memory-and of revenge. 

The Nazi leadership wagered that there was no escape from the sacri
ficial bargain. How could one? Ariadne auf Naxos is so telling a wartime 
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opera because it articulates the prevalent twentieth-century antidote to 
the reign of the dead. It is not that Hofmannsthal and StrauG approved of 
it, although they seemed to be tempted in 19161 but they made sure that 
the provocation could not be missed. The opera is actually an adaptation 
of Moliere's Bourgeois Gentilhomme. It tells the story of a rich Viennese 
tycoon, the richest man in town who threw a dinner party with live en
tertainment, ending in fireworks. The idea was to stage both a tragedy 
{Ariadne) and a piece of comedic fluff (a comedia del' arte) after dinner 
and before the fireworks. However, because the guests lingered over dinner 
and the main act-the fireworks-could not be delayed, the wealthy pa
tron decided to have tragedy and comedy all in one. This is how the tragic 
Ariadne meets the comic Zerbinetta-and with Zerbinetta meets the 
twentieth-century reality principle. Zerbinetta thinks nothing of "lan
guishing in passionate longing and praying for death." She tells Ariadne, 
get real and get yourself a life. Don't curse men-just have more than one 
of them. To be sure, Hofmannsthal suggests that there is another, less friv
olous, more womanly woman behind the mask of Zerbinetta. She gets her 
own aria, no less beautiful than that of Ariadne, in which she tells about 
the pains of love in the fast lane and her yearnings for a more authentic 
life. But before the womanly dialogue can come to an end, our bourgeois 
gentilhomme returns, and just when Bacchus embraces Ariadne-Dein 
herrlich Wesen ganz zu fassen!/Die Glieder reg ich in gottlicher Lust
the fireworks begin. Ariadne becomes the immortal star as the glimmer of 
a bourgeois firework. Would the "cult of distraction" fend off the ghosts ?64 

The ancients saw it differently. In order to bring sacrifice to a closure, 
in order for the victim to be assuaged, it takes an act of catharsis, the 
Greek term for the ritual of atonement. Without catharsis, sacrifice, how
ever bountiful, is cursed. Instead of protecting home and hearth, it makes 
the sacrificer forever homeless. The story of Cain (and for that matter 
Homer's tale of delayed homecoming after war, The Odyssey) still have to 
tell us one or the other thing about sacrifice and belonging: there is no 
homecoming without atonement and no memory of the dead without 
catharsis. 
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5 Uli Linke 

The Violence of Difference 

Anti-Semitism and Misogyny 

•According to Michel Foucault, the thematic of blood, specifically a san
guine aesthetic of race, had its origin in a pre-modern age, in which the ge
nealogical principle (with its emphasis on birthright, descent, and kin) had 
maintained the ancient forms of rank and privilege. In the twentieth cen
tury, as Foucault observed, the blood myth was disinterred to serve the po
litical interests of a modern state apparatus: "Nazism was doubtless the 
most cunning [in its deployment] of the [old] fantasies of blood [and] 
power. A eugenic ordering of society, .. . in the guise of an unrestricted 
state control, was accompanied by the oneiric exaltation of a superior 
blood; the latter implied both the systematic genocide of others and the 
risk of exposing oneself to a total sacrifice." 1 While no longer endorsed as 
an official ideology after 1945 1 the blood mystique was often visibly in
scribed on the historiographic surface of postwar Germany. Residing at the 
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margins of awareness, fantasies of blood were rendered visible in frag
ments, each appearing by itself. 

How do we explain the persistence of a cultural imaginary saturated 
with memory templates of bloodshed and violence, which infiltrate 
everyday understandings of national belonging, body, and race? Seeing na
tionalism as a generalized condition of the modern political world, Liisa 
Malkki suggests that "the widely held commonsense assumptions link
ing people to place, and nation to territory, are not simply territorializing 
but deeply metaphysical."2 This essay is a schematic exploration of further 
aspects of this metaphysics. I examine the ways in which specific national 
identities are dissociated from the fixities of place and geographical em
placement that are normally associated with the modern nation-state. 
The formation of German nationality is complicated by a corporeal imag
inary: blood, bodies, genealogies. My intent is to show that the naturaliz~ 
ing of the links between people (the national community) and the state is 
routinely conceived in specifically organic metaphors. German images of 
"the national order of things" rest on metaphors of the human organism 
and the body.3 Among the potent metaphors for the national community 
is blood.4 Nationality is imagined as "the flow of blood," a unity of sub
stance.5 Such metaphors are thought to "denote something to which one 
is naturally tied."6 

Much recent work in anthropology and related fields has focused on 
the process by which such collective representations are constructed and 
maintained by states and national elites.7 Here I focus on powerful 
metaphoric practices in everyday life, and I examine how media discourse 
and political language are deployed to understand and act on the aberrant 
boundary conditions of blood and nationhood in postwar Germany. I ex
amine the location of violence in German political culture and inquire 
how subaltern bodies, as racial constructs and potential sites of domina
tion, are imagined in public discourse. My aim is to shed light on postwar 
Germany, where the feminized body of the outsider (foreigner, refugee, 
Other) has been reclaimed as a signifier of race and contagion; where vio
lence defines a new corporeal topography, linked to the murderous elimi
nation of refugees and immigrants; where exterminatory discourses have 
once again begun to colonize the national imaginary; where ordinary cit
izens with divergent political beliefs participate in the reproduction of cul
tural violence; and where notions of racial alterity and gendered difference 
are publicly constructed through iconographic images of blood and liqui
dation.8 
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The cultural premises which structure the historic significance of 
blood are grounded in schematic images of the volatile body: both as em
bodied subjectivity and corporeal projection, the body is perceived as per
petually threatened by contagion. In the texts I examine, these visions 
are rendered tangible through metaphors of blood. Blood appears as an 
organizing metaphor in allegories of the European male body; the virile 
(lifegiving) body of mythical protagonists; the medieval body of Christ 
in Central Europe; the medicalized (purged) body of men in early modern 
Germany; the twentieth-century fascist body with its militarization of 
male flesh; and the citizen's body in postwar Germany with its nationalis
tic emphasis on interiority, closure, and cleanliness. This type of body, 
which essentializes masculinist corporeality, stands opposed to the liquid 
female body with its imputed contaminating influences. This imagined 
feminine threat appears in early European texts in menstrual metaphors; 
in mythical renderings of women's bleeding bodies; in the medieval and 
modern German visions of Jewish bodies; and in the symbolization of the 
immigrant body in contemporary Germany, defined by abject qualities of 
wetness, liquidity, and dirt. 

I have traced elsewhere the transformation of these conceptual mod
els from antiquity through modern times, thus illuminating the historical 
emergence of European (and specifically German) ideas about racial purity 
and contamination.9 Here I ask how images of gendered violence and vio
lence toward women are reproduced in the German imagination as central 
icons of a symbolic universe of nationhood that works to suppress dif
ference . German racial ideologies are not just radical interpretations of 
the Other. They are connected to male repulsion toward and dominance 
of women through metaphors relating to blood imagery. Working his
torically, I document blood and liquidation imagery in the development 
of anti-Semitism and anti-Jewish violence, linking images of menstrua
tion to the emasculating potential bound up with female sexuality
which then become the legitimating basis for violence against women 
and against all things female in modern Germany. My work suggests that 
metaphors of liquidity also apply to the contemporary public discus
sion of immigration, thus opening up the potential for "othering" non
Germans once again. In this essay, I link the "rationality" of ordinary po
litical discourse on national immigration policy to the "irrationality" of 
a racialist and misogynous discourse, suggesting that they are cut from 
the same cloth. I propose that modern forms of violence are engendered 
through regimes of representation that are to some extent mimetic, a 
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source of self-formation, both within the historical unconscious and the 
fabric of the social world. 

I begin by drawing attention to the racist biomedical visions of blood 
that emerged under fascism. The representational violence of such blood 
imagery, which entered the popular imagination through political propa
ganda, emerged as a prelude to racial liquidation. Genealogies of blood 
were medicalized, conceived as sources of contamination that needed to 
be expunged through violent bloodletting. Documenting cultural conti
nuities after 1945, I explore the implications of a racialist politics of blood 
for the German nation-building process in the postwar period. I analyze 
more closely the linkages of blood to gendered forms of violence, focusing 
on the central role of masculinity and militarism for a German national
ist imaginary. Images of women, blood, and contagion became fused in the 
fascist visions of the corporeality of German nationhood. I explore the 
metaphorical extensions of a "symbolics of blood" in postwar German 
culture, and I show how easily a misogynist militarism is reconfigured to 
(re)produce a violent body politic that legitimates the brutalization of im
migrants and refugees. Throughout, I emphasize the interplay of race and 
gender against the background of medical models, documenting how fears 
of natural disasters (women, Jews, refugees) and medical pathologies like 
dirt and infection (that is, bodily infestations) are continuously recycled 
to reinforce a racialist postmodern. 

Within this symbolic universe, however, the ethnicization of undesir
able Others by blood and dirt occurs simultaneously with the ethnici
zation of German nationals: the mythographies of exclusion work con
currently with an imaginary of inclusion; historical differences between 
peoples are unremembered and supplanted by ethno-racial ones. In post
war Germany, the visions of a national interior are configured through 
icons of the body: the solid, the natural, the pure. While such corporal 
landscapes of nativity (and citizenship) are forged in the course of political 
battles over history and memory, genocide and victimhood, sacrifice and 
national belonging, the recuperation of the German body is synchronous 
with the racial logic of exclusion. The first part of this essay traces the 
symbolics of blood to a discourse of misogyny: feminization, liquidation, 
and the anti-immigrant imaginary. The second part is devoted to a com
plementary formation of postwar German national identity: embattled 
masculinity; public nudity; white bodies; and the heterodox imaginary of 
nature, nation, and nativity, which produces a masculine/normative cor
poreality of Germanness. The final section emphasizes the complex in-
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terconnections: the phantasms of alterity and the difference (femininity, 
blood, carnality, dirt, hunger, deterioration) are staged against the mythog
raphies of nationhood (masculinity/normativity, white skin, nudity, the 
sublime, clean, eternal) and both are synchronized in highly complicated 
ways. 

The Symbolics of Blood 

The production of death and the erasure of Jewish bodies were central 
to the fascist politics of race. The aim of genocide was to maintain the 
"health" of the German body politic by enforcing a strict regimen of 
"racial hygiene." 10 German political mythography employed a model of 
race in which the images of difference were not visibly written on the skin 
but had rather to be carefully constructed in order to identify the Other.11 

The axiom for this construction of ideas of difference derived from a ty
pology of blood. Race, disease, and infection were imagined through blood 
metaphors. Blood became a marker of pathological alterity, a signifier that 
linked race and difference. 12 The attempt to expunge the racial subaltern 
(specifically, Jewishness) was thus imagined as a multilayered discourse of 
"liquidation": death and the reduction to blood. Images of blood were in
voked both through the genealogical ordering of society, in which blood 
furu:tioned as a verbal signifier of descent and citizenship, and through the 
violence inflicted on undesirable bodies, thereby effecting the transfigu
ration of the linguistic construct "race" into its physical signs: blood, 
contagion, anatomy. Imagining racial differences through the blood mo
tif became a prologue to extermination, effectively feeding the political 
rationalizations of death. I suspect that these visions of blood (much the 
same as the visions of fire and burning bodies) existed as a core fantasy of 
fascist violence- a way of publicly imagining (and visually anticipating) 
the dissolution of bodily reality, the termination of identity and difference 
in a river of blood: liquidation. 

The construction of this idea of genocide, the very discourse of liqui
dation by blood, has analogues in the postwar German understanding of 
alterity, an understanding shaped by a deep-seated revulsion to racial dif
ference and facilitated by a vocabulary of race that originated during the 
Nazi period. For instance, in fall, 1991 1 the prime minister of the state of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Bjorn Engholm, a liberal Social Democrat, referred to 
persons seeking political asylum in Germany as a threatening "counter 
race" (Gegenrasse) whose continued existence "had become a question of 
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survival for Germany." 13 Around the same time, the mayor of Vilshofen, a 
member of the conservative Christian Democratic Party, announced his 
opposition to Germany's constitutional guarantee to protect political 
refugees: "Today we give the asylum-seekers bicycles, tomorrow our 
daughters." 14 German politicians are surprisingly candid in their articula
tion of these ideas about the dangerous Other. A councilman from the city 
of Dormagen thus explained his position on German refugee politics in 
1991: "Some people talk ... about integration, others about amalgama
tion. I speak about the adulteration and filthy mishmashing of blood" 
(Blutverpanschung und -vermanschung). 15 In November, 1988, Bavaria's 
then minister of the interior, the conservative Christian Social Union 
member Edmund Stoiber, claimed that Germans were becoming "hy
bridized and racially infested" (durchmischt und durchrasst) by the in
flux of foreigners and those "not of the blood" (blutsfremd}. 16 In painting 
a picture of a "mongrelized society," Stoiber, who became Bavaria's head of 
state, not only naturalized but also sanctioned xenophobic tendencies as 
necessary for German ethnic well-being.17 Popular notions of "genetic 
identity" are here subsumed by fears of racial impurity. For Stoiber, the 
racial/blood purity of the German people is threatened by the mere pres
ence of ethnically diverse groups. His assertions are deeply embedded in 
biological images of difference: blood and blood contamination. Accord
ing to Stuttgart's former mayor Manfred Rommel, such notions of blood 
origins, that is, concerns about "where the blood comes from" (woher das 
Blut kommt}, are at work in the determination of racial otherness in con
temporary German popular culture. 18 

This vocabulary of blood as an index of difference and genealogical 
placement is used not only by political conservatives. Derived from a West 
German understanding of the past, the language of race appears in the 
public discourse of liberal politicians and, sometimes, even the more rad
ical Left. At a January, 1989, working dinner with representatives of the 
major political parties in Berlin, Gabi Vonnekold, the evening's Green/ Al
ternative spokesperson, declared that Germany's politics of repatriation 
(which actively encouraged the return-migration of ethnic Germans from 
Eastern Europe and elsewhere) were legitimately based on ideas of "blood 
right" (Blutrecht). Ethnic Germans, she asserted, were granted citizenship 
because of their "blood ties" (Blutsbande) to the German nation. Sup
porting similar statements made by the other politicians, Vonnekold ar
gued that such verbal images had no racial connotations because they 
originated in the commonsense reality of kinship. She noted that it was 
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this meaning of "blood relatedness" or "kinship by blood" (Blutsver
wandtschaft) that had been adopted as law by the postwar West German 
state. Several weeks later, after a successful election campaign for the 
Berlin Senate, a militant faction of the Green/Alternative party (Gruppe 
Griine Panther) distanced itself from Germany's policy of repatriation. 
The practice was denounced in a public forum, however, without making 
the concepts of blood right and citizenship through blood a critical issue. 19 

In the German political imagination, cultural and ethno-national dif
ferences tend to be constructed as differences of blood. For instance, a 
commentary by Herbert Gruhl, one of the conservative founders of the 
Green Party, is suggestive of the habitual infusion of ethnicity and nation
ality with biological overtones. In Gruhl's opinion, most refugees are es
sentially or organically incompatible with Germans. In a 1990 interview, 
in which he outlined his differences with the Greens, Gruhl stated: "If one 
thinks ecologically, one must acknowledge that there are organic peoples, 
languages, and cultural communities. The Greens, on the one hand, con
sider all human beings in the world to be interchangeable, like numbers. 
That is unacceptable. It simply is not true that everyone is the same. If 
someone comes from India, South America or the GDR [East Germany], 
it makes a big difference .... It is, after all, most natural that one accepts 
those with whom one already shares a common historical fate and with 
whom one even has direct blood ties."20 

Apparently exempt from critical inquiry in political debates, the judi
cial field of German nationality seems to have rendered "normal" a mod
ern conception of race: the citizenship law of the Federal Republic deter
mines national membership through the idiom of descent, as expressed by 
the Latin term jus sanguinis, "power/law of blood." Enacted in 1913- and 
still in effect today- the German citizenship law permits, and even en
courages, the nation's racial closure. German nationality is determined 
by an understanding of a community of descent, shaped by an "ethnocul
tural" or "ethnonational" perception of statehood. Deeply embedded in 
Germany's imperial history, the blood principle of citizenship is defined by 
racial premises, which were established at the turn of the century.21 Once 
inserted into the German legal system, the concept of the modern nation 
as a "reservoir of blood" was rendered unremarkable.22 Such a concept of 
nationality, which enunciates the proposition that citizens are interre
lated by blood or should form a circle of extended kinship, promotes a 
logic of racial ethnicity. 

How can immigrants become German citizens when nationality is 
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rooted in descent by blood? This question became a public issue in 19981 

when the current leftist coalition government made a concerted effort to 
reform naturalization practices. Chancellor Schroder wanted 11 to create an 
open society, with flexible borders, to make Germans capable of joining 
the European Union.1123 The nation's racial closure was perceived as incom
patible with the requirements of global economies, mobile populations, 
and supranational alliances. The attempt to reform German citizenship 
by eliminating the blood principle of nationality was unsuccessful. A sub
sequent proposal, introduced under the heading "dual citizenship for chil
dren," seemed more palatable, because it accentuated the foreignness of 
foreigners; binationality was to create a hyphenated identity for young im
migrants by appending German citizenship to the one of foreign origin. 24 

The proposal confirmed the privileged status of native-born Germans. As 
citizens by hereditary sanguinity, German nationals remained members of 
a racialized ethnic community, whereas immigrants (as transient bodies 
in political space) merely gained an identity supplement: citizenship by ius 
soli (territory/residence) can be read as a signifier of alterity, of displace
ment and uprootedness. The legal reform instituted a two-tiered, caste
like system of national belonging: one German, rooted in blood (natural, 
authentic, hereditary), the other foreign-German, rooted in space (artificial, 
inauthentic, unnatural). Given the underlying racial paradigm, it seemed 
only logical that the citizenship status of foreigners be temporary: in its 
current form, German nationality is revocable upon the child's entry into 
adulthood. 

Liquidation: Regimes of Feminization 

The German iconography of nationhood, defined by a symbolics of 
blood, has retained its association with sacrifice, violence, and racial con
tagion. In the German imaginary, the invocation of blood, whether in the 
context of genealogy or racial liquidation, presupposes an act of violent 
transformation. This violence is aimed at producing a particular condition 
of the racial body: its dissolution, liquification, and reduction to blood. 
Such a transformation of the body is probably intended as a form of cleans
ing, a sacrificial libation, connected to the expectation of a rebirth, the 
beginning of a new era without the threat of "blood contamination" (Blut
verschmutzung). 25 Coordinating attitudes of violence with fears of pollu
tion and dirt, the German discourse of death requires the transfiguration 
of racial Others into blood, an act of ritual purging. 
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In Germany's racialist mythography, the external production of blood 
takes place within a particular field of meaning. On the one hand, blood 
loss through violence is perceived as cleansing: a release, a sacrificial liba
tion, which purges the body of ritual impurities. But blood effusion takes 
on sexual connotations whenever this image of the bleeding body is sym
bolically connected to the periodic emission of women's menstrual flow.26 

This analogic affinity of menstruation and blood spillage confirms the 
metaphorical linkage between "sexuality and those diverse forms of vio
lence that invariably lead to bloodshed."27 Masculinist ideology can thus 
reconfigure the flow of blood as a social threat, an attack on manhood and 
the national body politic. On the other hand, blood spilled by violence is 
read as a stigma, a red stain of contagion: it contaminates, inundates, and 
subsumes everything with which it comes in contact. This discourse of 
blood is formative within a particular regime of representation: "When vio
lence is [unleashed], ... blood appears everywhere- on the ground, un
derfoot, forming great pools. Its very fluidity gives form to the contagious 
nature of violence. Its presence proclaims murder and announces new up
heavals to come. Blood stains everything it touches the color of violence 
and death."28 

The flow of blood thus visibly exposes or unmasks everything that is 
undesirably different-i.e., women and women-associated Others (for ex
ample, Jews, revolutionaries, homosexuals). Blood metaphors establish a 
"sanguine connection to sexuality, gender identity, and the biologization 
of the Jew."29 Moreover, violent bloodshed creates an observable physical 
condition: liquidity, sexual contagion, and carnal femininity. The bleed
ing body (in much the same sense as the menstruating body) becomes a 
mark-a stigma-of femaleness, a (dangerous) liquid corporeality. The 
German discourse of liquidation (in both its genealogical and its violent 
forms) is thus integrated into a pattern of domination that transforms the 
racial Other into woman. 

Imagining fewish Bodies 

The feminization of the racial subaltern, particularly the Jewish body, 
emerged as a construct of the European cultural and religious imagina
tion. Assumptions that Jewish males menstruate, for instance, can be 
traced to medieval notions of difference that continued at least into the 
late nineteenth century.30 Likewise, the existence of the presumed link be
tween blood, ritual periodicity (or cyclicity), and Jewish sexuality has been 
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chronicled through centuries of European history, from medieval Chris
tianity to twentieth-century Germany.31 Fears of sexual degeneracy and 
bleeding male bodies merged in the modern German mythographies of 
race: "Here it is necessary to point out that the stereotyped depiction of 
sexual 'degenerates' was transferred almost intact to the 'inferior races,' 
which inspired the same fears. These races, too, were said to display a lack 
of morality and a general absence of self-discipline. Blacks, and then Jews, 
were endowed with excessive sexuality, with a so-called fem ale sensuous
ness that transformed love into lust. They lacked all manliness. Jews as a 
group were said to exhibit female traits, just as homosexuals were gener
ally considered effeminate."32 Furthermore, the development of modern 
scientific disciplines in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with 
their allegedly objective epistemic discourses, provided these construc
tions of difference with a new form of legitimation. The emergent sciences 
offered a grammar of truth that treated the reproductive system and the fe
male body as a language through which difference could be expressed as 
"a fact of nature."33 This emphasis on reproduction led to representations 
of the "abnormal" that were increasingly biologized. Femaleness and dif
ference were now defined by a medical model.34 Through the ascription of 
disease and pathology, the female body became a repository of sexual iden
tity (perversion) and race (contagion). 

The medical model, which defined Germany's nationalist agenda in 
the early twentieth century, was anchored in the complementary dis
course of descent and reproduction; blood was the common icon. Encoded 
with qualities characteristic of the ideological construct "woman," blood 
became the iconic marker of pathological difference, a signifier of sexual 
disease and racial contagion.35 These fantastic images found political ex
pression in the 1930s, when the promotion of glorified hypermasculine 
values, and an emphasis on proficiency in physically aggressive activities 
like sports and warfare, were intertwined with a fear of pollution from 
"bad" blood. In the late 1930s, German fascism became obsessively con
cerned with controlling both women and reproduction. Politically effec
tive images of difference were drawn from fantastic fabrications about fe
male carnality and visions of the destructive power of the vulva and its 
fluids. Society's energies were subsequently directed inward toward "con
taining" the penetration of the masculine (political) body by racial impu
rities. The eradication of racial difference, through the evisceration of the 
feminized Jews, thus emerged as a central template of violence in Nazi 
Germany. 
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Racializing Female Bodies 

The violent obsession with the female body, and its reduction to blood, 
is documented in Klaus Theweleit's Male Fantasies (1987-89). Mapping 
the collective unconscious of the proto-fascist German warrior during and 
after the First World War, Theweleit examines motivations for terror 
against women and the linkages between racial hatred and male power. 
Theweleit focuses on the fantasies of a particular group of men: members 
and officers of the Freikorps, the private, mercenary armies that fought the 
revolutionary German working class in the years immediately after World 
War I. In several cases, these men emerged as key functionaries in the 
Third Reich. Indeed, Rudolf Hoss, a former Freikorps officer and influen
tial Nazi, became commandant of Auschwitz. 

The excavation of Freikorps literary remains, of novels, letters, and au
tobiographies, uncovered the terrifying visions of these proto-fascists, vi
sions of hatred and fear in which women were reduced to a series of blood 
images: the red tide, the red flow, a sea of blood. Women, perceived as 
sources of contagion, were equated with dirt, pits of muck, effluvia. The 
nature of femaleness and womanhood, envisioned in terms of bodily emis
sions or secretions (blood, mucus, excrement), was experienced as menac
ing. The Freikorps soldiers hated women, specifically women's bodies and 
sexuality. Their hatred surfaced in an endless series of liquid images, in 
which women were associated with everything that threatened to flood or 
deluge the boundaries of manhood. It was a dread, ultimately, of dissolu
tion, of being swallowed, annihilated. 

Fascist soldiers always depicted women and female bodies through a 
lens of violence. The woman is reduced to a pulp: a shapeless, bloody 
mass, trampled flesh. This same imagery appears in narrative descriptions 
of women's bodily remains: a blood-drenched mass; naked and cut to 
pieces; a pulp of blood and excrement. The soldiers' reduction of the mur
dered woman to a "reddish slush" meant that the victim had lost her out
lines: her solid body, her identity. Her wounds were no longer discrete en
tities nor was the body to which these wounds belonged. Fascist violence 
was preoccupied with this dissolution of the body and of the woman as 
bodily entity. The soldiers' attacks fit into a series of repeated attempts at 
exposing the woman in the body: through the infliction of wounds (i.e., 
bleeding vagina) and by the production of blood (i.e., the menstrual flow). 
In the violent imagination of the fascist soldiers, women's bodies had to be 
transfigured into a deluge of blood, causing total obliteration. 
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The Freikorps soldiers' fear of and revulsion toward women manifests 
itself in the incessant invocation of metaphors of an engulfing fluid or 
flood, the terrifying deluge. Fearing that which they both see and expose 
(the erotic female Other), the men want to be freed from all that could be 
identified with women's bodies: liquidity, emotional warmth, sensuality. 
Theweleit believes that this desire gave rise to a fascist body politic that 
tried to elude and repel feminization. The hardened male body with its 
stiff military pose became the armor men used to protect their inner 
selves. Repulsed by their own corporeality, the Freikorps soldiers at
tempted to subdue and repress the woman within: it was she, or what she 
stood for, that constituted the most radical threat to the men's own in
tegrity. "[T]he most urgent task of the man of steel [was] to pursue, to dam 
in and to subdue any force that threaten[ed] to transform him back into 
the horribly disorganized jumble of flesh, hair, skin, bones, intestines, and 
feelings that call[ed] itself human!'36 The soldiers' repudiations of their 
own bodies and of femininity became a psychic compulsion that equated 
masculinity with hardness, self-denial, and violent destruction. 

The armored organization of the male self-depended on the use of vio
lence to maintain its integrity. In the act of killing, the corporal boundaries 
of the victims were transgressed while the inner cohesion of the male self
remained intact: by penetrating and dismembering women's bodies, the 
men's own bodies became armored and whole; by liquefying female bod
ies, theirs become hard. The men's destructive impulse derived from their 
inability to feel or sustain any sense of bodily boundaries without inflict
ing violence. The symbolic construction of the dangerous female Other, 
and her eventual obliteration, served as a mechanism of self-cohesion. 
Threatened by imaginary "floods," "torrents," and "raging waters," the 
men stood firm against these onslaughts of surging womanhood. Hard
ened by military procedures, the male body was transformed into a ma
chine, the man of steel. 

To the Freikorps soldier, communists, like individual women, were an 
undifferentiated force that sought to engulf: "a sea of blood, a flood, a 
swamp, a tide, a threat that came in waves."37 His fear that contact with 
women would make him cease to exist as a discrete entity was here re
produced as a fear of being inundated, flushed away, dissolved. The dread 
of women, which existed at the core of the fascist movement, was thereby 
linked to anti-communism as well as race hatred. "All that [was] rich and 
various [had to] be smoothed over (to become like the blank facades of 
architecture); all that [was] wet and luscious [had to] be dammed up and 
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contained; all that [was] 'exotic' (dark, Jewish) [had to] be eliminated."38 In 
the end, it was the men's battle against feminization that led to the use of 
violence, and ultimately murder. 

Theweleit's work suggests that the militarization of German society 
was accomplished by incorporating, and often intensifying, existing no
tions of misogynist masculinity. Fascist soldiers, who used terror against 
women as a strategy of war, were dependent on peacetime constructions 
of society and gender.39 German fascism created a culture of terror by 
accentuating the everyday forms of violence against women, privileging 
those cultural images of masculinity and manhood that were driven by 
a desire for bloodshed: the brutalization of woman, her reduction to a 
bloody mass, was fundamental to the making of the German fascist. Us
ing the soldiers' revulsion toward women as a starting point, Theweleit's 
work uncovered what Cynthia Enloe has subsequently referred to as the 
"military's heavy reliance not just on men as soldiers, but on misogynist 
forms of masculinist soldiering."40 In fascist Germany, as in other mod
ern nation-states, military violence, militarization, and everyday cultural 
practices shared resonances that mutually reinforced these masculinist 
visions of power. 41 Sexual violence and female mutilation were funda
mental to fascist militarism because such physicality, the imagery of 
broken bodies, was also a cultural phenomenon. Blood (bleeding corpses, 
menstrual flows, a threatening fe/maelstrom) existed as a dominant meta
phor for the German body politic. 

The Threat of Foreign Bodies: Blood, Flood, Contagion 

Soon after 1945, the spatial proximity and mingling of racialized bod
ies emerged again as an unresolvable dilemma. In the postwar period, dur
ing the era of economic reconstruction, German cultural politics contin
ued to perpetuate racial prejudice, invariably keeping the Other at a 
distance, "under control"-a recipe for psychological terror. Relations be
tween Germans and racial Others were again socially and legally regu
lated.42 Economically, foreign workers and immigrants were needed, even 
as politically the German state sought to eliminate them. Feeding on im
ages of otherness and difference and ultimately taking control of them, 
German capitalist culture nourished these symbolic constructions for 
its own ends. The postwar German state thus depended on racial other
ness as an ideological and structural phenomenon that it simultaneously 
sought to exploit and destroy. 
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Beginning in the 1960s, German industry attempted to alleviate its 
temporary labor shortages by recruiting foreign workers. These migrant la
borers (brought from southern Europe and its immediate periphery) were 
hired on short-term contracts. They were employed in the service sector 
or in production, there taking on the unskilled, manual, and often most 
dangerous jobs.43 "Initially called Fremdarbeiter, foreign workers, in a 
carry-over from the forced laborers imported during the Third Reich, they 
were quickly rechristened Gastarbeiter, 'guestworkers.' [Most] Germans 
believed that these guests, who were considered Auslander, foreigners, 
would eventually return to [their home] countries."44 Inserted into the 
capitalist economy, migrant workers were soon reduced to the function of 
surplus labor. After the onset of the energy crisis in 1973 and a deepening 
economic recession, West Germany closed its borders to foreign workers, 
initiated elaborate (and costly) programs of repatriation, and tightened its 
laws concerning refugee and immigration rights. This period of state re
pression and racial tension persisted through the 1980s. 

Germany's closure of national boundaries was complicated by a legal 
system that defined political asylum as a basic human right. In deference 
to the terror and dislocations caused by the war, fascism, and the concen
tration camps, the West German state had made the protection of refugees 
an integral part of its judicial foundation. This foundation, the very basis 
of postwar German state authority, was deemed threatened, attacked "at 
its core," in the early 1980s, when German officials observed a sudden in
crease in refugees from Africa and Asia who, as victims of political perse
cution, were seeking asylum in Germany.45 Administration officials in
terpreted this influx of refugees as a direct result of attempts by foreigners 
to circumvent the state's increasingly restrictive immigration policies. 

In discussing the influx of foreign peoples, German politicians began 
to conjure images of an invasive "flood" of bodies, a "rising tide" that 
threatened to inundate the country. "A hundred-thousand, perhaps more, 
foreigners are expected to enter the Federal Republic this year and appeal 
to the constitution which promises asylum for victims of political perse
cution .... [T]his stream of foreigners pouring into Germany is regarded 
as a wrong. Politicians acknowledge this by talking about dams that 
should be raised against the 'flood of asylum-seekers'."46 German politi
cians envisioned the threat of alien bodies as a liquid mass-inundating, 
flooding, surging. Their terror of and revulsion toward this liquid Other 
continued to find tangible expression in the compulsive use of metaphors 
that described political events as natural processes. 
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By the early 1980s, refugees were thus reconfigured as a menace, a 
"deluge" of unimaginable proportions: "The stream of asylum-seekers 
[is] pouring in," a "human flood"; 47 a "rapidly rising stream of foreign
ers,"48 which "pours into the Federal Republic";49 the "river rose to nearly 
fifty thousand immigrants";50 "West Germany [is] inundated by a wave 
of foreigners"; 51 a "torrent," a "river";52 a "deluge," "streaming into the 
country."53 There is "wide-spread uneasiness about the foreign flood" in 
Germany;54 "the flow of refugees";55 the "rising tide," the "wave," the "in
pouring of foreigners"; 56 "the stream of asylum seekers into the Federal 
Republic."57 It is an "untamed stream";58 a "dangerous surge of foreign
ers";59 a "fearsome flood.1160 

These same images of Germany's inundation by asylum seekers reap
peared in 1990 after unification. Germans began to "fantasize about an in
vasion by millions, the flood of refugees, that threatened to subsume 
them."61 These signifiers functioned to prefigure public images of refugees 
as a negative, dangerous presence. In public speech, discussions about asy
lum seekers were "often coupled with nouns denoting some natural 
and/or uncontained disaster: flood {Flut), river {Strom), mass {Masse). "62 

The natural energy of this torrential flow was encoded as "foreign"/ 
"Other," untamed, dangerous, and destructive. Its manifestations inspired 
terror as well as repugnance. Mighty streams were supposedly pouring out 
over Germany, transforming it on contact, leaving it substantially al
tered.63 "Does the Federal Republic have the strength to cope with the so
called 'economic refugees' who are inundating the country? At the mo
ment, these problems are still manageable. But how will it be in three, four 
years, if the river pouring into Germany remains constant or becomes even 
greater? "64 The terror of the external invasion was combined with a fear of 
dissolution. Contact with the "flood" engendered fears of death; it posed 
a threat to the nation's bodily integrity. 

Within this roaring cauldron, the politicians' own bodies appeared
struggling to contain the terrifying deluge-but also a larger, external 
body: the metropolis. The city was conceived as a human body (perhaps 
even a female body) inundated, depleted, weakened. 

The rising stream of foreigners into the Federal Republic is taking 
on precarious forms. Many cities are literally flooded by the 
refugees .... The German council of mayors urged the Federal 
Minister of the Interior, Gerhard Baum, to correct the processing of 
refugees. If it proved impossible to dam the flood, then the bearers 
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of public responsibility at all levels might no longer retain control 
of the events [Herr des Geschehens bleiben].65 

Metropolitan centers like Stuttgart, Frankfurt or Berlin no 
longer have the strength to handle the surging flood of asylum 
seekers .. . . The Eritreans have reduced the city of Leinfelden
Echterdingen to such a state of desperation that the Lord Mayor 
threatened to issue a temporary decree of emergency unless the 
government agreed to move the Eritreans out into other commu
nities, beyond the inundated city: "If the state does not take charge 
of a larger proportion of the refugees, then emergency in-take 
camps must be constructed in order to retain control of the human 
flood [der Menschenflut Herr zu werden]."66 

The flood metaphor is abstract enough to allow processes of extreme di
versity to be subsumed under its image. Their common linkage is the 
politicians' fear of transgression, which threatens to destroy the cohesion 
of the nation, cities, and the German body. The symbolism of the foreign 
"flow" provokes (or agitates) particular racial and historical memories: it 
"unleashes" something that has been forbidden. 

Germany's political men demanded that "something be done" about 
the "mighty stream": they wanted to stop the flood, "dam up" and "con
tain" the flow, "stem the tide;' "halt" or better yet, "reverse the flow" of 
immigrants.6 7 Gerhard Baum, federal minister of the interior, wanted "to 
dam up the tide of refugees with his emergency program."68 Former chan
cellor Helmut Schmidt was quoted as wanting "to dam and contain the 
rising stream of foreigners by changing the constitutional right of political 
asylum!'69 Herbert Ehrenberg, minister of labor, apparently intended "to 
stop the Turkish invasion," the "surge of foreigners"; while the German 
government promoted such efforts as a form of" self-defense" (Notwehr). 70 

The spatial proximity of refugees has inspired growing fears of "over
foreignization" (Uberfremdung). 71 The term, conjuring an undesirable 
transgression of race, refers to the estrangement of a people from their cul
tural or genetic heritage through the superimposition, a "grafting on;' of 
alien bodies. "The refugees were soon so numerous," according to the 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, "that for every village dweller came 
one asylum seeker" (so da[J auf einen Dorfbewohner ein Asylsuchender 
kam). 72 Germany was, it continued, '"overpopulated' and 'racially inun
dated' by foreigners" (von Auslii.ndern iibervolkert). 73 Such visions artic
ulate a fear of "racial inundation" that appears to be resilient, persisting 
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after 1990.74 Frankfurt city councilman Daniel Cohn-Bendit, a prominent 
member of the leftist Green Party, received hate-mail letters that accused 
him of being an" enemy of the German people" because he did nothing to 
prevent "the over foreignization" (Uberfremdung). 75 By contrast, the con
servative Steffen Heitmann, who had declared his candidacy for the Ger
man presidency in 1993, promised to "protect the nation from racial su
perimposition by foreigners" (Uberfremdung). 76 In southern Germany, 
the Christian Social Union party (CSU) renewed its commitment to trans
form the German fear of "over-foreignization" into a political platform. 
The former head of the same party, Theo Waigel, affirmed that the "threat 
of foreign inundation" would become a central campaign issue in the 
forthcoming election.77 

These anguished visions of the foreign "flood" are governed by recur
rent images of weakness, disorder, and loss of control. Germany's politi
cians here articulate their fears of extinction through images of emascu
lation and impotence. Control of the foreign "invasion" is construed as an 
assertion and display of manhood: to "remain a man/master/ruler over the 
events" (Herr des Geschehens bleiben), "to become the man/lord of the 
human flood" (der Menschenfl.ut Herr werden). The common German 
title Herr means both "man" and "master," in the sense of "lord," "ruler," 
"head." The plural form of this term is linked to expressions of racial su
periority; e.g., German Herrenrasse means "master race." It refers (quite 
literally) to a "select breed of men." In the German imaginary, the sub
duction of the foreign flow, its containment and annihilation, is perceived 
not only as a rightful assertion of masculinity but also as an act of racial 
domination. 

Defined as a threat against the German state, the containment of 
refugees was thought to require "drastic measures": the construction 
of "camps for foreigners" (Auslii.nderlager), "residency camps" (Wohn
lager), "emergency in-take camps" (Notauffanglager), "the setup of mass 
camps" (Massenlager), "federal internment camps" (Bundessammel
lager), "internment" or "concentration" camps (Sammellager}, that is, 
the "placement [of refugees] in fenced barracks with armed guards." 78 The 
language we encounter in these political visions curiously resembles that 
of the Freikorps soldiers: perceived reality is annihilated and reconstituted 
in order to preserve an ideational representation and to "see" reality in 
terms of an existing paradigm. The hated foreign Other is feminized by re
duction to a series of liquid images: a "flood," a "tide," a "deluge," a "dan
gerous flow" of bodies. The images that vivify these fantasies of extinction 
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are few and almost always the same ones. The racial subaltern is equated 
with the destructive potential of "woman" and is reduced to her bodily 
functions, a beast of consumption capable of producing much waste and 
devastation. 

German politicians communicate the "feminine" threat through the 
affective intensity with which they talk about the imminent catastrophe: 
the coming of the racial Other who seeks to inundate, engulf, swallow. 
Like their fascist counterparts, they feel threatened by the "natural" man
ifestations of devouring "femininity," her flooding, surging, streaming. 
The refugees, according to media depictions, exhibit signs of unrepressed 
(and uncontrolled) consumption: the nation has been "ravaged" by a wave 
of foreigners that was "hungry" for it. 

The source of this dangerous (all-consuming) torrent can thus be lo
calized more specifically. It seems to flow from inside those foreign bod
ies: their yearnings, their wants, and their insatiable "hunger" for a better 
life. "There is the growing realization among politicians that the rising 
stream of refugees ... is driven by the desire to improve their standard of 
living ... to find in the Federal Republic of Germany the promised land: 
work, high salaries, security, generous financial support, and carefree 
leisure." 79 This image of the flood represents a maelstrom of terrifying de
sires: the emotional, the irrational, the uncontrollable, and the female.80 

Its significance lies in its ability to convincingly displace the exaggerated 
desire for consumption on a fantastic (and nightmarish) manifestation. 

Refugees, as depicted by the German media, possess a voracious ap
petite for wealth, money, and status, and an unquenchable craving for 
power and Western affluence. German image makers presume that the for
eign "flood" is solely driven by economic interests: "to find work or to re
ceive social welfare payments"; to "open the flood-gate to the land of eco
nomic miracles," to enter "the promised land"; to find an "economic 
paradise."81 This process of inverse projection transforms the German na
tion into "the object of longing by millions of people."82 Reconfigured by 
alien desire, the German nation is equated with the sensual and the fem
inine. Picturing the nation as "female" makes it seem so much more vul
nerable to conquest: "[M]any of those, who set out from far-away lands, are 
economic refugees, enticed in their home countries by the reputation of 
the Federal Republic as an island of the blessed, where one can easily gain 
a foothold."83 

Shaped by these visions of foreign desire, the German nation is con
sistently described as "a utopia," a "paradise," a "garden of delights," an 
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"island," a "treasure mountain," a "resort." The naturalism and eroticism 
of these cultural themes provide the German imaginary with the ele
ments of powerful stories about the origins and rationality of gender and 
race distinctions: refugees, equated with the category "woman," are per
ceived as devourers, pleasure seekers, freeloaders. 84 Such a configuration 
of the racial Other as /1 consumer" is no less fantastic or violent than its 
literalization in the vagina dentata myth, for it is a conception that func
tions to erase the true labor, the true productivity of "woman" or her sym
bolic stand-in: in this case, the refugee, the foreign worker, the immi
grant. 85 Yet this erasure forms the very possibility of exchange. 

It is ironic that these conceptions of the racial Other were unwittingly 
encoded in the German constitution, or "basic law," which was drafted 
shortly after 1945. In these legal documents, victims of political persecu
tion were described by a language saturated with consumer images. Ac
cording to the juridical rhetoric, the right of asylum was granted uncon
ditionally. Political refugees were entitled to protection: they "enjoyed" 
(genie/Jen) the right of asylum. The German term genie/Jen means 
"relish," "taste," "enjoy," "consume." It refers to the pleasure and sensual 
gratification that a person derives from acts of consumption. More specif
ically, it conveys a sense of the experience of "partaking" in cultural com
modities, an experience that is centered in the body: the sensuous im
mersion of the inner "self" in things of pleasure (leisure, food, travel, sex). 
The choice of this term (which rarely appears elsewhere in the German 
constitution) suggests that in the judicial and political imagination of the 
German founding fathers, the right of asylum was conjured as a commod
ity, a gift of leisure (and value).86 Such a conception of political refugees (as 
unproductive, anti-social labor) facilitated the revival of the Nazi racial 
aesthetic: c;onventional notions of race and difference were patterned by a 
booming German postwar economy and linked to a nationalist aesthetic 
of consumer culture. Images of the materialist behavior and devouring 
promiscuity of foreign refugees came to be identified as perhaps the most 
radical threat to Germany's attempts at national reconstruction. 

Out of the experience of war and defeat, Germans had generated a 
story of their own postwar victimization. According to John Borneman, 
the state re-emploted these experiences into a romantic, future-oriented 
narrative. The appeal to tradition, virtue, and assimilation into a prosper
ous community of Germans became an antidote for this sense of victim
ization.87 The state's master narrative was restoration. By the 1950s, the 
propagation of consumer images and the stimulation of consumer desire 
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were encouraged as an integral part of the reformation of German natio
nal identity. 88 Western democratic freedom came to be identified with ma
terial prosperity and consumer choice. 

Thus, postwar West German governments desired the integration of 
German citizens into consumer culture. The state's official narrative en
couraged participation in the economic miracle of the 1950s by buying 
consumer goods as a reaffirmation of Germanness. "Prosperity forms the 
integument of West German identity, enabling them to erase their past, 
both in memory and physically, and to allay their fears of disorder and 
dirt." 89 Work and prosperity were the central organizing tropes of their life 
constructions: they saw virtue in work; pensions and free time were un
derstood as rights earned in exchange for labor. 

In Germany's postwar economy, conspicuous consumption became 
emblematic of a national "birthright": it was a symbol of nationhood and 
citizenship. Attempts by foreigners to partake in these privileges of a 
"closed" community were experienced as transgressive, as a threat to Ger
man personhood and statehood. By conjuring images of refugees as "eco
nomic parasites" (Wirtschaftsschiidlinge), Germany's politicians have 
fostered an atmosphere that legitimates the use of racial violence. Ger
man public discourse imputes criminal intent to applicants for refugee 
status: fraudulence, illegality, corruption, and a fierce materialism are 
among the inherent traits ascribed to Third World or Eastern European 
peoples.9° Foreigners are transformed into villains as politicians attempt 
to tear the masks from their faces and the disguises from their bodies, thus 
revealing their duplicity and deception. In doing so, they seek to justify 
the persecution of the "pretend-refugees" (Scheinasylanten); the "non
authentic asylum seekers" (unechte Asylanten) possessed by economic 
self-interest; the "economic refugees" (Wirtschaftsfl.ii.chtlinge) marked by 
their illicit appetites, unrelenting materialism, and grotesque bodies.91 

On closer inspection, German politicians began to "see" the foreign 
flood as an indistinguishable tangle of bodies, a mass of brown flesh. For
eign corporeality was deemed a racial threat, which was connected to feel
ings of repugnance toward disorder and dirt. Housed in public facilities, 
refugee bodies invaded the nation's interior spaces: schools, gyms, lecture 
halls, and hotels were now occupied, seized, and appropriated for alien 
purposes. In the German imagination, the proximity of racialized bodies 
was linked to processes of deterioration and filth: "[G]overnment officials 
discovered houses in the inner city, in which Pakistanis and Indians had 
been packed together, houses in a state of disrepair and decay."92 "Where 
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there had been 60 available openings there now lived r 60 foreigners!' 93 

Crammed into impossibly small spaces, those foreign bodies evoked 
images of dirt, improper hygiene, the grotesque: they were "anti bodies." 
Refugees, defined as "matter out of place," were conceived and experi
enced as sources of contagion.94 "Officials wade through unbearable hy
gienic conditions, spray can in one hand and notepad in the other. But, on 
occasion, people lie there packed together so tightly that the door does not 
even open and the official inspectors cannot advance into the rooms at 
all."95 The inspectors were standing "in filth," disgusted. Direct physical 
contact with "dirt" (the contamination of the bodies' peripheral areas) 
rendered them "lifeless": they are felled, cut down, knocked unconscious 
(Das haut uns schlicht um). 96 

The consequences of Germany's "racial inundation" are closely con
nected to processes that occur within the human body. Dirt dwells in the 
depths, in the bowels of the body: there, nothing is solid; everything is 
sloppy mush. According to media depictions, the nation's interior had be
come a morass. And the morass became simply human filth, a pit of liq
uid manure teeming with bodies. This type of contamination "seeped" 
through the walls of judicial containment, seeking to subvert the German 
legal system: "Most of the applicants for refugee status spill into the black 
labor market!'97 According to German political commentators, the imple
mentation of more restrictive immigration laws or even constitutional 
changes was unlikely to prevent desperate individuals from entering Ger
many, thereby exacerbating the nation's problem with illegality and the per
ception of refugees as criminals.98 During political debates concerning Ger
man refugee laws, Konrad Weiss, an elected member of the leftist Union 
Greens (BiindnisGriine), formulated this possibility in a 1993 parliamen
tary address: "Human beings, who as asylum petitioners are still tolerated 
today, at least for a while, will soon vegetate in the underground [the black 
labor market]- in a gray zone of illegal work and criminality that we will 
no longer be able to control. This pre-programs the rise of serious social 
conflicts compared to which today's situation will appear harmless."99 

Equated with illegality and unlawful practices, foreigners were presumed 
intent on disappearing, "diving below the surface of detection" (versinken, 
untertauchen, wegtauchen, abtauchen), seeking shelter underground in 
cellars and sewers, roaming in darkness and in dirt: slowly "seeping" (ver
sickern) into the German body like a toxin that permeates the soil. wo 

The government's task was to get rid of any "dirt" that settled on the 
"body of the nation." The political order thus appeared to take on the same 
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function as the fascist soldiers' body armor: it became a protective enclo
sure that "bottled up" the nation's seething interior. German politicians, 
like their fascist predecessors, took comfort in imagining themselves and 
their nation as an" armored enclosure" preserving a "pure interior." In the 
everyday experience of these men, the "wave" of refugees had managed to 
break/transgress their defensive barriers: the nation's interior fell prey to 
erosion, becoming "hollowed out" by the torrential foreign flood. 101 Weak
ened by the foreign onslaught, the integrity of the law and the strength of 
the state were perceived as threatened. 102 Defense was now located in a so
cial body whose protective armor had been ruptured, its interior contam
inated, flowing with filth and dangerous water. "Excrement poses a threat 
to the Center-to life, to the proper, the clean-not from within, but from 
its outermost margin. While there is no escape from 'excrementality,' 
from mortality, from the corpse ... the (social and psychological) goal is 
to get rid of it quickly, to clean up after the mess!' 103 Violence, even mur
der, could be imagined as a viable form of defense against this threat. 

Social Bodies 

In contemporary Germany, we see the conflation of foreignness with 
femininity: refugee bodies are depicted as wet, devouring, filthy. Media 
images of "invading masses" are transformed into a public discourse 
about dark-skinned Others, a racial threat. The language of German poli
tics contrasts the "femininity" of the foreign "mass" with the need for a 
rigid, hierarchically structured whole: assertions of manhood and state 
authority are translated into images of control, mastery, containment, law, 
strength. In these images, race is always a subtext. 

Such allegories of gender and race are implicated in the murderous 
elimination of subaltern bodies in contemporary Germany. In the 1980s, 
racial violence defined a new corporeal topography: the purging of foreign 
bodies from German territory. Such a "cleansing" of the national land
scape, the erasure of refugees and immigrants, emerged as an indispen
sable element in the recolonization of the physical interior of the modern 
state, and of German manhood. 

This iconography emerges most explicitly under German fascism. The 
corporeal metaphysics of the fascist soldier were encoded in two basic 
types of body. The first type was the soft and liquid female body: a quin
tessential negative Other, lurking inside the male body, a subversive 
source of contagion that had to be expunged or sealed off. The second was 
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the hard, phallic body, devoid of all internal viscera, which found its apoth
eosis iil the machine. This body-as-machine was the acknowledged ideal 
of the fascist warrior. 

While the peculiar characteristics of these imagined bodies were 
forged and culturally encoded by the gendered world of fascist politics, im
ages of the unaesthetic racial Other have reappeared in postwar Germany, 
albeit displaced on a different field of relevance. Like the fascist soldier's 
fear of his inner body, with its inchoate mass of entrails, and his terror of 
women, Germany's political men transformed their revulsion with physi
cality into a repugnance toward otherness, specifically the "feminized" 
racial Other. During the 1980s, almost forty years after the last world war 
and the end of Nazism, we encounter the vision of the armored (male) 
body and the inundating (female) flood in the purely civilian context of 
German racial politics. 

In the German imaginary, the fundamental tension is between corpo
reality and liquidation. The potential site of confrontation is the body. Its 
solidity, its physical boundaries, and its internal integrity are perpetually 
deemed threatened by dangerous internal or external flows. The aim of 
German political practice appears to be focused on tightening the bound
aries of the national body and to eliminate or at least minimize the influx 
of contaminating matter. 

The anti-immigrant discourse, with its iconographic evocations of 
blood, contamination, and race stands opposed to a corporal aesthetic that 
articulates German self-identity through public nudity, body exposure, 
and a "white" body armor, icons of a natural, clean, and authentic na
tional interior. The terror of liquid corporeality, the fear of undesirable 
Others, and all things female coexists with an iconography of Germanness 
that idealizes a solid corporeality, a material body with firm physical 
boundaries. 

Nudity as a Political Practice 

The West German revival of body consciousness received its initial im -
petus from the student rebellion of the late 1960s: nationhood was recon
figured through the icon of the naked body. During this era of leftist polit
ical protest, public nudity became a central emblem of popular opposition. 
The unclothed body signified liberation in several ways: it symbolized 
freedom from the moral constraints of a capitalist economy that relied on 
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the recruitment of foreign workers as cheap labor; it suggested disengage
ment from the materialistic values of a society that equated postwar 
democratization with commodity choice and conspicuous consumption; 
and it facilitated deliverance from the burden of German history-the re
ality of fascism and genocide, which had been excised from cultural con
sciousness by a booming postwar economy. In rallying against a seemingly 
repressive and inhumane society, and by defending a new openness of life 
styles, student radicals adopted public nudity as a crucial signifier of their 
political activism. Such a showing of naked bodies gave rise to a corporal 
aesthetic of Germanness that staged national privilege in relation to soci
ety's salient victims: the murdered Jews, archived as mountains of emaci
ated corpses, and foreign workers, imagined as a dark-skinned mass of sub
jugated bodies. 

The rejection of consumer capitalism and the promotion of new 
lifestyles were, as Dagmar Herzog notes, "closely intertwined with efforts 
to bring the subjects [of Nazism] and the Third Reich into public discus
sion."104 Disillusioned (and angered) by their parents' inability to ac
knowledge the murder of millions, student protesters used public naked
ness as a symbolic expression of their own victimhood and shame. 105 

Although this iconography of public nudity greatly facilitated the stu
dents' self-representation as victims of Nazism, as Herzog's analysis sug
gests, full body exposure also provided a metaphor for the attempt to un
cover the past by stripping Germany's murderous epoch of its protective 
and defensive armor. Public nudity was fiercely politicized. Driven by a 
programmatic call for sexual liberation, the act of becoming naked in pub
lic signified a return to the authentic, the natural, the unrepressed, that is, 
to a way of life untainted by the legacy of Auschwitz. Displays of public 
nudity were perceived as liberatory, both in a social and historical sense. 
By rejecting the cultural machinations of a murderous civility (clothing, 
commodities, memories), leftist political activists were rendered "free" of 
shame. Public nakedness emerged as an attempt at restoration, setting 
into motion a collective healing process. 

While "church and political leaders [presented] sexual sobriety as the 
most effective cure for the nation's larger guilt and moral crisis," the New 
Left focused on Nazism's sexual politics as "inseparable from the other 
crimes." 106 "Throughout their programmatic writings on sex," as Herzog 
documents, "members of this postwar generation returned frequently 
to the problems of genocide and brutality within the concentration 
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camps, ... suggesting that it was [male] sexual repression that engendered 
the Nazi capacity for cruelty and mass murder.11107 The "fierce anti
fascism" of the German New Left was centrally preoccupied with "as
saults on male sexuality," specifically because of the perceived connection 
between men's "release of libido" and "evil," according to Herzog: "One 
noteworthy feature of so many of the debates within the Left scene about 
sex, and about sex and fascism" was thus "their focus on the male body, 
and male desires and anxieties in particular. In postwar West German 
struggles over the various sexual lessons of Nazism, male bodies were 
called to a kind of public visibility and accountability that most scholars 
of the history of sexuality generally assume to be reserved for women.11108 

Remarkable is "the obsessiveness," says Herzog, "with which [this post
war generation] tried to make public some of the most intimate ways [in 
which] men ... related to their own bodies and the bodies of others." 109 

The public exposure of the male body, including men's sexual desire, be
came a political agenda in leftists' attempts to reform gender relations and 
revolutionize the bourgeois/fascist individual. By 19681 various socialist 
collectives, including the infamous Kommune 2 in West Berlin, had inte
grated radical male nudity both into their domestic lifestyle and their pub
lic political program (figure 1).110 

The West German Left had initiated such nudist body practices in part, 
as Herzog put it, "to strengthen their case for sexual liberation with the 
most shocking metaphors available .... One group that did so- with spec
tacular flair-were the members of the Kommune I, a small but endlessly 
publicized and debated experiment in communal living ... launched in 
Berlin in 1966. A classic example of the Kommune r's provocative style 
was provided by the photo of its members-including one of the two chil
dren living with them-distributed by the members themselves on a self
promotional brochure.11 111 What was the subtext of this portrait of collec
tive nudity? 112 In 19881 as noted by Herzog, the former leader of the 
Socialist Student Union (Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund
SDS) Reimut Reiche interpreted the photo as follows: 

Consciously this photo-scene was meant to re-create and expose a 
police house search of Kommune I. And yet these women and men 
stand there as if in an aesthetically staged, unconscious identifica
tion with the victims of their parents and at the same time 
mock[ing] these victims by making the predetermined message of 
the picture one of sexual liberation. Thereby they simultaneously 
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Fig. 1. "Naked Maoists Before a Naked Wall": Members of the Kommune 1-A 
Socialist Collective of Young Maoists, West Berlin, 1967. Photograph courtesy 
Thomas Hesterberg. (English caption from Herzog, 1998, 405.) 

remain unconsciously identified with the consciously rejected per
petrator-parents. "Sexuality makes you free" fits with this picture 
as well as "Work makes you free" fits with Auschwitz. 113 

Commenting on this persistent tactic by the New Left to represent in
stances of its own political victimization in terms of Judeocide and 
Auschwitz, Dagmar Herzog observes: "The apparent inability to leave the 
past behind-indeed, the apparently unquenchable urge to bring it up over 
and over again precisely in the context of sexual relations-not only re
veals how intense was the felt need to invert the sexual lessons of Nazism 
drawn by their parents' generation but also, and perhaps even more signif
icantly, suggests something about the difficulty of theorizing a sexual rev
olution-of connecting pleasure and goodness, sex and societal justice 
[i.e. nudity and freedom]-in a country in which only a generation earlier 
pleasure had been so intimately tied in with evil." 114 
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Public Nudity as Counter-Cultural Practice 

The program for such a body politic, which employed public nudity as 
a means for transforming German historical consciousness, was first 
launched by members of the radical New Left. Advocating a lifestyle op
posite to that of the Nazi generation, these new leftists or "68ers" at
tempted to eradicate the private and "hidden" in favor of a public inti
macy: "to be able to sleep with anyone; to be able to show oneself naked 
in front of everyone; to be honest without restraint and willing to speak 
one's mind without hesitation; to call a spade a spade, never to keep any
thing to oneself, and never to withhold or repress anything." 115 Honesty, 
truthfulness, sexual freedom, and social equality were among the values 
that governed the new cult of nudity. The democratization of the German 
body politic was to be achieved by the public shedding of clothes: "bare 
skin" emerged as a new kind of uniform, an authentic body armor un
mediated by the state or history. 

Encoded with these messages of opposition and rebellion, public nudity 
was soon employed by many young Germans as a personal gesture of cul
tural protest: seemingly unconventional and provocative, the practice of 
disrobing in public was widely adopted as a pastime with counter-cultural 
significance. Offering a "language of commodity resistance," and inverting 
the logic of capitalist consumption, public nudity signified freedom from 
the constraints of modern German society. 116 Anti-consumption, through 
the motif of nakedness, was employed by some (especially young) Germans 
as a means to challenge older models of gender and national identity. 

In West Germany, political membership and national identity contin
ued to be visually encoded, physically grafted on the skin. 117 However, as 
we have seen, notions of citizenship were mediated by a consumer aes
thetic that encouraged conspicuous displays of self. In this context, ac
cording to Heide Fehrenbach, public nudity began "to articulate an alter
native model of democratic freedom" focused on personal choice and 
desire. 118 The naked body came to symbolize freedom from the deceptive 
armor of clothing. Stripped of its materialist trappings, the nude body was 
purged of the artificial, the illicit, the erotic. The open display of the naked 
body was contrasted with images of political order, bourgeois authority 
patterns, conformity, and consumption, that is, tropes of the Nazi state 
and the economic structures that produced fascism. 

Encoded with these meanings, the public exposure of bare skin was 
soon adopted by many young Germans as a personal means of cultural 
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protest: stripping the body of valued commodities signified choice and 
democratic freedom. In the early 1970s, public nudity emerged as a popu
lar outdoor activity, and as urban parks were increasingly thronged by 
those who preferred to sunbathe without clothes, full-body exposure be
came commonplace. Around this time, when naked German bodies took 
possession of urban centers and white nudity was brought to public visi
bility, West Germany closed its borders to foreign workers, initiated elab
orated programs of repatriation, and tightened its laws concerning refugee 
and immigration rights. This period of state repression and racial tension, 
framed by a deepening economic recession, persisted throughout the 
1970s. With the reduction of the resident foreign population and the 
forcible removal of immigrant bodies from the public domain, the icon of 
the German body assumed center stage. By the late 1970s, nudity in pub
lic parks was so pervasive that local prohibitions against body exposure 
were no longer enforced unless "it caused offense" and naked sunbathing 
was exempt from public indecency codes. 119 The public display of naked 
bodies, in particular the public viewing of nude men, was rendered ac
ceptable by severing the links with historical memory. Confined to natu
ral settings, the naked body seemed devoid of sexual and erotic meaning. 
Defined as a natural icon, the historiographic surface of the unclothed 
body was rendered free of shame. 

This perception was contested in 1981, a time of heightened anti
immigrant sentiments: media images of an invading foreign mass, an in
undating flood, fabricated a public longing for a German body that was 
armored, immutable, and uncontestably authentic. Such a desired imag
inary of German corporeality was rendered problematic when public 
nudity moved beyond conventional urban spaces. Transgressing the des
ignated boundaries of "nature"-that is, parks and park-related green 
space-nudists began to congregate along river banks, on beaches, in play
grounds, swimming pools, and cemeteries, even city centers. In down
town Munich, for instance, nudes were now often sighted in historic foun
tains, on streetcars, and in shopping centers. 120 Such a migration of nude 
bodies into the metropolis, the apparent escape of nakedness from "na
ture," provoked among some segments of the German public deep anxi
eties about unfettered sexuality. 

At issue was the naked male. Exposed masculinity was met with sus
picion and unease. Uncovered male genitalia, the public sight of" dangling 
and swinging penises," was experienced by many Germans as a threat. 121 

The open display of the phallus was traditionally prohibited, a thematic 
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much belabored by the cultural critics of the 1960s. Among leftists, male 
nudity had been encouraged as a way of promoting sexual liberation, but 
"in order to experience corporal freedom, the unclothed [man] often 
long[s] to walk upright [thereby exposing himself and his sex], something 
which is still taboo!' When voicing their discomfort, passersby conjured 
visions of rape and sexual violence. "I have to look at that," shouted a 
sixty-three-year-old housewife when encountering a naked man in public, 
"and I know what is to come after." 122 As suggested here, public body ex
posure, specifically that of men, was read through images of sexual de
viancy and unacceptable behavior. 123 In German popular consciousness, 
the shedding of clothes signified a release from civil restraint, an incite
ment to general rebellion and political unruliness: the naked male was 
judged capable of anything. 

In order to preempt such anxieties, public displays of nudity had to be 
carefully packaged to seem "natural" or artistic: the inoffensive naked 
body stood outside of history, uncontaminated by society and memory. 
Such a management of nakedness had several unintended consequences: 
Although awareness of the sexual side of nude bodies could be repressed 
by confinement to natural settings, this naturalness had to be rendered 
civilized and aesthetically pleasing. "Today nobody cares if thousands 
take off their clothes in the English Garden [in Munich]. But those thou
sands, who unintentionally walk by, are forbidden to look. Shame works 
the other way around: nakedness must be clothed- by beauty." 124 This em
phasis on nature as an aesthetic construct worked by exclusion. The 
naked/natural body was idealized by juxtaposition to the biologically 
"ugly": "[German] public nudity always implies a privileging of the beau
tiful and youthful body. The display of nakedness in parks or cafes creates 
a situation of merciless scrutinization that intensifies the social margin
alization of those who are physically disadvantaged: the fat and the overly 
thin, the misshapen or disfigured, and the handicapped." 125 In West Ger
many, public nudity came to be governed by an ideology of difference that 
celebrated the unblemished body as a natural symbol. Naked "nature" 
was to be rendered free of the unsightly. Natural nakedness, as a quasi
mythical construct, could not be tainted by physiological markers of age, 
death, or history. Public nudity, like nature, was to present a facade of eter
nal beauty, unmarred by signs of physical weakness. Such iconographies 
of essentialized perfection (youth, beauty, and health) were integral to a 
postwar aesthetic that sought to rehabilitate the broken body after 
Auschwitz. 
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Not surprisingly, the construction of national identity in postwar Ger
many came to be governed by familiar visions of the racial body. The so
cial geography of bare skin, with its symbolic emplacement of German 
identity and selfhood, made use of iconographic representations of unde
sirable difference. The public display of naked German bodies was symp
tomatic of a return to a corporal aesthetic that celebrated the essential, 
natural, and authentic. 126 

Commercializing Nudity: German Tourism 

During the mid-197os, the West German aestheticization of white nu
dity took on another political dimension. Around this time, at the height 
of the energy crisis and a growing economic recession, when the Federal 
Republic had closed its borders to migrant laborers and immigrants, the 
naked German body first appeared as an important motif in contexts of 
tourism: "nude hippie beaches" sprouted along the Sinai peninsula; "sex 
tourism" made its way into Turkey and Greece; nudist colonies were es
tablished in southern Italy, France, and Spain; and naked white bodies be
gan to populate Mediterranean tourist resorts and north African beaches. 127 

Such a commoditization of the unclothed body (not unlike the use of 
erotic nudity in West German marketing and advertising) ameliorated the 
decline of consumer capitalism and reduced the threat of economic reces
sion. By eroticizing travel and geographic mobility, the German fetishiza
tion of nudity nurtured a modern Western quest for authenticity and 
pleasure. 

The sudden emergence of a multi-billion dollar tourist industry, which 
explicitly promoted white nakedness, was, however, also a political issue. 
Sex tourism and nudity were engaged in the (sometimes unwitting) con
struction of racial and national stereotypes. The exposure of white bodies/ 
breasts on foreign beaches constituted a reaffirmation of Germanness as 
imagined at this point in time: signifying prosperity and leisure, nude sun
bathing abroad enabled West Germans, as Borneman suggests, "to erase 
their pasts, both in memory and physically, and to allay their fears of dis
order and dirt." Driven by the demands of commodity capitalism, such ex
hibition of white nakedness in foreign countries became a terrain for the 
mediation of national identity, by "showing someone who knows the 
world well through traveling, and has the money to see it ." 128 In part a dis
play of self, the nude white body was configured as a site of representation, 
an assertion of Germanness and citizenship. As a sign of wealth and natio-
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nal identity, symbolizing the political privileges of a powerful West Ger
man state, public nudity tended to reify a sense of national self.129 

Racializing Nudity: The West German Media 

In West Germany, during this same period, beginning in the early 
1970s, the formation of white public space was further enhanced by "a 
specific capitalist form of pornography-based sexuality" and by the offi
cially sanctioned use of erotic nudity in West German advertising. 130 In 
these sexually charged media representations, we observe a different 
"framing" of the unclothed body. No longer concealed by placement in a 
natural setting, the nude body was made visually accessible to arouse 
commodity desire. During the 1970s, marked by a persistent economic 
crisis, anti-foreign sentiments, and increasingly repressive laws against 
immigrant residents, the media promoted the sale of consumer goods 
through an eroticization of the German public sphere. 

Such a liberation of body practices, which had begun in the late sixties, 
when it was driven by the German student movement and its demand for 
"sexual revolution," became an integral part of mass culture in the early 
seventies. Prior to this period, throughout the 1950s and the early 1960s, 
sexual bodies had been tightly controlled, and the free use of sex was 
taboo. 131 Until the seventies, media depictions of nudity in connection 
with prostitution or other assertions of female sexual independence were 
linked to moral degeneracy and public shame. For instance, as Fehrenbach 
shows, cinematic representations of unregulated female sexuality, con
strued as an expression of excessive materialism and dangerous individu
alism, caused deep disturbance among conservative political and religious 
leaders.132 During the fifties and sixties, the mass-mediated production of 
erotic female agency was not only perceived as a challenge to patriarchal 
authority but also as a threat to the normative social order. Opposition to 
these repressive cultural conventions, which were perceived as a continu
ation of fascist order and morality, was first launched by members of the 
radical student movement. Their militant, and sometimes violent, advo
cacy of alternative lifestyles and sex practices did result in a dramatic shift 
in public attitudes and norms. But by the early l 97os, a period of economic 
decline, such a general sexual liberation of West German public culture 
took a surprising form. As anthropologist John Borneman notes, "Even 
as social authorities tried to restrict the sexual practices of [the postwar 
generation], to hold what people heralded as the 'sexual revolution' in 
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check, a sex wave hit the press, especially the right-wing, conservative 
tabloids. Popular illustrated magazines such as Bild and Stern began at 
this time to show nude women on their covers. A specific capitalist form 
of pornography ... based on the public sale of women's services, quickly 
established itself in the middle and upper-middle classes of large cities, 
epitomized in the ubiquitous 'Sex Shop' to be found in every business or 
non-residential area of West Berlin [and elsewhere]." 133 Such a sexualiza
tion of pub~ic nudity was soon framed by racist iconographies. In postwar 
West Germany, the erotic exposure of naked bodies came to be governed 
by a specific racial aesthetic: the hierarchization of color (privileging 
white skin) and the construction of difference between bodies of color (de
valuing the black icon). In the pornographic fantasies of German image
makers, "whiteness" was evaluatively contrasted with "blackness." 
Through the medium of commercial images, nude white bodies were ex
alted and magnified, even adored, as cultural artifacts that could be trans
formed and perfected by acts of consumption.134 Nude black bodies, in 
contrast, were packaged as commodities, imagined in white erotic fantasy 
as bodies with a performative function: the provision of labor-physical, 
erotic, and material. 135 

The Return of the Aryan Aesthetic 

In the early 1980s, when immigrants and refugees were depicted as an 
inundating biological threat, an indistinguishable mass of liquid bodies, 
useless social labor, German commercial culture began to display white 
bodies through images that idealized, visually sculpted, the nude flesh. 
Often stripped of carnal sensuousness and raw sexuality, the visual desir
ability of white skin relied on image constructions that made such bodies 
appear inaccessible, distant, unattainable. Invigorating visions of white 
superiority, the naked but fortified body, the Aryan male, stood firm 
against the feminine onslaught-the foreign flood (figure 2). 

This is suggested by a series of West German advertisements for men's 
cologne, in which complete male nudity took center stage.136 Adopting 
the pose of classic statues, the male models were typically clad only with 
the scent of the commercial product. The advertisement text reiterates 
this point: "He wears Care" and "Care Allures/Attires" {zieht an). The 
classic beauty of the male nude, with his fortified and hardened body, 
seems impervious to seduction by the spectators' gaze. Standing immo
bile, upright, and somewhat remote, the nude model resembles a white 
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Fig. 2. "He wears Care": Naked Male Bodies as Commodity Fetish, West 
Germany, 1985-87. In Jahrbuch der Werbung, vol. 24, edited by J. Jurgen 
Jeske, Eckhard Neumann, and Wolfgang Sprang (Diisseldorf: ECON Verlag, 
1987), 41. Photo courtesy ECON Verlag GmbH. 
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marble statue, a perfected masculinity reminiscent of the classic/ Aryan 
ideal. 

These images of male nudity were introduced by German advertisers 
as a cultural provocation: the naked man had market value and effectively 
supplanted the standard fetish of the female nude. 137 Working against the 
public perception that mass media was productive only in its creation of 
fantastic falsehoods, of imaginary worlds and illusory needs, West Ger
man image makers "began to produce a new materiality, a new essential
ism; terminating all artificiality, ... [there] stood suddenly the naked, 
unadulterated human body ... the naked man ... a signifier of ... funda
mental transformations ... In our Care campaign, we could finally unveil 
the monument for the postmodern man in its entirety ... an entire naked 
human being/man, but rendered particular through the unveiling of the 
most distinctive of male body parts-the penis." 138 But in West German 
advertising, such a novel exposure of naked masculinity, the denuding of 
the phallus, was immediately aestheticized through familiar iconogra
phies and images: "Whatever was unthinkable a few years ago, has today 
become a matter of course ... The borders of shame have shifted. A seg
ment of the male population has been exposed ... These men show them
selves as they are ... naked, and bare ... All obtrusiveness has been re
moved; their bodies have been dipped in soft light, providing their 
contours with a gentle, blurred hue. These men appear removed from the 
world and introverted ... Sun-tanned and smooth ... Beautiful, perfect, 
and immaculate ... staged to perfection ... The male body has been clev-
erly positioned like an antique statue ... the pose is unmistakable .... 
The image toys with our memories." 139 The aestheticization of male nu
dity, by a reliance on the mimetic tools of classic iconography, with the 
corresponding emphasis on marble, rock, and art, liberated the naked body 
from its sexual and political history: it became a "timeless" image, a "nat
ural" artifact, which could be put on display without evoking traumatic 
memories of male libido and violence. 

Essentializing Whiteness: Nudity in West German 
Environmental Politics 

In West Germany, these formations of white public space were further 
complicated by the sudden re-emergence of nudity in radical political dis
course. By the middle of the 1980s, the public display of naked bodies 
emerged as an instrument of contestation in the West German environ-
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Fig. 3 . "Proclaiming Opposition through Male Nudity": Using Their Bodies as 
Performative Icons, Leftist Activists Rally against City Government (TUWAT 
Demo-Rathaus Kreuzberg}, West Berlin, 1981. Photograph courtesy Voller
Ernst Agentur for komische und ungewohnliche Fotos, Berlin/Germany. 

mental movement. The public exposition of white nakedness became a 
strategic form of counter-cultural and anti-capitalist protest. The naked 
body, during such moments of popular rebellion, was configured as a 
shared cultural symbol, an authenticating sign, a truth claim, that was pit
ted against the facade of the state (figure 3). 

A series of examples from West Berlin captures the symbolic focus of 
such protests. Unclothed male activists used their nude bodies in their 
dramaturgical battle against police brutality and neo-Nazi incursions: an 
unmediated national interior that stood opposed to the monopoly of state 
violence. Leftist criticism of global capitalism featured male nudity as a 
form of ridicule, a message of debasement and negation: the unclothed 
male body stood as an oppositional sign, posted against market-driven 
forms of inequality and violence.140 Using their naked bodies as perfor
mance icons, unclothed male activists protested a variety of urban in
equities: their volatility was staged in opposition to the protective armor 
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of state police. 141 Stripped to their undergarments, student activists in 
Bonn protested the shortfall in state funding for education. 142 

Nudity in these instances was mobilized as an authentic truth claim, 
a signifier of the irrefutable reality of an oppositional national interior. 
Green protesters adopted public nudity as a site for the representation of 
counter-cultural imaginary. West German activists relied on the imagery 
of the naked body as a strategic symbol. Displayed not as a concrete ex
pression of the state (as during Nazism), nakedness was instead exhibited 
in opposition to the political establishment, as an icon of victimhood. 

Green political activists used public nudity to demonstrate their com
mitment to democracy, freedom, and equality. The bare/exposed white 
body, a tangible icon of the physical world ("nature" and the "natural envi
ronment"), was equated with physical vulnerability and victimization: en
vironmental issues like pollution, ozone depletion, and deforestation as 
well as concerns about economic deprivation and male domination were 
publicized through open displays of the unclothed human body. For in
stance, in Frankfurt in 1981, environmental activists opposed the destruc
tion of urban woodlands by a planned airport expansion by protecting the 
endangered trees with their bare bodies, heightening the public's awareness 
of the forest as a living organism. In West Berlin, several hundred men and 
women assembled in a protest march against air pollution by displaying 
their nude bodies (figure 4). The naked body thus became an organizing 
icon of victimization by the state's indifference to global ozone deple
tion.143 Such a strategy (with its appeal to universal human values) unwit
tingly subverts recognition of racial inequality and difference. Green/envi
ronmental activists invested naked bodies and white physicality with 
meanings that had significance for the larger German body politic. 

Conclusion: The Symbolic Economy of Dark Skin 

The German integration of nudity with nature (and natural signifiers) 
moved the body out of history, denying the possibility of history as pro
cess. The aestheticization of nudity transformed racialized bodies into 
natural entities, whereby the de-historicization of whiteness is rendered 
uncontested. This denial of history, these attempts to suppress or control 
fields of memory through corporeal aesthetics seem to be a retreat, a re
gression, into a mythic past, permitting Germans to exhibit race "inno
cently" (even after the Holocaust). Such a reinvigoration of the German 
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Fig. 4. "Marching against Air Pollution": Green Environmentalists Protest 
Global Ozone Depletion by Displaying Nude Bodies, West Berlin, r989. From 
die taz, 27 January 1989. Photograph courtesy AP/Wide World Photos, New York. 

racial aesthetic is particularly significant in a global world order: placed 
within the context of transnational economies, transnational commodity 
culture, and guest-worker immigration, German nakedness is once again 
becoming "white." In turn, this form of racialization echoes tropes of 
an earlier era, a circumstance that may well be suggestive of the (re-) 
emergence of the Aryan body in a postwar German nation- a nation in 
which national identity, the sense of national belonging, continues to be 
infused by a corporeal aesthetic that demands the erasure of difference. 

These formations of white public space, linked to sentiments of natio
nal belonging after 1945, rely on constructs of the unaesthetic. In contem
porary Germany, refugee and immigrant bodies are depicted as wet, de
vouring, filthy, with insatiable appetites for impermissible pleasures. 
Media images of" invading" masses are transformed into a public discourse 
about dark-skinned others, a racial threat. In media images, bodies of color 
are always shown in transience: placed in an empty room, an airport ter
minal, a train station; immigrants are shown sleeping, sitting, waiting
idling between spaces. Rarely are ethnic Others portrayed as performing so
cially useful tasks. In these racially charged photographs, white German 
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bodies simply disappear, thereby removing the possibility of a conflictual 
relationship to emerge visually. Refugee bodies are seemingly driven and 
held in place only by their longings. The fluid depictions of their desires 
and needs are countered with assertions of German manhood and state au
thority: strength, hardness, order. Subaltern bodies are placed against solid 
(inanimate) structures: brown human flesh is pressed against modern in
stallations. It appears as if these foreign bodies must be fenced in and con
tained. They are described as a flood, a deluge, a surge, a contagion, which 
threatens to submerge the country's interior. Framed by familiar points of 
reference (buildings, walls, transport technologies, men in military uni
forms), these visual contrasts allow the German public to confirm the 
sources of their political privilege. In these images, race is always a subtext. 

Although the peculiar characteristics of these racialized bodies were 
forged and culturally encoded by the gendered world of fascist politics, im
ages of the unaesthetic racial Other have reappeared in postwar Germany, 
albeit displaced on a different field of relevance. After the Second World 
War, during the era of economic reconstruction, German cultural politics 
continued to perpetuate racial prejudice, invariably keeping the Other at a 
distance, "under control"-a recipe for psychological terror. Relations be
tween Germans and racial Others came to be socially organized and regu
lated, the object of laws. Economically, foreign workers and immigrants 
were needed, even as politically the German state sought to eliminate 
them. Feeding on images of otherness and difference, ultimately taking 
control of them, German capitalist culture nourished symbolic construc
tions for its own ends. The postwar German state depended on racial 
otherness as an ideological and structural phenomenon, which it simul
taneously sought to exploit and to destroy. 

Beginning in the late 1960s, when white public nudity first appeared 
as a strategy of political/commodity resistance, German industry had be
gun to rely on the recruitment of foreign workers to alleviate its tempo
rary labor shortages. These "migrant laborers" (brought from southern Eu
rope and its immediate periphery) were hired on short-term contracts. 
They were employed in the service sector or in production, taking on there 
the unskilled, manual, and often most dangerous jobs. Thus inserted into 
the capitalist economy, migrant workers were reduced to surplus labor. 
After the onset of the energy crisis in 1973, and a deepening economic 
recession, when the sexualization of mass-media images was deemed 
legitimate; when the eroticization of geographic mobility, travel, and sex 
tourism first took form; and when nude sunbathing in public parks was of-
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ficially sanctioned; West Germany closed its borders to foreign workers, 
initiated elaborate (and costly) programs of repatriation, and tightened its 
laws concerning refugee and immigration rights. In the early 1980s, when 
the media promoted the perfected male nude, and when Green/environ
mental activists first embraced white nudity as a symbol of counter
cultural protest, German officials began to criminalize refugees, interpret
ing the increased influx of asylum seekers as a direct result of attempts by 
foreigners to circumvent Germany's restrictive immigration policies. In 
commemoration of the terror and dislocation caused by the last world war, 
Nazism, and the concentration camps, the West German state had incor
porated the "right of asylum" as an integral part of its judicial foundation. 
This foundation, the very basis of postwar state authority, was deemed 
threatened in the early 1980s, when German officials noted the sudden in
crease of refugees from Africa and Asia, who sought asylum in Germany 
as victims of political persecution. At this time, the public iconography of 
naked bodies asserts the solidity, the natural authenticity, the material 
boundaries of white masculinity, and of white bodies in general. 

These body images were of course not promoted uniformly without 
some differentiation in symbolic emphasis. While the culture industry 
and media makers promoted visions of the phallic male, the naked body 
armor, enhanced and perfected by consumption, leftist protesters relied 
on a different symbolic repertoire for conveying their political agenda. The 
anti-consumerist and anti-establishment rebellion of the German post
war generation invoked images of nature and authenticity to articulate a 
counter-cultural vision of German national belonging. Although simi
larly preoccupied with body exposure and public nudity, the unclothed 
body was staged in opposition to the requirements of consumer capital
ism. In the center stood not the sculpted (classic) body, beautifully per
fected, but the normal body as an authentic, natural artifact. This body, 
untainted by history or shame, was nevertheless perceived as perpetually 
under attack. At a time, when German politicians conjured images of im
migrants as a natural menace, a flooding, a streaming, a contaminating 
foreign mass that inundated, ravaged, and poisoned the country's interior 
spaces, leftist activists presented their naked bodies as volatile and threat
ened-as endangered by natural disasters, by pollution, and by various en
vironmental hazards to physical health. Whether conceived as armored 
enclosure or natural artifact, the naked body was integral to a symbolic 
system that worked to anesthetize history in the construction of a new 
universe of victimhood and sacrifice. 
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In discussing the influx of foreign peoples, German politicians con
jured images of an invasive "flood" of bodies, a "rising tide" that threat
ened to inundate the country. Germany's political men envisioned the 
threat of alien bodies as a liquid mass-inundating, flooding, surging. 
Their terror and revulsion of this liquid Other continued to find tangible 
expression in the compulsive use of metaphors that described political 
events as natural processes. Once again, the nation's defense began to be 
"located in a white body whose periphery had been de-eroticized, its inte
rior incarcerated and objectified as flowing with filth and dangerous 
water.11144 By the late 1980s, continuing after German unification, when 
the aestheticization of white skin and the de-aestheticization of dark skin 
was most closely coordinated in public space, racial violence defined a 
new corporal topography. Linked to the murderous elimination of immi
grant bodies, the naturalization of the white body emerged as an indis
pensable element in the "purging" and "cleansing" of the physical inte
rior of the German state. 

This denial of history, these attempts to suppress or control fields of 
memory through corporeal aesthetics seem to be a retreat, a regression, 
into the past to regain a lost sense of safety, innocence, and lack of shame. 
In the German postwar period, white nudity thus gained an added dimen
sion. It permitted Germans to exhibit race "innocently," without fear or 
guilt and without having to publicly (or consciously) acknowledge partic
ipation in a racial mythography, the Aryan aesthetic, which continues to 
colonize the German national imaginary even after Hitler. 
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6 SilkeWenk 
Translated by Matthias Schneider and Herbert Mehrtens 

Sacrifice and Victimization in the 
Commemorative Practices of Nazi 
Genocide after German Unification
Memorials and Visual Metaphors 

• For more than ten years now, the construction of a "Memorial for the 
Murdered Jews of Europe" (Denkmal fiir die ermordeten fuden Europas) 
in Berlin has been discussed in Germany, and it seems that the debate will 
go on. Two artist competitions have taken place so far: more than five hun
dred artists participated in the first. Hardly any competition for art in a 
public space- not even a memorial for the victims of the Nazi govern
ment- could have expected to receive such a response. This demonstrates 
the broad interest within the Federal Republic in the memory of the Holo
caust. However, this first competition was not successful; neither of the 
two favorite proposals was carried out. 

After a public exhibition of all competitive outlines in Berlin and after 
the jury's announcement of its decision, a widespread and very controver
sial discussion developed.1 This debate took place in both the feuilleton 

196 
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Fig. 1. The planned building site for the "Memorial of the Murdered Jews" in the 
vicinity of the Brandenburg Gate. Aerial image, 1992. From Kiinstlerischer Wet
tbewerb Denkmal fiir die ermorderten fuden Europas, Kurzdokumentation, ed. 
Senatsverwaltung fiir Bau- und Wohnungswesen (Berlin, n.d.). 

and political sections of newspapers, on public TV and to lesser extent 
cable TV, and in many public forums in and outside of Berlin. In these dis
cussions, not only the two favored proposals but also the chosen site for the 
memorial (figurer) and the fundamental possibility of a representation of 
the Holocaust were called into question. Three years later, in autumn r 997, 
a new competition was announced. Generally the task remained the same, 
but this time selected artists were invited to participate. Four proposals 
were shortlisted. They were submitted by artists who had gained their rep
utations from art projects in public space or state-funded architecture (Ge
sine Weinmiller, Jochen Gerz, Daniel Libeskind, and with an associated 
project, Peter Eisenman and Richard Serra). The proposal of Eisenman/ 
Serra was very prominent and highly praised-a proposal that was later re
vised by Eisenman alone (Eisenman II, so to speak). The Eisenman/Serra 
project proposed the erection of about four thousand pillars of concrete in 
the same width but in various heights (up to seven meters) lined up straight 
on a grid field. The Eisenman II project (figure 2) reduced the number of pil
lars to 2, 700 and their height from zero up to four meters. 

This concept seemed to unite many of the formerly skeptical critics 
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Fig. 2. Completed draft presented by the Eisenman architects for the shortlist 
selection process. From "Erliiuterungsbericht des Verfassers," Kommentar des 
Kiinstlers zur Ausstellung des Entwurfs (Berlin: August, 1998). 

and those who had voiced fundamental doubts concerning the ability of art 

to come up with an adequate representation of the mass murder. Regarding 
this proposal, the topic of the "strong suggestion" of the columns came up: 
the visitor is "not the object of mental acrobatics and didactic procedures. 
Here, art dominates the perception."2 The art historian Eduard Beaucamp 

was of the opinion that the proposal "makes the hardly comprehensible 

paradoxes in the history ... [of Berlin] ... bearable!' It includes "a universe 
of victims."3 The debate seemed to have found its conclusion. 

Months later, however, the argument flared up again. After the change 
of government in autumn 1998, Culture Minister Michael Naumann, 
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who had earlier harshly criticized the project of a central "Memorial for 
the Murdered Jews of Europe," worked out yet another plan together with 
Eisenman. The plan was presented in January, 1999.4 The field of pillars 
was to be reduced and complemented by a "Museum of Remembrance" 
(Museum der Erinnerung). 

The argument had shifted from the discussion of three years prior
concerning the fundamental question of the possibility of representing 
the Holocaust-to a new debate: the (earlier supported) architect Eisen
man was now accused of a compromising approach that did not conform 
to "real" artistry, while the Culture Minister was reproached for his ten
dency toward mass education. Moreover, the legality of the competition's 
procedure was also being questioned by artists whose proposals were 
shortlisted. (How could it be, they asked, that the plan of a museum was 
also being carried out, although the terms of the competition only in
cluded a memorial?) Another question has been that of authorship and 
plagiarism.5 The fronts multiplied, and the cause that was the actual focus 
of the entire debate, the "Memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe," was 
now in danger of being pushed into the background. One could almost 
come to the conclusion that the entire debate was about who would be the 
new "state artist." And it appears that the controversy has still not been 
resolved.6 

The "Memorial for the Murdered Jews in Europe"-which has often 
been called a "Holocaust Memor~al," a problematic term because of its ref
erence to sacrifice7-is to be the second central memorial in the reunified 
Germany to be built in its new capital, Berlin. The first memorial was the 
"Central Memorial for the Victims of War and Tyranny" (Zentrale Ge
denkstatte fiir die Opfer von Krieg und Gewaltherrschaft) in Schinkel's 
"New Guardhouse" (Neue Wache) . Even this project did not begin with
out public controversy.8 I will describe the events surrounding the memo
rial as a prologue, or Vorgeschichte, in my analysis of the current debate. 

The debates about both of these memorials are in many ways interest
ing and instructive. On the one hand, the difficult nature of a culture of re
membrance-in a country which is guilty of the systematic mass murder 
of Jews, the Romany and Sinti, of homosexuals, and the disabled- can be 
read in the arguments. On the other, the arguments show that there are 
no easy answers or solutions in this debate on the culture of memory and 
remembrance. The problems and events are deeply intertwined with the 
attempt to reconstruct a nation that is both questioned within and central 
to the framework of European politics. Until the year 1989, most of the 
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residents of West Germany still accepted the existence of two German 
states as if it were natural. The concept of a German nation was hard to 
credit after National Socialism and was discredited by twentieth-century 
German history. 

Monuments and memorials always tell us about those who erected 
them and-perhaps I should add here-mainly about how they saw them
selves and what they wanted to say. In the controversies and the widespread 
interest in the central memorial for the murdered Jews, one can clearly see 
how the reconstruction of a feeling of "belonging" - a national belonging
collides with the insurmountable difficulties of constructing a single, un
problematic vision of a history that does not exist. Even here, it seems that 
myths of victimhood and sacrifice again fulfill a function, just as they have 
so many times in the construction of the "imagined communities" that are 
modern nations, following the well-known analysis of Benedict Anderson, 
who, by the way, did not look very closely at the role of sacrifice.9 

The Current Controversy and its Problems 

There are many weighty arguments against the Naumann/Eisenman 
plan to reduce the number of pillars and add a museum to the memorial. A 
very important concern is the existing memorials in and outside of Berlin. 
On the one hand, there are memorials for former concentration camps 
around Berlin which, critics skeptical of the central memorial concept 
have long asserted, should have priority funding. On the other hand, there 
are already museums in the middle of Berlin that deal extensively with the 
central theme of the suggested "Museum of Remembrance." There also 
exists the "Topography of Terror" (Topographie des Terrors), a permanent 
exhibition that was conceptualized as an international center for schol
arly and personal research on the historic grounds of the Gestapo, SS
Leadership, and the main headquarters of the Reich's Security (Reichs
sicherheitshauptamt). Since 19871 the exhibition has presented an exhibit 
about the history of the National Socialist machinery of persecution and 
extermination on the very property of the perpetrators. There is also the 
Jewish Museum, opened in the Daniel Libeskind Building in autumn 2000. 

With the plans for a state-subsidized Museum der Erinnerung in the center 
of the capital of Berlin, the already existing memorial sites are threatened 
with marginalization.10 The enthusiastic supporters of Eisenman's last pro
posal (Eisenman II) have recently put forward the objection that art ("real" 
art, without any compromise) is more effective and more important than a 
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presentation of history in a museum, which they polemically dismiss as 
"mass education" (Volkspddagogik). 11 This objection does not invite a dis
cussion-which it undoubtedly should-about the difficulties, limits, and 
problems of a representation of the Holocaust in a museum but asks 
instead for art to offer a definitive solution to the problems that have sur
faced over the many years of controversy. There is danger not only in this 
group's objection that the responsibility of overcoming and representing 
history is given to "the artist," whom they perceive in the classical, tradi
tional ideal of the artist-as-genius. But, at the same time, there is also dan
ger in that such artistic representations of the Holocaust will be beyond 
any objective criticism and analysis. The problem is that works of art may 
also come to share the same problems faced by educators and museum ex
hibitions, namely that art works can promote consternation (Betroffen
heit), instead of reasoning and understanding, and fail to serve as a neces
sary venue for facts to be presented from differing perspectives. 

Even artists are part of and influenced by collective memory, a form of 
memory in which what is remembered and the signification of remem
brance are connected with other pieces of memory and, by this process, 
the fragments are made coherent (sinnhaft) . Collective memory lends 
itself to coherent interpretation and unity, according to Maurice Halb
wachs, in order to secure shared identities. 12 Simultaneously, however, 
there is the danger of rejecting, forgetting, or repressing anything that may 
be perceived as threatening to this unity. 

The Difficult Meanings of the German Term "Opfer" 

This problem can be seen in the current description of Eisenman's pro
posal. The proposal "makes the hardly comprehensible paradoxes in the 
history of the city bearable." 13 What are these paradoxes? Does it mean 
that in Berlin, as the capital of a united Germany, we are reminded of the 
history of National Socialism by the many traces of it all over the city, 
traces that are difficult to erase? Does it mean that those symbols that 
have served the Nazi state for its representation, such as the Brandenburg 
Gate, are well received and used today in the new Berlin Republic? Does it 
mean that the historical space of Berlin-as-capital functions as a fund of 
controversial and difficult memory? How could these contradictions be 
bearable? The critic continues that the proposal of the memorial includes 
"a universe of victims" ( ein Universum van Opfern). 14 It is still unclear 
who establishes the comprehensive totality. Does the term "victims" here 
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include the murdered homosexuals, Romany and Sinti, and the political 
opponents of the Nazi state, as well as the murdered Jews? Could it be that 
this proposal leads tacitly to an extension of the former exclusive purpose 
of a memorial for the murdered Jews? The author does not give any hints 
for such a conclusion. Do "the victims" also include Germans? Is it now 
possible for those who put up the memorial, who belong to the land of the 
perpetrators, to line up alongside the victims? The self-victimization of 
the Germans has already been described many times as a strategy to de
flect responsibility and guilt after the collapse of the National Socialist 
state. That was also the criticism against the "Central Memorial" in the 
building of the Neue Wache on the boulevard Unter den Linden (opened 
in 1993). In this case, its official name, Zentrale Gedenkstiitte fiir die 
Opfer von Krieg und Gewaltherrschaft, was considered too murky: critics 
asked that it be more precise, to speak of the murdered, gassed, killed, 
missing, and those who disappeared- instead of "victims"- in order to 
forget neither the way they died nor who bore responsibility for their fate. 15 

But the German term Opfer does have other meanings besides victims 
(see also Greg Eghigian's essay in this volume). One can translate it as 
"casualties" as well as "sacrifice" (the Latin term sacrifi-cium means "to 
make holy"). The English language offers three words for which the Ger
man language has some variants, but Opfer is the dominant word, a term 
that encompasses all three different meanings. 

Therefore, one could translate Eisenman's proposal as one that would 
include" a universe of sacrifices." Senseless mass murder is given a "mean
ing." The murder of the Jews and others could be interpreted in a way such 
that they would become a sacrifice for the new future of Germans, or a sac
rifice for the founding of the Berlin Republic. The language, with its lack 
of differentiation, does leave the various interpretations open to specula
tion and, thus, the murder could possibly be received as a form of sacral
ization. Only the term of Griindungsopfer (founding sacrifice), introduced 
into the debate by the critics of the Berlin project years ago, has offered 
a chance to be precise. 16 However, this opportunity was not (or at least 
hardly) seized by the dominant discourse, as we can read in the current de
scriptions of the proposals. 

Through examining language and that which is tacitly, indeed 
thoughtlessly, perpetuated, it might become clear how mythical concepts 
(the sense and, perhaps, even the necessity of sacrifice) remain implicit in 
the politics of culture, and how they are cemented in the collective mem
ory by simple repetition without any conscious understanding. This ap-
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Fig. 3. Pietii and Photographer, in the Neue Wache, Berlin, Unter den Linden, 
1993. Photograph by Paul Langrock. 

plies even more strongly to images, to visual articulations of history as 
part of the practice of remembering, and to the given environment of a 
stony memory-or the memory of stone-of a city. 

The First Central Memorial in the N ew Capital: "Die 
Neue Wache" 

Before I come back to the proposals for the Central Memorial, let me 
first explain the problem of the discourse of Opfer with the example of the 
Zentrale Gedenkstii.tte fii.r die Opfer van Krieg und Gewaltherrschaft (fig
ure 3). It is, as I noted earlier, the first memorial that was built as a central 
site for remembrance in Berlin after the Wall came down in 1989-90 and fol
lowing German unification, which is why it is worth discussing in the con
text of the proposals. In addition, the controversies surrounding the build
ing layout of the Neue Wache cannot be overlooked as part of the whole 
debate on the plan for a central memorial for the murdered Jews. Still an
other reason for discussing the layout of the Neue Wache is the fact in the 
center of the memorial is a sculpture by the artist Kathe Kollwitz, enlarged 
to five times its original size. Kollwitz's original sculpture created in I 9 3 71 
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is 3 7 cm tall and bears the title "Mother with Dead Son" (Mutter mit totem 
Sohn) (figures ro and 3 ). We see a squatting and bundled figure of a woman. 
We also see a naked male figure lying in her lap, as if looking for protection 
in his mother's lap, becoming almost one figure with his mother. 

The erection of the Kollwitz sculpture in the newly designed Neue 
Wache was harshly criticized for many reasons . First, the sculpture of the 
Mutter mit totem Sohn was interpreted as pieta and therefore as a Christ
ian icon. This may neglect followers of other religions, particularly Jews, 
who would be excluded from the new site for German remembrance. Sec
ond, critics maintained that the selection of this sculpture would cement 
the ideal of the woman as a person prepared to make sacrifices (Opfer
Bereitschaft), an ideal frequently invoked in times of war. 17 Finally, it was 
argued that the Opfer (in the sense of sacrifice) of the murdered-either at 
the military front or in the gas chambers- was being linked to the symbol 
of woman as mother, as nature, and as well as of the nation as Heimat 
(home) .18 

The last two sets of criticisms show that the figure of the pieta has not 
exclusively belonged to Christian iconography. The message of the mother 
of Christ mourning his death on the cross and whose sacrifice promises 
redemption was secularized in the course of the twentieth century. We 
often find, for instance, the image of the mother mourning her son killed 
on the battlefield in war memorials, especially those erected after World 
War I. The transfer of the pieta into national iconographic representation 
implies a particular focus on a visual message: dying in war for the nation 
is comparable to the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. Dying as a sacrifice is rea
sonable and it promises redemption, and this also applies to soldiers in the 
same way: the sacrifice of Christ is considered as one worthy of emulation. 

This suggests we speak, in this case, of a secularized religion or "re
demptive narrative" 19 that was preserved as an image and that has been 
passed on without notice or questioning. But it is not only a part of the 
German culture of remembrance. There is the obvious example of the 
Vietnam Women's Memorial in Washington, D .C., that was created in 
1993 and follows the bequeathed ideal of the pieta. 

The enlarged Kollwitz sculpture that was placed in the redesigned, 
post-unification Neue Wache rests where a number of special altars have 
stood. During the Weimar Republic, after the building lost its original pur
pose, it was decided to designate the building as a memorial to the soldiers 
who died in World War I. After a competition in which many well-known 
architects (such as Peter Behrens, Hans Poelzig, and Mies van der Rohe) 
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Fig. 4. Neue Wache, the redesigned inner room, 193 r. Photograph courtesy 
Brandenburgisches Landesamt for Denkmalpflege, MeBbildarchiv Berlin, 

Waldstadt. 
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took part, Heinrich Tessenow's proposal (figure 4) was selected: an altar
like block was set in the otherwise empty room. This particular form de
rives from a long tradition that goes back to the French Revolution. At the 
''Altar of the Fatherland" (Altar des Vaterlandes), the oath of national loy
alty was sworn- the fatherland or death.20 In the propaganda of the First 
World War, the altar played an important role, andin 193 l, a golden wreath 
of oak leaves presented in a ray of light produced by a round opening in the 
roof was placed on the altar, thus sacralizing the room through a suggested 
connection to heaven. In 1933, a cross was attached to the wall behind the 
altar after pressure from the so-called Volksgemeinschaft. Tessenow's sa
cred room was thus made Christian again. In this design, it also served as 
a demonstration of power for the Nazi state. 

After World War II, the Neue Wache was redecorated in the GDR as a 
memorial for the "Victims of War and Fascism" {Opfer van Krieg und und 
Faschismus) (figure 5). In 1962, a cut-glass cube with an eternal flame for 
the Opfer was installed where the altar with the wreath was formerly set. 
Of particular note is the fact that this flame had its counterpart in the 
western part of Berlin. On the extension of Unter den Linden, west of the 
Brandenburg Gate, there are two other flames. We find one at Theodor 
Heuss-Platz (figure 6) in a bowl for placing offerings whose flame is fuelled 
by gas. The flame was lit by the so-called Heimatvertriebenden (expellees 
from former Eastern German provinces) · and was supposed to bum until 
the day of reunification. The other flame is a sculpture by Bernard Heiliger 
that also bears the name Flamme (flame) (figure 7). Erected in 1962, it was 
dedicated to "the spirit of freedom" and its "blazing work," as the critics 
remarked on the day of its unveiling.21 As an abstract sculpture, its signif
icance is ambiguous. Its meaning however, alludes to tradition: flames, 
fire as symbol and medium of purification and renewal, a fire for sacrifice. 
One can say that a visual metaphor of sacrifice is cast here in bronze. Nev
ertheless, it is also noteworthy that a figure about to break out of the 
flames can, from a certain perspective, be recognized. It is reminiscent of 
Nike of Samothrace (figure 8), the traditional allegory of victory, who as a 
female figure has acquired a new meaning after the founding of nation 
states in Western Europe and in the United States.22 

This leads us back to the site of remembrance beyond Brandenburg 
Gate. Close to the Neue Wache, on a bridge (the SchlofJbriicke), there is 
one among a series of sculptures from the 1850s that adopts the allegori
cal tradition of victory and, simultaneously, refers to the modern, secular
ized form of the pieta: it is "Nike carries the fallen warrior to Olympus" 
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Fig. 5. "Memorial to the Victims of Fascism and Militarism," in the Neue 
Wache after 1969. Photograph courtesy Landesbildstelle Berlin. 
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Fig. 6. /1 Memorial to Expellees," Berlin, Theodor-Heuss-Platz, r 9 5 5. Photo
graph by Silke Wenk. 
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Fig. 7. "Flame," by Bernhard Heiliger, Berlin, StraBe des 17. Juni, 1962. Photo
graph by Silke Wenk. 

(figure 9). We have a constellation similar to the Kollwitz figure: a female 
representation of the nation embraces the dead warrior, who seems to have 
found redemption in death. There is a marked difference between this 
sculpture from the time of a newly founded nation that used triumphal, 
female images of victory as memorials and the pieta of Kollwitz in the 
Zentrale Gedenkstiitte fiir die Opfer von Krieg und Gewaltherrschaft. 
Obviously, in the last decade of the twentieth century there was no justi
fication for a revival of the classical triumphant imagery. The promise of 
redemption through subordination to the idea of nation seems no longer 
tenable in a united Germany. There is no direct representation of a sol
dierly and heroic masculinity, as is apparent in the group of sculptures on 
the SchloGbriicke. 

The silhouette of the female figure dominates Kollwitz's figure in the 
Neue Wache (figure ro). She offers the main plane of projection. The dead 
son appears to melt into the embracing figure. Death is not transfigured 
with victory. Nevertheless, the figure offers an idea of death as a form of 
being at home, in mother's lap. The former chancellor Helmut Kohl and 
his advisor Christoph Stolzl (then-director of the German Historical Mu
seum), who were responsible for the erection of the sculpture, described 
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Fig. 8. "Nike of Samothrace," second century A.D. Photograph courtesy 
Bildarchiv Marburg. 
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Fig. 9. "Nike Carries the Fallen Warrior to Olympus," by August Wedrow, 
SchloBbriicke, Berlin. Photograph by Silke Wenk. 
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Fig. 10. "Mother with Dead Son," by Kathe Kollwitz, 1937· Enlarged version in 
the Neue Wache, 1994· Courtesy Deutches Historisches Museum- Bildarchiv, 
photograph by A. C. Theil, Licht und Schatten GmbH. 

the figure as being "sentimental."23 Presumably they referred to the com
forting feature of the image, the offer of security in a symbiotic relation
ship that need not accept any distinction. This sculpture's offer, which 
took the place of the altars of the fatherland, can be interpreted as an offer 
to imagine oneself as victim or as suffering, and, simultaneously, to feel 
secure in a union. This visual message, however, contradicts an additional 
text on a wall beside the entrance initially installed in response to pro
tests, that refers to all the different kinds of Opfer as murdered (see pre
viously, "The Difficult Meanings of the German Term 'Opfer"') . 

The Central "Denkmal filr die Ermordeten fuden Europas" 

The erection of the Neue Wache as a central memorial was the begin
ning of the reconstruction of the capital of Berlin and its center {Mitte). 
The construction of a monument for the murdered Jews of Europe has to 
be seen in this context (figures II and I). The government's involvement 
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Fig. 11. Site plan. Courtesy Der Spiegel, Nr. r 5, r 997. 
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in this second monument in the center of Berlin is a result of the debate 
surrounding the Neue Wache, requested by Jewish lobbyists as a counter
point to the latter. However, the Vorgeschichte started at a different point. 
Let me summarize this story very briefly. 

The first initiative for a monument to the murdered Jews of Europe be
gan in 1988, at a time when nobody knew that the Berlin Wall would come 
down. A group of West Berlin intellectuals called "Perspektive Berlin e.V." 
strongly supported building such a monument for the murdered Jews in 
various publications.24 In 1988 the question of a site for the monument re
mained open. The fall of the Wall was about to answer this question. With 
the unification of Germany, the plan for a central monument emerged, and 
it was here that the real problems began. It was problematic in so far as the 
descendants of the perpetrators wanted to create a monument to the vic
tims that was to serve simultaneously as a national monument. 25 

The installation of a monument on the ground of a former strip of the 
Wall near Brandenburg Gate was the contentious issue from the begin
ning. The choice of a site near the location of Hitler's former bunker and 
situated- according to the chief proponent of the site, Lea Rosh- "next 
to the former [Reichskanzlei] where the murder of the Jews had its origin," 
was criticized by various parties. The mythic dimension of this choice was 
clear: the myth of the Fuhrer is inherently rewritten. "Nicht ich, Adolf 
Hitler ist es gewesen" ("It wasn't me, but Adolf Hitler who did it")26 is the 
catchphrase that best summarizes the strategy that has been part of a 
general collective repression since 1945: dictator-as-seducer, on the other 
side, the people-as-victims. This was an integral part of the widespread 
"inability to mourn" following the Third Reich which has been analyzed 
by Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich.27 

There are similarities with the case of the Neue Wache. However, af
ter German unification, something new occurred. The plan for the monu
ment for the murdered Jews on a central site in the middle of Berlin signi
fies several things. It not only camouflages the history of the city's division 
(accomplished by covering the strip of the Wall) but also reestablishes the 
former significance of the capital's center. The notion "central" implies 
that everything else belongs to the periphery, a problem that is further ex
acerbated by the Naumann/Eisenman concept. The choice of the site for 
the memorial for the murdered Jews integrates it into a historical system 
of significance, and it is, in turn, determined by the environment of his
torical significations not easily rewritten or erased. Let us visualize the 
chosen site: it is next to the Brandenburg Gate and the old East-West axis 
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whose value was increased by the building of the central memorial at the 
Neue Wache in a united Germany. And it is near the point where the 
North-South axis was supposed to intersect with the other axis, according 
to Nazi plans. Thus, old images of Mitte (the city's center) determine cur
rent urban planning, planning that had already been part of the Nazi 
redesigning of the Reichshauptstadt (Reich capital). The point where 
two axes cross can be interpreted as the navel of a place, corresponding 
to "Omphalos" and belonging to ancient concepts of city planning.28 The 
navel, so to speak, as the place of origin to which we should always be able 
to return is the place of the community, where people can reassure them
selves of their belonging. 

National Socialist urban planning referred to the signs of Berlin-as
traditional-center-of-power by surpassing its monumentality with an even 
greater monumentalism. By constructing the Reichskanzlei near the 
point where the two axes cross, the Nazis tried to gain historical legiti
macy. In their gigantomanic buildings the Volksgemeinschaft was to find 
its identification, its "navel!' Current plans are in danger of perpetuating 
this narcissistic structure. The tradition of the architectural and sculp
tural system of signs is not questioned. The artist Horst Hoheisel drew at
tention to this fact by his contribution at the first competition. His pro
posal referred to the initiators' demand for the Buf3bereitschaft (readiness 
to atone) of Germans.29 The Brandenburg Gate was to be demolished, the 
stones to be ground up, and the dust to be sprinkled on the site of the me
morial. His proposal disposed of one of the most important, older national 
symbols that had been valorized with new significance by German unifi
cation. Hoheisel asked: "[W]ould the nation of perpetrators be ready to 
sacrifice this national symbol? "30 The question was intended to subvert 
the language of "Opfer," of sacrifice and victim, and it could find only one 
answer: No. The irony of this question made it clear that it was not in
tended to prove in practice the Bµf3bereitschaft of Germans, but rather to 
draw attention to a symbolic policy within and concerned with an impor
tant grouping of signs that might be visited by tourists and presented by 
politicians. 

The "Memorial for the Murdered Jews in Europe" is supposed to be 
central and German, and therefore a sign of German identity. This iden
tity, however, cannot be developed through a national history that also in
cludes the genocide of the Jews and others. Such a project can only produce 
problematic solutions. Characteristically, the U.S. Holocaust Museum in 
Washington and Yad Vashem in Jerusalem were mentioned as models for 
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the German project in the lead-in to the competition.31 "We want to have 
precisely what Israel has": this was a reason that was mentioned again and 
again, but it was generally ignored and is still ignored in the current plans 
for connecting a memorial and a museum. More prevalent, however, is the 
sentiment that there necessarily has to be something else in the country 
of the perpetrators in contrast to the state of Israel or the United States. It 
becomes clear by the reference to the models in Israel and in the United 
States that a construction of a new memorial that is received as being a 
national monument cannot refer positively to German history. Its history 
does not offer the possibility of a reconstruction of an unbroken national 
identity. Coping with that trauma by imitating the victims demonstrates 
both helplessness and flight into arrogance. 

This problem also came up with the proposals that were submitted for 
the first and the second competitions. There is a tendency among the 
second, and even the third, postwar generation in the land of the perpetra
tors to identify with the persecuted and murdered victims. Critics such 
as Eike Geisel have spoken of a tendency on the part of the descendants 
of the murderers to annex the signs of the murdered. He calls them 
Erbschleicher (legacy hunters) who misappropriate the tradition of the 
"adopted/annexed ancestors" (annektierten Vorfahren) for a " collective 
self-therapy" (kollektive Selbsttherapie}.32 

An excellent example of this is the original design of Christine Jackob
Marks et al., (figure 12) a monumental tombstone that was to cover the en
tire site, which received first prize in the initial competition in 199 5 .33 It 

called for stones from Massada to be placed on a large memorial slab. Af
ter a while these stones were removed from the proposal. But it would be 
useful to discuss how it was possible to advance a proposal that placed 
stones from Massada in the center of Berlin in the first place and why this 
proposal was not found spurious earlier. When a German identity cannot 
be built out of German history, references to other histories become nec
essary; signs of the murdered Jews and their culture seem to take the place 
of it. Some of the proposals give voice unintentionally (almost as Freudian 
slips) to such attempts of appropriation in the service of founding a dis
tinctive identity grounded in history. For example, we see variations on 
the Star of David or a simple mixing of alleged "Jewish" symbols with 
Nazi symbols that have themselves become cliches. As such, the latter are 
therefore not useful in rethinking history but rather are themselves per
petuating myths about Nazi politics.34 A quite extreme example, which 
has the merit of making much of this visible, is the proposed memorial 
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Fig. 12. Draft of memorial by Christine Jackob-Marks et al., sketch in the exhibi
tion of proposals in the first competition, r 99 5. Photograph by Silke Wenk. 

from the group of artists working with M. E. Nobbe.35 They planned a path 
in the shape of a swastika, edged by a thorny hedge of red roses. At the 
western end, one would step onto a piece of pavement from Auschwitz. 
Walking over this swastika-shaped path could be interpreted as the sta
tions of the cross, thus making it possible for the members of the nation 
of perpetrators to find redemption for German history through a symbolic 
performance of suffering. 

It is possible to analyze such proposals as Freudian slips or as para
praxes that are, according to Freud, produced by contradictory intentions 
interfering with one another. That the planned memorial for the murdered 
Jews should be both central and German alone makes for contradictory 
intentions. Attempting to make these conflicting desires compatible 
produces slips of the (visual) tongue, comparable with the juggling act 
involved in transposing the wish for German identity onto philosemitism. 
In that sense, most of the results of the competition for the Berlin memo
rial are inevitably "embarrassing" (peinlich) or obscene (as critics contin
ually emphasized). They make visible the longing for a coherent and un
broken national identity for a country where no possibility of positive, 
unambivalent identification is to be found in history. 

There also exists in the memorial proposals a specific form of fascina
tion with metaphors of catastrophe. Visual metaphors such as deep water, 
big holes, or craters may be read as attempts to represent the unrepre-
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sentable, but they are not only problematic in their confusion of catastro
phes in nature with historical and social events. They are also problematic 
because they imagine situations in which people could become victims of 
incomprehensible circumstances or find an imagined community in the 
experience of horror. For instance, one memorial proposal shows a Ferris 
wheel consisting not of gondolas but of freight cars like the cattle trucks 
used to transport victims to concentration camps.36 Such examples reveal 
the wish to imagine oneself in a situation outside history or time, the only 
place where an unbroken national identity can be conceived. 

These non-figurative proposals are comparable to the Kollwitz sculp
ture at the Neue Wache. They all seem to share a kind of negative utopia 
leading to a regression beyond guilt. Not only can a continuity of the ten
dency toward a German self-victimization be identified, but also a re
markable shift: rearticulating the history of the land of the perpetrators as 
the history of victims seems to be obsolete. It rather seems that a vanish
ing point beyond German history is sought. However, such a space beyond 
cannot be disconnected from German history. This is the problem found 
in almost every submitted proposal: history is about to repeat itself in this 
(self-)identification with the (Jewish) victims by obscuring the party of the 
perpetrators. "The Jews 11 and their culture are about to be used again in the 
articulation of the German self. This time, it is not done by exclusion and 
extermination but by appropriation of the signs of the victims. And this 
tendency toward appropriation can live on in various visual-and also spa
tial-metaphors. 

Victimization and Sacrifice 

I would like to give another and final example from the first competi
tion. This example makes clear how self-victimization can also include a 
tendency to sacralize the murdered. The proposal of the architect Simon 
Unger (figure 13) was awarded the second-place prize at the first competi
tion.37 The proposal works without standard iconlike signs or symbols, 
but it presents an architectural conception. A cubic space that is acces
sible from all sides consists of 85 -meter-long walls (about 280 feet ) made 
of girders. The names of the extermination camps are perforated into these 
girders. One has to pass underneath the girders to go upstairs, onto an el
evated platform, where one can then read the names directly and not in 
mirror images, as is the case from the outside. 

Clearly, this proposal is designed in the tradition of sacred buildings. It 
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Fig. 13. Draft of memorial by Simon Unger et al., first competition, 1995. Photo
graph of model courtesy Kiinstlerischer Wettbewerb Denkmal fiir die er
morderten [uden Europas, Kurzdokumentation, ed. Senatsverwaltung fiir Bau
und Wohnungswesen (Berlin, n.d.). 

takes up elements of the classical temple architecture that served time 
and again as part of the self-representation of the modern nation-state. It 
is the tradition of the ''Altar of the Fatherland" (Altar des Vaterlandes) 
that I referred to earlier. This tradition was simply cultivated by the cita
tion of the monumental temple architecture from a certain time period. 
The same applies to the period of National Socialism, for example Paul 
Ludwig Troost's "Temple of the Eternal Watch" (Tempel der Ewigen 
Wache) at Konigsplatz in Munich and the proposal for an "Honorary 
Memorial of the Reich" (Reichsehrenmal} by the Nazi architect Wilhelm 
Kreis. Dead German soldiers were to be commemorated here as a sacrifice 
for the German Reich. 

In Unger's proposal, those murdered by the Nazi state take that place. 
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Moreover, the sacred space that is cut off from profane city life offers visi
tors the opportunity to assume a position that blurs the difference be
tween being a victim and sacrificing others. Walking up, visitors enter the 
sacred, limited, and elevated space after leaving behind the present and the 
future; up there they are confronted with the names of the locations of 
extermination, above history, under the open sky. The commemoration of 
the murdered becomes comparable to an offering at an altar. In this space, 
cut off from everyday life, the murder can be celebrated as a sacrifi.cium 
for the future. 

But this proposal was not carried out either. Only invited artists were 
allowed to participate in the second competition, and the winner was the 
Eisenman proposal mentioned previously. And thus I return to my start
ing point. 

Victim and Sacrifice as Being Part Of Nature 

The Eisenman proposal (figures 14 and 2) seems to be beyond any prob
lems and embarrassment, provided that the critics are believed. There is 
no appropriation of signs of the murdered, no repetition of visual meta
phors of abyss or catastrophe-at least, so it seems at first sight. Never
theless, a supporter mentioned that the form of the site's design, using 
pillars of various height, would include a "Universe of Victims/Sacrifice" 
(Universum van Opfern). 

It was often said with regard to the proposals of Eisenman and Serra that 
individuals feel reminded of a Jewish cemetery. Eisenman rejected this as
sociation. He said he had never visited a Jewish cemetery and certainly not 
the one in Prague that was often mentioned.38 It is known that intention 
and effect do not have to correspond. And yet, this association only repre
sents one layer of meaning. Another supporting voice speaks of there being 
an association with the forums of Roman emperors. The Eisenman field of 
pillars is almost "an expanse of rubble from the time of antiquity." With it 
we would be confronted by "fragments of a destroyed culture" (Tarsi einer 
untergegangen Kultur). 39 Another author wrote of an "archaic primordial 
phenomenon" in the Eisenman proposal.40 It is known that a site of such 
ancient or" archaic" remains not only is a favorite place for tourists to visit 
but also has always played an important role as an allegedly authentic rem
nant of a culture and referred to as its "origin." In this way, the murder of 
the Jews and the destruction of their culture would be cast off to a faraway 
past. At the same time, there is the question of whether it can be consid-
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ered as a positive point of reference for a future to be defined anew, just as 
Western European myths of origin have turned to classical antiquity, for in
stance the Roman forum, as the "cradle of civilization." 

Consequently, the visual metaphor of the field of pillars articulates its 
search for identification according to yet another (national) narrative of 
origin. By appearing as archaic or ancient, the mythic location of origin 
stays uncertain and, simultaneously-at least at first sight-unproblem
atic. And yet, a metaphoric form of appropriation of the culture of those 
murdered can be identified here as well. The murder of the Jews seems to 
become a cause around which Germans reconstruct their own myth of the 
past. The field of pillars, it has been said, reminds one of the "loss" (Ver
lust}. The historian Y. Michal Bodemann has complained that the Berlin 
project for a memorial is not so much about the remembrance of the 
crime, but rather about mourning a loss, the "loss of a human resource for 
culture and economy."41 Placed in the context of an historically developed 
culture of remembrance, the Eisenman proposal and its reception only 
confirms this criticism (figure 14). 

At the same time, this very "loss" appears to be articulated in a com
forting or reconciling way, as if all Opfer are included. This is most evident 
in the metaphors repeated throughout the description of Eisenman's con
cept: "field" of pillars. Field is not only a makeshift expression for the site 
but also a productive metaphor determining the form of commemoration 
itself. This can be seen in the subsequent association with wheat in 
Weizenfeld (wheat field), 42 and in the idioms wogendes Feld (waving field), 
wogendes Siiulenfeld (waving pillars on a field ), and, finally, Wogen der 
Erinnerung (waves of memory).43 Moreover these images can be easily 
transformed into a short story about nature: "pillars that stick out in a 
wavelike fashion, as if the wind had blown over a corn field."44 The dis
placement and condensation in moving from a description of the arrange
ment of pillars to metaphors of nature should make us think. We are led 
from the mass murder of the Jews to the field of pillars, and, finally, to 
comforting descriptions of the cycles of nature. Murder becomes sacrifice, 
a naturalized sacrifice, eternally demanded by nature in its rhythm of 
death and rebirth.45 

In Masses and Power, Elias Canetti has characterized wheat as "sym
bol for the masses" {Massensymbol): 

Corn is in many ways the reduction of a forest ... It is as flexible 
as grass. It is unprotected from the wind. Every stem gives way to 
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Ein wogendes Siiulenfeld 

Fig. 14. "Waving Pillars on a Field," Eisenman draft proposal. Photograph cour
tesy Der Tagesspiegel, Berlin, August 26, 1998. 

the movement of the wind, the whole field seems to bend at once. 
It is pressed down by storm, and it stays like that for a long time. 
But it has the mysterious ability to stand up again. And if it is not 
too worn out, it is suddenly up again, the whole field. Whatever 
happens, it happens to all of the stems. Mankind's equality in the 
face of death is often expressly read into the image of corn. But it 
collapses at once and reminds therefore of a quite specific death: 
their common death in a battle, as whole rows are thinned out
the field as a battlefield.46 

It was often mentioned, especially after the years of 1989- 901 that Ger
mans after 1945 experienced a certain "negative nationalism." By this was 
meant that it was only possible to think of a German nation within the 
context of the crimes of the Nazi period. However, the expression "nega
tive nationalism" elides a profound problem. It is the problem of con
structing any nation, any "imagined community" and its foundational, 
uninterrupted history, in order to establish a common identity in face of 
destruction and murder in history as it really happened. In such construe-
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tion, myths of sacrifice have always played an important role. Although 
this is not characteristic only of German history, in German history it has 
become especially obvious and stark. 

Postscript 

In June, 1999, the German Bundestag finally decided on the establish
ment of a memorial for the murdered Jews of Europe. A large majority (314 
representatives) voted in favor of the Eisenman plan as well as for an in
formation center. Exactly 209 representatives voted against the Eisenman 
plan and fourteen abstained. Among those speaking on the matter, only 
two voted for a total renunciation of a memorial for the murdered Jews. 

A Bundestag resolution entrusted a public foundation with all re
maining design questions. Alongside the latter organization, the state 
government of Berlin and the Forderkreis zu Errichtung des Denkmals 
with Lea Rosh are also supposed to be involved. In the fall of 1999, the 
Naumann plan became a new point of contention for the foundation. 

On the occasion of the Bundestag decision in June, 1999, Culture Min
ister Naumann had spoken of beginning construction in January, 2000. On 
January 2 71 2000, construction began, albeit as a purely symbolic act. Ac
tual construction at the site only began in October, 2ooi. In November, 
2001, the "Stiftung Denkmal for die ermordeten Juden Europas" organ
ized an interdisciplinary symposium about the "Ort der Information" (In
formation Center). The controversy continued, this time regarding the de
sign of the Information Center situated below the Eisenman pillar field. A 
publication is scheduled for summer, 2002.47 
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